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Abstract
Across northern Guanajuato, water sources are going dry and groundwater contains levels of
arsenic and fluoride that are dangerous for long-term human consumption. In writing this thesis i
have two goals: first, to contextualize environmental injustice in northern Guanajuato and
second, to interrogate the government-sponsored installation of reverse osmosis (RO) facilities,
designed to treat, bottle, and sell drinking water in rural communities across the region. Towards
the first aim, i begin by arguing that well-collapse, arsenic and fluoride exposure, and declining
surface water flows in northern Guanajuato -- all of which are driven by agricultural groundwater
extraction -- ought to be considered a case of environmental injustice. I then turn towards the
second aim. First, i recount attempts taken to limit groundwater extraction and address
contamination, including the government-sponsored campaign to install RO water treatment
facilities in rural communities. Based on interviews and document analysis, i describe how this
campaign emerged from the intersection of political pressure, community organizing, funding
availability, and limited technological options to treat trace levels of arsenic and fluoride to
Mexican drinking water standards. Drawing from empirical evidence including interviews, site
visits, and policy documents, i classify and depict variations in how RO facilities are
implemented, designed, operated, and maintained across rural northern Guanajuato today.
Combining political ecology literature with empirical data, i analyze these practices by
considering the political economy, accessibility, gendered labor dynamics, and ecological
impacts of RO facilities in rural communities. To reframe how environmental injustice is
produced in northern Guanajuato, i trace logics of extractivist capitalism and patterns of social
difference since the Mexica inhabitants of Tenochtitlan met early Spanish colonizers and go on
to argue that although RO may be able to prevent exposure to toxic levels of arsenic and
fluoride for certain populations in the short term, it may also enable the extractivist status quo
while repeating a familiar approach to perceived water scarcity: augmenting supply through
technification without addressing demand. Indeed, if RO is installed without efforts to reduce
groundwater extractions, wells will continue to go dry. I conclude by arguing for a pluralistic
approach to water justice that both depends on short-term life-protecting technologies – which
could include RO – while also pursuing other initiatives including policies that limit groundwater
extractions and efforts to shift the dominant narratives and logics that drive extractivist injustice.
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Introduction  | Reverse osmosis &
collaborative research
Several years ago, a friend invited me to an event celebrating her newest project, a used
clothing store in San Miguel de Allende, Guanajuato. The afternoon session -- designed for folks
of all ages -- celebrated reuse, with craft projects from “waste” objects and activities designed to
foster environmental awareness. During one activity, several people sat in a circle on the
ground. The facilitator asked if anyone knew where drinking water comes from. Without missing
a beat, Olivia -- the youngest group member at age four -- spun and pointed to the inverted
translucent blue plastic bottle behind her, which glugged up an air bubble. “Del garrafón!”1 she
shouted, grinning with the ease of the question.

* * *
Although the gathered folks laughed in response to Olivia’s proclamation, it ought to be
unsurprising that many children in central Mexico today have few experiences drinking water
from anywhere besides a plastic bottle, especially those raised in urban and suburban areas.
Indeed, Mexico is the top consumer of bottled water per capita in the world (Cohen & Ray,
2018). Increasingly, this bottled water is treated with reverse osmosis (RO), which is often
presented as a catch-all treatment method capable of removing diverse chemicals from
contaminated water.

RO treatment plants are being installed rapidly across Mexico. These include both commercial
plants owned by transnational corporations like Danone, Coca-Cola, and PepsiCo and smaller,
privately owned treatment facilities (Estrada Vivas, 2016). Individuals and families have also
gotten into the bottled water business, opening local treatment facilities (interview #20210406A).
Government agencies at the municipal, state, and federal levels have all also participated in
funding RO treatment facilities. In an effort to understand their implications for rural
communities, this thesis focuses on RO water treatment plants in rural northern Guanajuato
whose installation has been funded by government agencies.

1 “From the bottle!”
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As a case study of this proliferation of RO, this thesis considers rural communities2 in the
northern part of Guanajuato state. In particular, the Independence Aquifer region (see figure
1.1B) faces ongoing groundwater extraction to irrigate export crops and rising levels of arsenic
and fluoride in groundwater. In response, government agencies have begun installing RO
facilities in rural localities, investing millions of pesos in facilities designed to treat, bottle, and
sell water to populations ranging from hundreds to a few thousand. Although only five facilities
were installed between 2003 and 2012, seventeen have been implemented since 2016 (based
on data from CEAG, 2021).

This rapid rise of RO across rural northern Guanajuato parallels the national trend, seen in
figure 0.1, where, by 2019, RO had far outpaced the installation of any other municipal water
treatment technology in both number of plants and rate of increase. According to annual reports
from the Comisión Nacional del Agua (CONAGUA), municipal RO systems rose in prevalence
across the country from 61 in 2004 to 374 in 2019, a sixfold increase. In that same time period,
none of the other reported technologies even doubled in frequency.3 Further, these data likely
represent an undercount. Although the most recent federal inventory of water treatment plants
lists several RO facilities in the state, it only counts four in northern Guanajuato (Comisión
Nacional del Agua, 2004-2019). However, data from the Comisión Estatal del Agua de
Guanajuato (CEAG) -- the agency which channels the funding for these facilities -- list at least
eighteen RO plants operating in the region in the same year (CEAG, 2021). Further, smaller,

3 The one exception is activated carbon which rose from 0 facilities in 2004 to 33 in 2019, producing an
infinite rate of increase but a far more gentle slope than that of RO when observed in figure 0.1.

2 The term “rural community” merits some scrutiny. In this thesis, i use it as “comunidad” is so often used
in the colloquial Castellano of central Mexico as a loose alternative to the legalistic “localidad rural,”
defined by Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía (INEGI) as any named place that is not a
municipal seat that contains at least one household and fewer than 2,500 inhabitants (Censo de
Población y Vivienda, 2010). However, the words “rural” and “community” are both draped in denotations
and connotations. Below is a brief discussion of the complexity in using these words. When i use them to
mean anything other than “localidad,” i will signal that intention in the text.

On “rural”: I limit this study to “rural” areas following INEGI’s definition that defines rural space
based on population size. However, rurality and the closely related -- but distinct --  idea of campesinidad
are also social identities that are used to signal specific ways of life, meaning, and belonging. Indeed, in
some of the so-called “localidades rurales” in which i conducted interviews, people neither identified as
“personas rurales” nor as “campesina/o/es” even though INEGI classifies their home as part of a
“localidad rural.” I do not use “rural” to indicate a lifeway or social identity, unless specified.

On “community”: The phrase “rural community,” as i have defined it above, equates the idea of
“community” with a geographic cluster of humans separated by lines on a map. However, a “community”
can also be understood as a space, be it physical or metaphorical, where folks struggle over power and
navigate belonging. Lynn Staeheli (2008) writes of community as “a site where contests are waged over
citizenship and the terms of membership in society.” She rejects the idea of community as a “settled
terrain” – like an INEGI localidad – instead reminding us that “theories and experiences of citizenship and
community are always in competition, being constituted as they are by different rationalities, moral values,
and imaginations of what is possible.” Staeheli’s analysis reminds us that “localidades rurales” are
convenient but arbitrary administrative fictions that are neither homogeneous, static, nor permanent. The
groups of people inhabiting them can be heterogeneous across identity categories as well as in personal
preferences and beliefs. Communities have distinct and often contested politics of inclusion, through
which individuals or families navigate belonging in a manner which may or may not be linked to
geographic location. Community boundaries are often geographically fluid, with communities shifting
through space, fusing together, or splitting apart over time.
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household-scale systems which do not appear in either data set exist throughout the region.
This recent rise in RO is neither unique to Guanajuato nor Mexico. Commercial RO systems
went from not existing in the 1950s to globally treating an average of over twenty million cubic
meters of water per day in 2008, with installations on every continent (Lattemann et al., 2010).

To contribute towards a larger discussion of the worldwide -- and certainly Mexican -- trend
towards increasing reliance on RO to treat water destined for human consumption, the
Independence Aquifer region in northern Guanajuato provides a compelling case study
(Ortega-Guerrero et al., 2002; Ortega-Guerrero, 2009). For me,4 it is also personal. I lived and

4 I have chosen to explicitly bring myself into the writing of this thesis with first person pronouns as a
reminder that this writing comes from a perspective situated in a body, in a place, at a time. This is an
explicit attempt to push back on the tendency of scientific writing to take an omniscient perspective, what
Donna Haraway (1988), arguing for “situated knowledges,” calls “seeing everything from nowhere,” a
tendency that serves to obfuscate the masculinity and whiteness that has, for so long, dominated the
spaces in which scientific knowledge and writing are produced. Further, i use the lowercase “i” (except at
the beginning of a sentence) as a reminder -- having been raised and formally educated within the intense
hierarchical individualism of white US culture -- that “i” am no more important than “we,” and require no
calligraphic elevation. As our linguistic tendencies so often reflect our values, i make this small change in
the hopes that each time you, while reading this thesis, find yourself startled by the unusualness of an “i”
where you would expect an “I,” it serves as an invitation to reflect on the ways in which we reinforce the
value of individualism at the expense of communal resilience and solidarity.
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worked in northern Guanajuato from 2016 to 2019 and have since been collaborating with
organizations on issues related to water justice. In this case, boundaries between municipalities
determine which agencies are involved in implementing RO facilities. Thus this study considers
RO facilities located throughout the seven municipalities that compose the majority of the
Independence Aquifer region -- shown in figure 1.1D -- namely Doctor Mora, Dolores Hidalgo,
San Diego de la Unión, San Felipe, San José Iturbide, San Luis de la Paz, and San Miguel de
Allende, including the areas of those municipalities that fall outside of the aquifer boundaries. I
loosely refer to this region as “northern Guanajuato.”

For the most part, rural northern Guanajuato’s RO facilities sell the treated water in twenty liter
translucent plastic garrafones. Indeed, not only does Mexico have the highest per-capita rate of
bottled water consumption of any country, but the rate has risen steadily since 2004 (Cohen &
Ray, 2018; Rodwan Jr., 2020). This trend towards increasing bottling and sale of treated water,
together with experiments with private companies managing urban water, have evoked cries of
“privatization,”, a topic which has been written on extensively (egs. de Alba et al., 2006; Estrada
Vivas, 2016; Linares Zarco, 2020; Martínez Álvarez, 2011; Ortega Espinosa, 2015;
Pacheco-Vega, 2015; Peña García, 2007; Pineda Pablos, 2008). Despite this literature focus,
little has been written about RO, the technology that treats much of this bottled water, enabling
the removal of toxins from Mexico’s increasingly contaminated sources. In an effort to
contextualize the regional rises in RO, the following chapters address the questions: what is
causing northern Guanajuato‘s groundwater contamination and the social and geographic
distribution of its effects? Why is RO being touted as a “solution” to the human-health impacts of
the contamination? How is it being implemented, designed, operated, and maintained? And
what are the socioecological implications? I hope that my attempts at addressing these
questions will support folks struggling for a future with fewer extractive relationships, support
community members in making informed decisions about whether to accept or request a RO
facility, and provide a regionally-grounded case study that troubles the global trend of increasing
reliance on technified water treatment and delivery systems.

In the rest of this introduction, i describe the collaborative process that generated and continues
to inform this project. I go on to describe the methods used to collect and analyze data and the
research outputs generated and close with an overview of this thesis.

“My research interests” and the quest for collaboration
I enrolled in the masters program in Geography at the University of Arizona after working for
three years on technology development with Caminos de Agua, a non-governmental
organization (NGO) engaged in the struggle for water quality together with directly affected
communities in the Independence Watershed region. Concerned about groundwater
over-extraction in Guanajuato, i wanted to learn how social, political, ecological, and legal
thinking could be applied to consider actions that extend into the political, the normative, and the
systemic. This breadth of interests made it difficult to frame a research question. Indeed, each
time i was asked to describe “my research interests” -- which happened often in this graduate
program -- i had trouble responding.
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This difficulty, however, came not only from my wide set of interests but also from wanting to do
work that supported folks organizing around water injustice in northern Guanajuato while having
the privilege to remove myself from that struggle. Who am i, i asked myself, a white man from
the wealthy suburbs of Boston who has the privilege to move to northern Guanajuato, engage
with a struggle that affects other people’s lives and bodies, and then leave, to decide how
research can best support struggles for water justice? As the adage goes, i have little skin in the
game. The people whose only available water for drinking and cooking contains high levels of
arsenic and fluoride ought to be leading the process of defining what water-related research is
conducted in rural northern Guanajuato.5

As i shared my uncertainty and discomfort in single-handedly defining a research agenda to
coworkers and faculty, three groups emerged. The first reacted with confusion and
defensiveness about their own research processes. The second articulated vague gestures of
support. The third and most supportive group pointed me towards scholars engaged in
participatory and collaborative research processes with folks outside of the academy. From the
several conversations that ensued, i am especially grateful to Drs. Mónica Ramirez-Andreotta
and Diane Austin. Dr. Ramírez-Andreotta suggested i read Meredith Minkler & Nina
Wallerstein’s (2003a) edited volume Community-Based Participatory Research for Health which

5 Five years earlier, however, i likely would not have had these feelings. Some of the works that have
shaped my engagement with my own internalized (white, US) saviorism and paternalism include Emily
Worall’s instagram account, @barbiesavior; Paolo Freire’s Pedagogy of the Oppressed; the Black
Panther Party’s belief that a movement for Black liberation had to be Black-led and required the
development of critical political consciousness amongst Black folks; adrienne maree brown’s writing and
speaking; the call for political participation and leadership, articulated by the disability justice movement in
the US and echoed by environmental justice movements across the world: “nothing about us without us;”
and so many movement thinkers, activists, organizers, and scholars who have written and spoken about
allyship, accomplice-ing, co-liberation, solidarity, power, and privilege.

Although i was first inspired to engage in this collaborative work by organizers struggling for water
justice in northern Guanajuato, i have since learned a great deal about how to participate in movements
for change from an academic position. This has mostly been from the work of scholars who are
committed to social change both through and beyond publication. Work that has inspired mine includes
Pulido’s (2008) analysis of her own scholar-activism, Ybarra’s weaving together of scholarship and
activism toward abolishing immigrant detention (eg. Ybarra, 2021), following in the tradition of Ruth
Wilson Gilmore (2007, 2008, 2018), Ramírez-Andreotta’s work with communities facing elevated levels of
arsenic in soil (Ramirez-Andreotta, Brusseau, Artiola, et al., 2013; Ramirez-Andreotta, Brusseau, Beamer,
et al., 2013; Ramirez-Andreotta et al., 2015), and Beamer’s descriptions of collaborations to assess the
public health impacts of a mine spill through a Diné framework (Teufel-Shone et al., 2021; Van Horne et
al., 2021).

In addition to Dr. Beamer, publications from the Gold King mine spill health assessment project
include a host of other inspiring academics (both Diné and not) and Diné community leaders. I highlight
Dr. Beamer’s work because i first heard about the project from her and have learned much from her
descriptions of navigating her own positionality as a non-Indigenous researcher, trained in the dominant
western/colonial paradigm of public health, working in collaboration with Diné communities towards a
health framework that represents a Diné rather than a Euro/Judeochristian axiology and ontology. Other
folks listed as authors on publications from that project include Yoshira Ornelas Van Horne, Karletta Chief,
Perry Charley, Nathan Lothrop, Melanie Bell, Robert Canales, Nicolette Teufel-Shone, Carmenlita Chief,
Jennifer Richards, Rebecca Clausen, Alfred Yazzie, Manley Begay, Janene Yazzie, and Andria Begay.
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both prompted my motivation to attempt collaborative research6 and problematized several
aspects of the process without being discouraging. Dr. Austin, a member of this thesis’s
committee, consistently encouraged my commitment to collaborative research while pushing me
to consider the many complexities encountered throughout the process.

As the various authors in Minkler & Wallerstein’s edited book point out, a collaborative research
process names the assumptions in each step of the conventional approach to research and
allows us -- any “us,” convened in any number of ways -- to ask: how is this step done and by
whom? These steps include initiating a project, selecting research question(s), deciding on
methods, delimiting the study area, collecting and analyzing data, and producing a final
research product, among others. To give one example: whereas i was encouraged in a proposal
development class in graduate school to select a research question by reading literature on a
topic that interested me and finding gaps that new research could fill, a collaborative approach
enables questions to be generated by non-academic actors or out of collective dialogue
between academics and non-academics. In this project, the questions were first generated by
staff at the NGO Caminos de Agua and iterated on through conversations that i had with
community members and organizers participating in a watershed-wide coalition, a process that
took several months. In the following sections i describe how and by whom this project was
developed and conducted.

Collaboration attempt #1: La Hermandad de la Cuenca de
la Independencia
Informed by the literature on community-based participatory research (CBPR) and participatory
action research (egs. Banks et al., 2013; Coombes et al., 2014; Minkler & Wallerstein, 2003b;
Pain et al., 2012; Pain & Francis, 2003), in 2019 i reached out to the coalition called the
Hermandad de la Cuenca de la Independencia (“Hermandad”). The Hermandad is a group of
NGOs, grassroots organizations, clergy, and community members working towards the “holistic
defense of the human right to water, health, and territory” in the seven municipalities that
comprise the Independence Watershed.7 Because Caminos de Agua is a member of the
coalition, i had previously attended several meetings and knew many of the frequent
participants.

From the first meeting, the process went slower than i had hoped. Following conversations with
Dr. Austin, i approached the meeting with clear objectives: to determine if the Hermandad

7 Quote from internal Hermandad working document.

6 In this text i prefer the term “collaborative research” because it emphasizes “collaboration” -- which i
think of as mutual act that requires respect, accountability, reciprocity -- rather than “participation” which
so often implies a researcher or government agency permitting non-academic or non-governmental folks
to “participate” in an elite-led and initiated process. Also, i am generally put off by the buzzwordiness of
terms like “community-based participatory research,” “participatory action research,” and “action
research.” However, as the literature that inspired this work references these terms, i use them
interchangeably.
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wanted to collaborate with me and, if so, to agree upon a topic of inquiry. When i arrived at the
meeting, the group drafted an agenda. Because of several time-sensitive topics related to
resistance against a mine, i was left with twenty minutes at the end of the four-hour meeting to
introduce myself and pitch the idea of a collaborative research project.8 After a brief discussion,
a show of hands signaled that everyone was in favor of collaborating. However, we did not have
enough time to collectively brainstorm research questions, let alone arrive at anything
resembling unanimous agreement.

To further discuss a research topic, i returned to Guanajuato over spring break -- the second
week of March, 2020 -- to have small group discussions with members of the Hermandad. I had
four conversations with a total of eight members of the collective about their priorities, needs,
and uncertainties. However, during the days that i was engaged in these conversations,
COVID-19 was beginning to break out across Mexico and the United States. I returned to the
US uncertain of how this partnership would move forward. Classes resumed online and i
adjusted to the tension between the extreme privilege of having most of my biological needs
met from the relative safety of my bedroom and increasing stories, both personal and in the
news-media, of COVID-19 contagions and deaths.

Because of COVID-19, lack of internet connectivity and my own location in Tucson, Arizona,  i
struggled to communicate with the Hermandad during the first months of pandemic. Further,
from March to December of 2020, the collective did not meet. Early in 2021, several of the
communities whose members participate in the Hermandad had outbreaks of COVID-19 without
sufficient hospital space to care for everyone with the disease. Many of the folks with whom i
had been collaborating switched their attention to caring for kin. Writing about CBPR,
Wallerstein and Duran (2017) note, “the relationship between researchers and communities
requires trust and mutual commitment over time.” They, and many other scholars of participatory
research, contend that maintaining good relationships ought to be a central goal of collaborative
research. In this case, prioritizing my relationships with members of the Hermandad with an
ethic of care meant acknowledging the challenges of the pandemic and prioritizing the survival
needs of collaborators above the academic pressures that i faced -- to graduate and to
complete a research project. Thus i slowed down and waited until the Hermandad was ready
and able to reengage in our process. However, because of the ticking clock on the two-year
guarantee of paid labor that i was given upon enrollment, this commitment to collaboration
meant giving up the idea of working with the Hermandad directly -- at least on this particular
thesis project -- and seeking other partners in collaboration.

8 Note how i initiate the project rather than anyone from the Hermandad. Although many CBPR endeavors
begin this way, not all do. Who has the agency to initiate a project has been shown to affect trust and
power in collaborative processes (Stoecker, 2003). Thinking towards my own future work, i am inspired by
researchers -- Drs. Joshua Kearns, Paloma Beamer, Diane Austin, for example -- who make a conscious
effort to signal their willingness to work with communities facing environmental injustice and allow
community members to initiate collaboration.
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Collaboration attempt #2: Caminos de Agua
Struggling to understand how to collaborate meaningfully across distance, class, and national
borders during a global pandemic, a chance conversation sparked a series of interactions that
led to this project. Still looking for a research question, i initiated conversations with folks with
long-term water-related experience in law, policy, technology, and activism in Mexico. In one
conversation, Diana, an engineer and researcher who has spent several decades working on
water treatment across Mexico, mentioned the recent federal trend towards funding high-tech
water treatment infrastructure, especially RO facilities, a trend that i did not know about.9

A few days later, in an otherwise unrelated conversation with Caminos de Agua’s Research and
Development Coordinator, Matthieu Carrière, i mentioned Diana’s comment about RO systems.
He responded that Caminos de Agua’s team had heard of community-scale RO plants being
implemented through northern Guanajuato, but did not know much about them. Carrière
described how a better understanding of existing community-scale water treatment plants would
help Caminos de Agua understand what water treatment had been tried in the region and what
could be improved upon. Mutually excited, we drafted a set of questions that would be helpful to
explore: Which government agencies were involved? How were communities selected? How
were the plants financed and built? How were they operated and maintained? How long were
they expected to last? What was the plan for the end of their lifecycle? How did water users
interact with the plant? Did they trust the water? How was that trust developed? Did the water
cost money? How much? Who determined the rates? Who profits from sales?

Carrière shared this list of questions with four other Caminos de Agua team members who
added their own questions about the facilities: who owns the land the plant is on? Who owns the
plant itself? Who owns the equipment inside the plant? How much does it cost to build a plant?
Where does the money come from? When was the first one built? What narratives are being
leveraged to justify RO as the state-sanctioned “solution” to water contamination?

With enthusiasm and support from folks at Caminos de Agua, i decided that investigating the
state-funded campaign of installing RO plants in rural communities in northern Guanajuato
could work as a thesis. Indeed, this document attempts to answer many of the questions listed
above. At this point, conversations with Drs. Austin, Banister, and Bauer of the thesis committee
were invaluable. In their own ways, they each pointed out gaps in my knowledge of RO plants in
northern Guanajuato and helped me hone my focus on key questions.

In March, 2021, one year after my spring break trip to chat with Hermandad members, i received
pandemic-related permission from the University of Arizona to resume research in northern
Guanajuato. I spent one month here, visiting water treatment plants and the state water archive
to collect RO plant-related documents as preliminary research. I also received a list from the
CEAG of all of the rural RO facilities operating in northern Guanajuato. Near the beginning of
that time, i attended a Caminos de Agua staff meeting to present the research plan and receive

9 Diana is not her real name.
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feedback. The team, including folks who were hearing about the project for the first time, were
supportive and seemed excited about learning more about the RO facilities. They also poked
many holes in my proposal, encouraging me to add dimensions to the project.

In May, 2021, after completing the required graduate coursework, getting two vaccination shots
against COVID-19, and receiving Institutional Review Board approval for in-person interviews
following recommended pandemic protocol – masks, social distancing, outdoor interviews, and
the option to do virtual interviews – i returned to northern Guanajuato. I once again discussed
the research plan with the full Caminos de Agua staff, where we further refined the project. Over
the course of the past two years, the enthusiasm of various members of the Caminos de Agua
team and the Hermandad -- and their belief that this knowledge-production project could
contribute to their work towards water justice -- kept me going at times when i struggled to find
motivation amidst grief from the personal and structural violence of COVID-19. After discussion
with the Caminos de Agua team, i began recruitment, site visits, and interviews, as described in
the next section.

Methods
The empirical data presented in this thesis is based on site visits, interviews, and policy
documents. I visited seventeen of the twenty two RO water treatment plants around northern
Guanajuato. I conducted at least one semi-structured individual or group interview with people
affiliated with fourteen of these facilities, interviewing a total of twenty six people including
operators, committee members, and delegates. In one community, i also heard from twelve
community members who have been involved in organizing around water-related issues in a
group interview. Additionally, i interviewed eleven employees of government agencies in seven
interviews. These interviews were conducted both virtually over Zoom and in person, following
COVID-19 safety protocols. If everyone consented, i recorded the audio of the interview then
transcribed it. If they did not, i took notes in a notebook. Additionally, during and after several
interviews, i jotted down observations and reflections, some of which are referenced in the
following chapters. Although i brought the same twenty-seven-question guide into each
interview, the semi-structured approach allowed our conversations to follow the interests,
observations, and experiences of those present. Additionally, following the initial interview, i kept
in touch with most of the participants over Whatsapp. When follow up questions emerged in the
weeks and months after the first interview, i reached out over Whatsapp and many participants
generously shared further reflections in text and voice messages. Together with the site visits,
interviews, and ensuing virtual conversations, i also rely on the analysis of technical and policy
documents related to the RO facilities obtained from facility operators, municipal officials, and
through the state’s transparency platform.

To get in touch with everyone who eventually participated in interviews -- and all the people who
did not -- i used a snowball sampling procedure, described by Bradshaw and Stratford (2010) as
a process of identifying cases of interest “reported by people who know other people involved in
similar cases.” Over the course of this project, i set twelve proverbial snowballs rolling by asking
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for help from people i knew or could contact in a professional capacity: academics, organizers,
and water professionals. From these twelve initial contacts, i ended up in contact with sixty three
people including RO plant operators, academics, community leaders, farmers, government
employees, musicians, and private water business owners, without any of whom this project
would not be the same.10 I also reached out directly to twelve people in their professional
capacities with whom i did not have a preexisting relationship. These folks did not generate
further contacts but supported this work by either participating in an interview or sharing their
experiences in a less formal setting. Trust with collaborators at Caminos de Agua and the
Hermandad was crucial in this process. Indeed, roughly two thirds of the contacts – 46 of 63 –
were through snowballs initiated by someone with connections to one of the two organizations.
Further, collaborators at the two organizations went as far as to participate in three interviews
themselves, in cases where they had long term relationships with the participants and thought
that their presence would facilitate trust. Without these collaborators, far fewer interviews would
have been possible.

Aside from those three conversations, i conducted the rest of the interviews without
collaborators. Further, i was present in all of the interviews cited in this thesis -- none of the
other collaborators collected data without me. I then analyzed the data by coding the
transcriptions and my notes into thematic areas and using the themes that emerged from that
analysis to structure this thesis. All of this occurred between March and August of 2021, with all
of the interactions with so-called “human subjects” occurring after i received IRB approval in
May.

In August, 2021, i wrote first drafts of the empirical and analytical chapters of this thesis, a
thoroughly individualistic process. After completing the draft, i converted it into a graphical
presentation which i shared with the Caminos de Agua staff and collaborators in the Hermandad
in three-hour sessions designed to encourage discussion. From these conversations emerged
several ideas, some of which i have integrated into the final draft, others of which have led to
the development of additional documents, and still others of which provide directions for future
research and dialogue. Although i would classify the process of deciding on a research direction
as deeply collaborative, not all steps followed suit. Method selection, data collection and
analysis, and determining what to write were participatory at best, with me making the majority
of the decisions and incorporating collaborator feedback at various stages.

In this thesis, i follow Laura Pulido’s (2008) lead in two respects. She describes how, in her
research, she engaged participants by sharing both interview transcripts and drafts of written
work. She claims that this sharing produced helpful feedback which she incorporated into the
final drafts and sparked new dialogue amongst participants. In this project i did both, albeit in a

10 Each of whom has many other dimensions to their beings that are so often ignored in these
descriptions of “stakeholders.” For example, i met a delegate who also tracks migratory butterflies and
raises goats and two human children and a water treatment facility operator who also raises a child, was
recently married, runs a social security sign-up program and posts frequent status updates about
COVID-19 vaccination programs on Whatsapp. Although the aspect of their identities most salient to our
conversations were often their professional role, these are complete humans with lives full of complexity.
To assume them to be anything less would be an overly reductive simplification of humanity.
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modified manner. Following each interview, i shared the audio recording with all participants if
everyone consented. This did not generate much direct feedback, but it did serve as an excuse
to connect over Whatsapp, which generated several followup conversations, contacts, and site
visits, including the ability to connect at least one RO facility operator with support in
determining whether his RO membrane needed to be changed (it did). I also shared a rough
draft of the empirical sections of this thesis with most interview participants. However, this
project has the added wrinkle of being conducted in Spanish and written in English. Because of
time pressure and financial limitations i -- who did not grow up speaking or writing Castellano --
translated the chapters which i circulated myself. Although most participants responded with
vague yet congratulatory notes, one provided substantial feedback that encouraged me to
rethink the arguments presented in the second, fifth, and sixth chapters.

Additionally, presentations and conversations with Caminos de Agua and the Hermandad --
which i facilitated after completing the first draft of this thesis -- generated the ideas for two
unpublished outputs, designed for specific audiences. First, when i brought up the topic of RO
facilities at a Hermandad meeting, two folks mentioned that their communities were recently
offered these treatment plants by municipal officials, but did not have enough information to
make an informed decision about whether to accept or reject the offers. Caminos de Agua
organizers reported similar experiences. Thus the first research output is a decision-making
support guide for organizers and community members that covers the basic functioning of a RO
facility and key information. Because of the vast diversity of knowledge and training of RO
facility operators, the second output is a guide to best practices for operators, designed to
supplement the CEAG-provided operator’s manual. This can also serve as a checklist for
determining whether a local RO facility is likely producing trustworthy water by checking for
signs of disinfection, water quality monitoring, and safe bottling practices. Through
conversations with staff at Caminos de Agua, we have decided that i will develop rough drafts of
these two outputs based on the findings presented in this thesis and that we will iterate on them
together before they and the Hermandad determine a strategy for their use. Outlines of these
two outputs can be found in the appendix of this project.

Overview of this thesis
The aim of this thesis is to interrogate the state-sponsored installation of RO facilities in rural
communities, asking why it is happening, how it is being conducted, and what it means. To do
so, the first chapter, drawing on framings from environmental justice and political ecology,
offers a recent recounting of groundwater extractivism and its hydrosocial impacts in northern
Guanajuato, arguing that the region should be seen as a case of environmental injustice.
Chapter two asks the question: why were the RO facilities first implemented? To answer it, i
summarize efforts made by state and non-state actors to curtail groundwater extractivism, then
describe the political context leading to the implementation of the first RO facilities in 2003. The
chapter argues that municipal organizing, academic studies, and political pressure on state
government coincided with the availability of new funding for high-tech water infrastructure to
incentivize the CEAG to pursue RO. Chapters three and four address the broad question: how
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do the RO facilities work? Relying on site visits, observations, and interviews, i describe how the
facilities are implemented (chapter three) and how they are designed, operated, and maintained
(chapter four). These two chapters can be thought of largely as a presentation of results. With
that foundation laid, in chapter five i offer possible responses to the question: what do these
RO facilities mean for humans and more-than-human ecological systems? Using grounded
theory and drawing from the political ecology literature, i discuss community financial insecurity,
inter- and intra-community conflicts, deleterious impacts on human health, distrust,
inaccessibility, the reinforcing of inequity in norms of gendered labor, increases in the ecological
burdens of electricity production and groundwater pumping, and the production of a toxic brine.
In chapter six, i take a step back to consider the trend of RO facility installations across
northern Guanajuato and offer two interpretations: first, that they follow in the footsteps of
several centuries of increasingly intensive techno-responses to perceived scarcity, without
addressing water demand and second, that they are “patches” that alleviates one of the impacts
of capitalist groundwater depletion – arsenic and fluoride contamination in drinking water – for
some people but that are incapable of shifting the broader patterns of exploitation of land and
people. Additionally, i argue that the specific implementation of these RO facilities may serve to
diffuse or prevent anti-extractivist or anti-capitalist organizing.

In this writing i make two offerings: an empirical evaluation of the diverse experiences of
northern Guanajuato’s rural communities with RO facilities treating arsenic- and
fluoride-contaminated groundwater for human consumption and framings to understand
groundwater depletion in the region today. I hope that they are useful.
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Chapter 1  | Groundwater extraction and
its present-day consequences in northern
Guanajuato
To evaluate the implications of northern Guanajuato’s rural RO facilities, it is crucial to first
understand the hydrosocial context within which they are being installed. Towards this end, this
chapter begins by defining the study region of northern Guanajuato and clarifying several often
confused geographic boundaries. In the following three sections, i argue that northern
Guanajuato ought to be considered a case of environmental injustice. Environmental injustice,
as described by Mohai, Pellow, and Roberts (2009), occurs when environmental harms -- like
pollution and other toxic contamination -- are distributed unequally based on social difference,
primarily, in the US-centric literature, race and class. I make the case that the harms caused by
arsenic and fluoride in northern Guanajuato’s groundwater, driven by agricultural water
extraction, are experienced differently based on gender, age, and rurality, the last of which is
influenced by both race and class in Guanajuato. Following calls from Wilson (2009) to extend
environmental justice analyses to consider the mutual relationship between community health
and ecological health and Gilio-Whitaker (2019) who, drawing from several Indigenous
traditions, reminds us that we humans are in inextricable relation with nature, i extend this
analysis beyond the social to the ecological and discuss the impacts of export agricultural
groundwater extraction on surface water, trees, and fish. I argue that northern Guanajuato is a
case of environmental injustice where the harms of profit-driven agricultural production
disproportionately affect women and children in rural areas and are leading to deforestation and
the extinction of native fish species.

Defining “northern Guanajuato”
This thesis is concerned with the seven municipalities that comprise the majority of northern
Guanajuato’s Independence Basin, also known by CONAGUA as the “Río Laja 1” watershed.
Although government agencies tend to reference the CONAGUA-sanctioned hydrologic
boundaries, academics, activists, and NGOs often discuss the region of northern Guanajuato
termed the “Independence Aquifer” or “Independence Basin,” a term not recognized by
government agencies. Although i have been unable to confirm the origin of the “Independence”
name, organizers and government officials in several interviews credited Ortega-Guerrero and
colleagues (eg. 2002) with publicizing the terms “Independence” and “Independencia” to refer to
both the watershed and aquifer as a way to push back against the governmental desire to divide
the region into separate aquifers.11 These different regions can be seen in figure 1.1.

11 It should not be assumed that CONAGUA’s administrative boundaries are rigorously informed by
hydrologic science. They are likely more political than hydrologic. In a review of the hydrological reports
quantifying water availability in each aquifer, published in the Diarios Oficial de la Federación, i found
mathematical errors and uncited numbers. Additionally, aquifer limits dictate the boundaries of
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In academic studies, scholars have bounded the region in three ways. First, many follow the
boundaries of the Independence basin or aquifer (egs. Knappett et al., 2018; LaFayette et al.,
2020; Mahlknecht et al., 2004; Ortega-Guerrero, 2009). Second, others have eschewed use of
the Independence language, opting instead to follow the CONAGUA-established boundaries
(egs. Caminos de Agua, 2020a; Vélez & López, 2004). Third, still others opt to use their own
boundaries entirely. For example, Hoogesteger & Wester (2017) loosely term the region
“Laguna Seca” -- CONAGUA’s name for one of the region’s aquifers -- without explicitly defining
the geographic limits of their study.

In this thesis, i follow Hoogesteger & Wester’s example by focusing on the region that i loosely
term “northern Guanajuato” with an emphasis on the Independence Aquifer region. At risk of
emphasizing the permanence of human-drawn boundaries on a map, i use this explicitly political
nomenclature because of the role that government agencies have played over the past twenty
years in implementing RO water treatment facilities. Additionally, the rural areas of these seven
municipalities that fall outside the Río Laja 1 watershed face similar water injustice and have

groundwater rights trading, so are inherently political (Reis, 2014; Souza Bosch, 2017). As a former
CEAG employee bluntly put it, “acuíferos son zonas administrativas, no son acuíferos” (interview
#20210617B).
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received RO facilities from the same state and municipal agencies as those in the rest of the
region, thus i include them in this study, although they would be excluded by a study that were
to rely on a hydrological boundary.

A note of clarification: The region that i call “northern Guanajuato” is distinct from the state
administrative regions that group municipalities into “north” and “northeastern.” The seven
municipalities that i classify as “northern Guanajuato” include all but one of those from the
northern administrative region (leaving out Ocampo) and add three municipalities from the
northeastern administrative region (Dr. Mora, San José Iturbide, and San Luis de la Paz).

Groundwater extraction for export agriculture
This region of northern Guanajuato can be considered a case of environmental injustice in
which the groundwater extractions for export agriculture are leading to regional groundwater
depletion. Based on the literature, this section summarizes the recent history of regional
groundwater extraction, concluding that extracted groundwater is mostly used to irrigate plants
whose fruits and vegetables are then exported for sale.

In a masters thesis, Jaime Hoogesteger (2004) describes the history of groundwater12

exploitation for agriculture in Guanajuato. He begins the story in the early 1900s with the arrival
of the federally promoted “irrigation frontier,” in Guanajuato, encouraging the conversion of
rain-fed agriculture into irrigated plots. He describes Guanajuato’s next agricultural shift towards
industrial production in the 1940s and the subsequent introduction of new pumping and
irrigation technologies in the 1960s. Whereas earlier wells were dug to forty or eighty meters,
these new technologies enabled the drilling of deep bores to hundreds of meters, enabling
deeper extraction. Hoogesteger argues that this turn to groundwater-irrigated agriculture, during
a period of internally-focused economic growth and post-revolutionary land redistribution, was
driven by a federal motivation to produce more food, “stimulate the development of rural areas,”
and decrease the rapid rural to urban migration. Writing about the same period from a national
perspective, Luis Aboites Aguilar (2009) characterizes Mexican water management as shaped
by rampant state interventionism and the push to construct large hydraulic infrastructure.

This increase in agricultural dependence on groundwater led to more extractions than recharge,
resulting in declining groundwater levels. Ortega-Guerrero (2009) tells us that early signs of
groundwater overdraft could be observed in the region by the late 1960s. Although Guanajuato
had been placed under drilling restrictions -- first the northern part of the state in the 1950s,
followed by other regions in the subsequent decades, and culminating in a statewide drilling ban
in 1983 -- because of lax enforcement, corruption, and powerful agricultural interests
groundwater extraction not only continued but accelerated (Hoogesteger & Wester, 2017). In her
ethnographic research on the CEAG, anthropologist Carmen Maganda (2003) notes that

12 Indeed, much of the conversation about groundwater over-extraction, just by virtue of using the term
“groundwater” as separate and distinct from “surface water,” “sea water,” “rainwater,” or any other sort of
water reinforces a socially-constructed distinction that obfuscates the fact that it is all the same water and
that, for example, rivers and aquifers are in a state of constant exchange. More on this in chapter two.
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according to the commission’s own records, every aquifer within the state was considered
over-exploited in 1995.

Until the 1980s, much of this agriculture was destined for domestic consumption. However,
shifts in Mexico’s economic policy, driven, in no small part by pressure from the US and
Canada, enabled this production to shift towards export markets. Indeed, scholars and activists
have identified the period between the 1982 debt crisis and the signing of the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 1994 as one of dramatic economic and political change in
Mexico. The nation turned towards increasingly liberal trade policies, opened the borders to
international markets and investment, and privatized public industries and land. Boyer (2012)
points towards the 1982 debt crisis as the beginning of the current epoch in Mexican
environmental history, which he (and several others) terms “the neoliberal era.” He argues that
the era can be  categorized by a “savage” and “decentralized” political ecology, where discrete
actors like individuals and corporations with concentrated power exploit air, water, and land for
capitalist accumulation with minimal state oversight. Aboites Aguilar, in his historical monograph,
La decadencia del agua de la Nación (2009), argues that this period marked the completion of
the transition from a state-centric water governance regime to what he calls the
“mercantil-ambiental” period where environmental protection is considered by decision-makers
and market logics determine water allocation, with the state less powerful than in previous
epochs. Similarly, Wilder (2010) highlights the 1992 passage of the Ley de Aguas Nacionales
(LAN) as the defining moment in the attempt to shift Mexico’s water culture from being driven by
federal actions to one that rejects centralization in favor of efficient water use and environmental
protection. The impacts of this attempt Political ecologist and former federal secretary of
Environment and Natural Resources Victor Manuel Toledo and colleagues (2013) argue that this
period ushered in increased socioenvironmental conflicts, collective resistance, and violence.

In this period of neoliberal deregulation, marketization, and the exposure of Mexican producers
to demands from international consumer markets, perhaps it comes as no surprise that in
Guanajuato, groundwater extraction by private agroindustry continued unabated and shifted to
produce crops for export, mostly to the US. According to a report published by Guanajuato’s
Coordinadora de Fomento al Comercio Exterior, the state’s highest grossing agroexport is
broccoli which, between January and May of 2020, despite the arrival of the coronavirus in
March, still sold for $187 million US dollars (Castillo & Gómez, 2020). Broccoli is followed in
profits by cauliflower, lettuce, asparagus, onions, strawberries, and chickpeas. Almost all of
these exports are destined for consumers in the United States. In 2019, 96% of Guanajuato’s
agricultural exports went to the US, equivalent to over 300,000 twenty-ton shipping containers of
food, both fresh and frozen. Going further, the report identifies the promising international
destinations worldwide to which Guanajuato could soon export tomatoes, peppers, onions,
carrots, potatoes, grapes and garlic.

Today, fifteen of the state’s twenty aquifers are listed by CONAGUA as over-exploited, with most
of the water destined for agricultural use. All four federally-recognized aquifers of the
Independence Basin region -- Cuenca Alta del Río Laja, Laguna Seca, San Miguel de Allende,
and Doctor Mora-San José Iturbide -- are listed as over-concessioned. Across these four
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aquifers, CONAGUA reports that 460 million cubic meters of water are extracted annually but
only 335 are recharged from rainfall and infiltration in an average year, leading to a deficit of 125
million cubic meters per year. Of the total water extractions, agriculture comprises 86%. To
contextualize this number, consider that all non-agricultural water uses -- everything from water
for drinking and cooking for over half a million people to heavy industrial uses like ceramics and
gas pipeline manufacturing -- is only allocated 64 million cubic meters per year (data from
CONAGUA, 2020, calculations by the author). That is to say, if all water uses besides irrigation
were to cease completely, agriculture alone would still be extracting more water than is
recharged annually. These data are shown figure 1.2 together with a map of the groundwater
concessions within the four aquifers.

These unbalanced extractions have led to measurable declines in the water table, the level
below the surface at which water is encountered in a well. Reports of average water table
decline have varied from one to two meters per year across the region (Hoogesteger, 2004;
Knappett et al., 2018; Ortega-Guerrero, 2009) although Knappet and colleagues (2018)
demonstrated that these data are uneven, showing upwards of 5.8 meters per year of decline
near heavily pumped urban areas, evidenced by over 100 meters of water table descent
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between 1999 and 2016 near the cities of Dolores Hidalgo, San Diego de la Unión, San José
Iturbide, and San Miguel de Allende.

Collapsed wells, toxic contamination, and dry rivers
The falling water tables have led to collapsing wells, the emergence of arsenic and fluoride in
groundwater, and the drying up of formerly perennial rivers, harming the health of the humans
and other beings that depend on the region’s water for their survival, health, and wellbeing.
Scientists, activists, and even World Bank policymakers (eg. Foster et al., 2004) have been
ringing the alarm bells of groundwater over-extraction in northern Guanajuato for decades.
However, groundwater levels continue to decline, causing wells to dry out or collapse, arsenic
and fluoride to emerge in groundwater, and year-round surface flows to decline and become
seasonal.

Today in northern Guanajuato, stories of dry, collapsed, or infrequently running wells are
commonplace.13 However, in the academic literature, little has been written on this phenomena,
thus my understanding of the topic comes from the formal interviews conducted for this project;
informal conversations with friends, collaborators, and neighbors; as well as stories shared by
NGOs and grassroots organizers. It is not uncommon to hear stories of wells that could, just a
few years ago, produce water whenever the pump was turned on but that today only manage to
extract water for an hour or two per day, giving households a few hundred sparse liters which
people store in whatever containers they have available.

More extreme, however, is the situation of San Agustín de Bernal,14 a rural community whose
well went dry in 2009. For a few years, government agencies paid for tanker truck companies to
deliver groundwater directly to people’s houses from elsewhere. Once that program ended, with
bottled water from the local store being too expensive to use for household needs, community
members would fill jerry cans, drums, and plastic tanks at a neighboring community’s well and
drive them home to San Agustín de Bernal on sagging pickup trucks. They would go house to
house, filling people’s containers. Unbeknownst to the community members, the water that they
were collecting was some of the most contaminated in the region. Its concentrations have since
been measured to be six times above the WHO guideline value for arsenic and ten times that
for fluoride (Caminos de Agua, 2016; WHO, 2017). This continued until the community
organized, got the water quality tested, and decided to build rainwater harvesting systems
(Caminos de Agua, 2020b).

As seen in the example of San Agustín de Bernal, well collapse can lead to economic burdens
on affected communities as folks scramble to find a new source of water. This often involves
paying for water that is trucked in, buying bottled water, or paying tens to hundreds of thousands

14 Names of specific communities and individuals have been changed to protect their privacy.

13 At least these conversations are commonplace for me. Over seven years of doing water-related work, i
have noticed that when i tell folks how frequently water occupies my thoughts, many are excited to share
their aqueous experiences, complaints, feelings, and dreams. I do not know if folks who do not promote
their watery proclivities so openly have similar experiences.
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of dollars to dig a deeper well nearby. The ongoing struggles of San Agustín de Bernal
demonstrate how groundwater decline, cash-poverty, and the vulnerability of reliance on a
single well -- a situation in which many members of rural communities find themselves -- can
intersect to expose folks to water contaminants and increase household’s water expenditures.
However, it also demonstrates that community members can be resourceful and have the
agency to organize themselves and to take action.

In contrast with well-collapse, the emergence of contaminants -- primarily arsenic and fluoride in
northern Guanajuato’s groundwater -- is well documented in the scientific literature.
Ortega-Guerrero, the same geologist who likely brought the name “Independence Aquifer” to
the academy, has published several articles documenting the emergence of these
contaminants. In one (2009), having identified arsenic and fluoride in both groundwater and
subsurface minerals, he concludes with a political message:

If criteria and policies for groundwater management are not established for the [Independence
Basin], the size of the areas impacted by high concentrations of iAs and F- may increase with
time, which would affect the health of the inhabitants and the environmental and economic
sustainability of the basin (p. 144).

In the past two decades, arsenic and fluoride have been detected throughout the region in
concentrations above those first measured by and far in excess of the limits specified by the
WHO drinking water guidelines (Caminos de Agua, 2021). Thus far, arsenic has been measured
in groundwater samples at concentrations as high as 230 micrograms per liter (the WHO limit is
10) and fluoride as high as 23.4 milligrams per liter (the WHO limit is 1.5).

The precise source and emergence mechanism for these contaminants continue to be debated
amongst hydrogeologists. According to Ortega-Guerrero (2009), the arsenic and fluoride are
naturally occurring but their precise underground source remains unknown. He contends that
the regional subsurface geology has been formed by repeated periods of volcanic eruptions and
erosion. The rock that covers the shallower surface of most of the low-lying areas is
sedimentary, principally formed from the compression of particles eroded and washed down
from higher elevations. The upper mountain slopes and deeper aquifer, however, are mainly
composed of the igneous rock which contain naturally high levels of arsenic and fluoride. Thus
Ortega-Guerrero models the aquifer as two stacked layers, a shallow granular aquifer atop a
fractured volcanic one. However, the region is also home to a geologic fault and a well-known
seam of fluorite, a mineral that contains fluoride. Indeed, one of the world’s largest fluorite
mining regions is in the southern part of the state of San Luis Potosí, less than fifty miles from
northern Guanajuato (Dirección General de Desarrollo Minero, 2017).

Ortega-Guerrero asserts that the fluoride in groundwater could come from the dissolution of
naturally occurring fluorite, geothermal up-welling of fluoride from the fault, or directly from the
igneous rocks. The fact that disproportionately high levels of fluoride have been found in wells
concentrated around the fault may lend some weight to the geothermal up-welling hypothesis
(Knappett et al., 2018). Arsenic is likely emerging in groundwater as dissolved oxygen, present
at deeper levels as the water table drops, reacts with minerals to release the arsenic previously
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bound to the rocks. However, Ortega-Guerrero reminds us that early European interest in
colonizing the land known today as Guanajuato was mainly for silver mining, which later
expanded into gold, lead, zinc, and copper, among others. These mineral seams are still
present and could be contributing to the presence of arsenic in regional groundwater.
Regardless of the exact source of the arsenic and fluoride, its presence in both deep and
shallow groundwater has increased over the past decades, risking the health of human and
non-human beings.

Aside from collapsing wells and increasingly contaminated groundwater, the past half century of
agriculturally-driven groundwater depletion has led to changes to surface hydrology, namely the
drying out of formerly perennial rivers. The water emerging from natural springs, which rises
from the ground and then flows across or collects on the surface, has also been reduced
(Navarro de León et al., 2005). For example, according to oral testimony, the Laja River used to
flow year round (personal conversations & Dr. Atl, 2014). In a 2002 dissertation, Iliana Isabel
Hernandez-Javalera classifies the Río Laja as having a high potential for bank erosion, which
may contribute to the river’s frequent flooding. However, today the Río Laja is a dry riverbed for
much of the year, running from Dolores Hidalgo downstream to Atotonilco. This river only flows
with more than ankle-deep water for a few months following the summer rainy season. During
the dry season, in Atotonilco, enough sewage is dumped into the river from the hotels,
restaurants, and private houses to produce an appreciable, although stinky, trickle which
accumulates discharges from San Miguel de Allende’s wastewater treatment plants before
arriving at the Allende reservoir. Additionally, sand mining for construction is common along the
river, much of which is technically illegal but mostly unregulated. According to one conservation
project’s assessment, this “indiscriminate and out-of-control extraction” of sand and gravel has
fundamentally changed the shape and course of the river (Romo García & Gallardo Arroyo,
2007). Since the 1960s, groundwater extraction for irrigation -- most recently of crops exported
to the US -- has led wells to collapse, arsenic and fluoride to emerge in well water, and
perennial flows to dry up or become intermittent.

Environmental injustice: the socioecological impacts of
groundwater extraction and their distribution
Well collapse, contamination, and surface water changes -- themselves symptoms of
groundwater extraction for export agriculture -- have disproportionate impacts on women and
children in rural northern Guanajuato that ultimately lead to loss of life, rendering the region a
case of environmental injustice. This section focuses on the exposure to chronic arsenic and
fluoride in water, primarily faced by people living in rural areas. However, export agriculture and
other human activities have also generated the social and economic stresses faced by rural
communities whose wells have collapsed and ecological changes including deforestation and
species extinction.

Indeed, chronic consumption of arsenic and fluoride at levels typical in northern Guanajuato has
been shown to cause harmful health effects. Arsenic is not an essential human nutrient, so any
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ingestion implies some health risk. With both acute and chronic intake, arsenic has been linked
to cancers of the skin, liver, lungs, bladder, and kidneys, other forms of kidney failure, and
learning disabilities in children. Additionally, arsenic consumption has been associated with
in-utero epigenetic changes, affecting children before they are born (Mohammed Abdul et al.,
2015). Fluoride, on the other hand, is an essential nutrient for human consumption. Below the
WHO limit of 1.5 mg/L, few studies have shown short term health risks. Indeed, some countries,
including the US, add fluoride to drinking water to purportedly improve dental health. However,
with levels above the guideline value, fluoride intake has been shown to cause dental and
skeletal fluorosis, decreased birth rates, and to inhibit neural development -- as measured by
admittedly problematic IQ tests -- in children exposed before the age of eight (C. Barajas et al.,
2020; Ozsvath, 2009). A recent study showed that fluoride can be transmitted from mother to
child during pregnancy, restricting brain development in children before birth (Valdez Jiménez et
al., 2017). Although incidences of chronic kidney disease have been linked to high levels of
environmental fluoride, there remains ongoing controversy as to the causal relationship (R.
Dharmaratne, 2018; R. W. Dharmaratne, 2015).

Despite the well-documented health impacts of these contaminants, exposure to arsenic and
fluoride in drinking water remains challenging to detect for several reasons. First, the
contaminants are hard to measure. They are too small to be seen by all but the most
sophisticated microscopes and have neither taste nor odor in water. Testing for arsenic requires
either expensive specialized lab equipment or cheaper field test kits that are fickle to use and
have demonstrated high variability in results based on water chemistry, including in northern
Guanajuato’s groundwater (Kearns et al., 2019; R. R. Reddy et al., 2020). Fluoride also requires
specialized lab equipment and training in lab chemistry techniques to measure (Dhillon et al.,
2016). Indeed, common and accessible water quality tests cannot indicate dangerous levels of
arsenic or fluoride because these contaminants are toxic in such low concentrations. Second,
the early stages of the health effects are difficult to detect. Indeed, chronic arsenic poisoning is
often not observed until a person is diagnosed with cancer or chronic kidney disease, by which
point they are often at risk of death, require invasive surgery, or need to be on hemodialysis for
the rest of their life. As Mazumder (2000) writes, there are few ways to detect arsenic toxicity
unless it manifests on the skin as melanoma or the spotted freckle-like pattern of
hyperpigmentation. Similarly, fluoride’s only clearly and quickly visible symptom is dental
fluorosis, a yellow to brown coloration of the teeth. The other effects -- skeletal fluorosis,
inhibited neural development, and perhaps chronic kidney disease -- are rarely detected before
a person is hospitalized.

Despite these detection challenges, health effects have been documented in northern
Guanajuato. Recent studies have focused on dental fluorosis because of its visibility. In an
Instituto Nacional de Salud Pública pilot study, Farías Serra and colleagues (Farías et al., 2021;
Farías Serra et al., 2019) surveyed 38 children ages six to fourteen from eight locations around
northern Guanajuato known to have high levels of fluoride in drinking water . They found
evidence of dental fluorosis in 81% of the children tested. Additionally, from analyzing urine
samples, they discovered biomarkers that indicate early onset of kidney failure, symptoms that
rarely affect children. Additionally, chronic kidney disease has spiked in the municipality of
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Dolores Hidalgo, with deaths of people younger than twenty rising from none in 2005 to 6 per
100,000 in 2014 (Esparza-Aguilar et al., 2019). Despite these documented impacts, no
widespread epidemiological study has been conducted. This remains one of the largest gaps in
the literature.

However, these impacts are not distributed evenly. Although no formal geospatial analysis has
been conducted, anecdotal evidence suggests that differences in exposure depend on rurality,
gender, and age. People living in rural areas -- including campesina15 and Indigenous
communities, among others -- are more likely to be exposed than folks living in urban areas due
to differences between urban and rural water systems. Although arsenic and fluoride are
present in wells that are used for both urban and rural water supply, rural water users are more
exposed to the toxins for two major reasons. First, in many urban areas, water is pumped from
multiple wells. In urban San Miguel de Allende, for example, water from wells with high
contaminant levels can be blended with less toxic water before distribution, diluting the arsenic
and fluoride to near the WHO limit. Most rural communities, on the other hand, are dependent
on a single well, with few options for diluting contaminants. Thus, variability in water quality at
the points of use is much higher in rural communities than urban ones. Although many rural
communities do not have these contaminants, the most contaminated “drinking” water in the
region is concentrated in rural areas (Caminos de Agua, 2021). Second, across the region, one
of the only commercial alternatives to well-water is purchasing bottled water. However, these
bottles are priced by the retailer. In 2018, the going rate in urban San Miguel de Allende was
between 30 and 33 pesos for a name-brand twenty-liter garrafón. In nearby rural areas, the
exact same bottles cost 38-40 pesos, a 33% markup. Additionally, urban zones often have water
filling stations, absent in rural communities, which provide a more affordable option for refilling
garrafones. In urban San Miguel de Allende, in March, 2021, it only cost 19 pesos to fill the
same twenty liters at a filling station. Because these services are rarely available in rural areas,
many rural communities report rationing bottled water and only buying it when they can afford it,
instead consuming contaminated groundwater (Terrell, 2019). Although this places a larger
burden on rural communities, it does not diminish the fact that urban users can only purchase
drinking water from corporations by the bottle, leading to unequal access based on income.
Further, although rural populations are disproportionately affected, everyone drinking water in
northern Guanajuato is at some risk of exposure to dangerous levels of arsenic and fluoride.

Aside from urban-rural differences, women and children are more likely to be exposed to the
contaminants in water used for human consumption than men, because of the gendered
aspects of rural-to-urban migration. In many of Guanajuato’s rural communities, gendered
migration patterns lead to differential risk between adult cis-men and cis-women.16 Indeed,

16 Although much of this thesis focuses on “men” and “women,” assumed to be cis-gender, folks across
the gender spectrum live in Guanajuato. From a literature review, i was unable to find data as to how
groundwater contamination intersects with LGBTQIA+ identities, although LGBTQIA+ folks, especially

15 I use the feminine “campesina” not to imply that “campesina communities” are composed exclusively of
females, but rather following the Castellano, “comunidades campesinas,” where “campesina” is
conjugated to match “comunidad,” a feminine noun. I do so in an attempt to unsettle the default
Castellano patriarchal practice of labeling large groups of people of mixed gender with masculine
grammar.
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people have been leaving home to search for stable employment for over a century. Migration
through the region has likely been occurring for millenia. Some of these migrants return, others
settle in Mexican cities or in the US. Indeed, so many Guanajuatenses have settled abroad that
Laura Gonzalez (2001) writes in her study of gender in the Guanajuatense migration to the US,
“today more Ocampenses and San Felipenses live in the Dallas-Fort Worth area in northern
Texas than in the entire municipalities of Ocampo and San Felipe in northeastern Guanajuato.”
Because of socialized gender roles that see women’s role in a cishetero family unit as domestic
labor, child rearing, and subsistence agriculture and men’s as economic provision, more than
two thirds of migrants to the US from Guanajuato in the late 1990s and early 2000s were men
(Aboites et al., 2007; Lázaro Castellanos et al., 2005). Today, the 2020 INEGI census shows
that across the region, although births are roughly even by sex, most communities are
disproportionately female by age seventeen. Indeed, in one extreme case in Dolores Hidalgo, a
community with several hundred members reported 53 females between the ages of 18 and 24
and only eleven males, despite roughly even birth rates (based on data from INEGI, 2020).
Even though many of these migrant men are exposed to other occupational health hazards and
the dangers -- including criminalization by the US government  -- of crossing the US-Mexico
border (Grineski & Juárez-Carrillo, 2012), it is those who remain at home who are exposed to
daily doses of toxic minerals in drinking water. Because of migration decisions that follow
socialized gender roles, women and children in rural areas face more consistent exposure to
toxins in local groundwater than men from rural communities. Because the bodies of fetuses
and children are typically much smaller than those of adults, they are more severely affected by
comparable doses of toxins (Bashash et al., 2018).

Following Wilson (2009) and Gilio-Whitaker’s17 (2019) calls for a more ecological approach to
environmental injustice, it bears considering the relationships between agricultural groundwater
extractions and ecological change in northern Guanajuato. Unfortunately, few scholars have
developed causal models linking groundwater overdraft to effects on animal, plant, or any
more-than-human life. However, changes have been documented regionally to non-human
beings, particularly to tree and fish populations and linked to the capitalist exploitation of water
and land. In a GIS analysis of land-cover change, Azucena Pérez-Vega and colleagues (2020)
document a 3.6% loss in native mesquite trees across Guanajuato between 2002 and 2014
which they connect, in the northern part of the state, to the expansion of irrigated agriculture as
trees are cut to make room for more monocropped fields. They go further to broadly link this to a
longer trend of deforestation and land-cover change driven by capitalist extraction and
exploitation of land:

The state of Guanajuato is acknowledged for having a healthy economy, ranked seventh at the
national level; however, the environmental cost has been high, as it is one of the states with the
largest transformed cover. The results of this study suggest that this trend will continue, posing a

17 Gilio-Whitaker’s work goes far beyond the incorporation of the ecological as she describes the ways in
which capitalist settler colonialism can be seen as environmental injustice, despite the narrower
conventional use of the term.

transgender people, experience higher rates of violence than average across Mexico (Lozano-Verduzco &
Melendez, 2021).
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threat to the remnants of current ecosystems given the demand for environmental services to
produce supplies for the growing local, national, and even international populations (p. 2).

Their outlook is pessimistic, and with good reason: central Mexico has seen consistent
extractivism for the past half millennium which has led to fundamental reshaping of the land,
including deforestation to clear space for plantation agriculture, by cattle grazing, and to provide
fuel for silver smelting, discussed in greater detail in chapter six.

Along with deforestation, declines in fish biodiversity have been documented. Mercado-Silva
and colleagues (2006, 2009) sampled various sites in the Rio Laja system in the early 2000s
and compared their findings to records from the 1960s. They found that over that time period,
eight of the twenty two fish species documented historically had disappeared from the river. The
authors go on to estimate an 11%-30% decline per decade of native fish in the region. They
attribute this decline to human exploitation of water, pollution, and the introduction of non-native
species.

As irrigated agriculture has spread across northern Guanajuato, it brought with it the
groundwater decline that leads to wells going dry and the emergence of arsenic and fluoride in
drinking water, both of which disproportionately impact women and children in rural areas.18 It
has also caused the continued reduction and extinction of native plant and animal species.
These effects have intensified over the past decades as northern Guanajuato’s agricultural
sector has shifted from domestic to export markets. Taken together, these socioecological
health burdens and their uneven distribution constitute a case of environmental injustice.

18 In this chapter, i have argued -- from anecdotal evidence and preliminary data -- that the human health
impacts disproportionately affect people based on rurality, gender, and age. However, a quantitative
comparison has not been conducted and remains a much-needed area for future research.
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Chapter 2  | How RO became a
state-sponsored “solution” to contamination
Considering that arsenic and fluoride contamination in groundwater has emerged from
agricultural extractions, in this chapter, i ask how and why RO has become an increasingly
common government-sponsored response to rising contamination. I begin by describing
attempts to curtail groundwater extractivism in Guanajuato by both civil society and government
agencies, concluding that neither has been able to bring extractions within ecological limits. I go
on describing the political economy that led to the first implementation of RO facilities in 2003.
To answer the question posed above, i argue that organizing around water quality concerns,
academic studies, and public pressure leveraged against politicians contributed to driving the
CEAG to action. This occurred at a moment when federal and international funding was made
available to encourage the installation of high-tech water infrastructure in rural communities,
incentivizing the CEAG to pursue RO, the technology that CEAG functionaries perceived as the
only available and viable technofix despite concerns over some of its socioecological impacts.

Civil society organizing & resistance
In northern Guanajuato, several attempts have been made over the past half century to reduce
groundwater extraction and mitigate its consequences. This section describes the attempts by
civil society actors while the next focuses on government agencies. These civil society actors
include grassroots movements, NGOs, academics, and coalitions.

In an attempt to garner recognition of northern Guanajuato’s water injustice, a collective of
residents and NGO allies filed suit before the Permanent Peoples’ Tribunal19, accusing the
Mexican government of “having allowed, supported, and caused the over-exploitation,
desiccation, and contamination of the Independence Aquifer” (Tribunal’s decision, 2013, quoted
in Hoogesteger van Dijk, 2017). The collective that filed the suit, working under the name
Coalición en Defensa de la Cuenca de la Independencia (CODECIN), was first convoked by the
Centro de Desarrollo Social y Agropecuario (CEDESA), and was composed of a diverse array of
non-profits, grassroots organizations, members of affected communities, and academics (La
Coperacha, 2015; Ungemach, 2013). CODECIN won the case, receiving a verdict that
considers the Independence Basin region  an “environmental emergency zone.” However, the

19 Formed in Bologna in 1979, the Permanent Peoples’ Tribunal (PPT) transformed the processes of the
Russell Tribunals on Vietnam and Latin America into an institution that attempts to fill gaps in state
jurisprudence around the world. According to the PPT’s website, “the Tribunal’s competence extends to
serious and systematic violations of the rights of peoples, whether committed by States, by authorities
other than States, or by private groups or organizations. The Tribunal is competent to give judgements on
any international crime, specifically on crimes against peace and humanity, genocide, any infringement of
the fundamental rights of peoples and minorities, grave and systematic violations of the rights and
freedoms of individuals…In its judgments, the PPT has gone beyond the mere application of existing
rules and has evidenced legal contradictions or gaps, in order to indicate forms of application and
commitment of future positive law” (Fondazione Lelio e Lisli Basso, 2015).
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Permanent People’s Tribunal decisions are not legally binding and the collective has yet to file
suit in Mexican or international court (Gutiérrez Torres, 2020).

Many of the organizations that worked on the case continue to actively participate in organizing
and mutual aid projects, including CEDESA. These include building community capacity for
capturing rainwater; training people in organic, community-based agriculture to decrease
dependence on colonial capitalist systems of food production; and the use and preservation of
herbal medicines and traditional ecological knowledge. The organizers of these groups tend to
live in the rural communities where they work and mostly have place-based objectives.

Together with grassroots organizations, urban-based non-profit organizations continue to play a
role in working towards urban water security, supporting rural community-led organizing for
water justice, protecting ecosystems, and building regional knowledge. For example, consider
the proliferation of water-focused NGOs in urban San Miguel de Allende: The Observatorio
Ciudadano organizes civil society to work for systemic change and has called into question
municipal water planning decisions (Observatorio Ciudadano San Miguel de Allende, 2021). El
Charco del Ingenio also works on civil resistance to policy change and stewards a botanical
garden. Caminos de Agua -- where i worked from 2016 to 2019 -- conducts water quality
monitoring campaigns, develops regionally-appropriate water filters, and holds rainwater
harvesting construction and other educational workshops. The Fundación de Apoyo Infantil
Guanajuato implements ecotechnologies and supports communities organizing against
extractivism. Focusing on a watershed-approach, Salvemos el Río Laja conducts conservation
projects throughout the region, while El Maíz Más Pequeño holds educational workshops in
schools and conducts public art campaigns. The list could go on.

Academics have also contributed to civil society organizing. In collaboration with Caminos de
Agua, academics from five universities in the US and Mexico have conducted a long-term
groundwater monitoring campaign which has resulted in a regional water quality map used in
community education (Caminos de Agua, 2021), various publications (Knappett et al., 2018,
2020; LaFayette et al., 2020), and learning opportunities for university students in Mexico and
the US. Additionally, the public health study to document dental fluorosis emerged as a
collaboration between researchers at the Instituto Nacional de Salud Pública and several NGOs
and grassroots organizations (Farías et al., 2021). Finally, a partnership between government,
NGOs, grassroots groups, and academics led to the publication of the book  Arsénico y fluoruro
en agua: riesgos y perspectivas desde la sociedad civil y la academia en México (Ledón et al.,
2018). Two federal agencies -- the Instituto Mexicano de Tecnología del Agua and the
Secretaría de Gobernación -- endorsed the book’s first edition, making it the first publication with
government, academic, and civil society endorsement acknowledging arsenic and fluoride
contamination in drinking water as a national crisis. The role played by these academic
partnerships and publications in addressing extractivism, however, remains uncertain.

To leverage the commitment and diverse skill sets of grassroots organizations, NGOs, and
academics, disparate groups have come together to form coalitions. As seen in CODECIN’s
2014 case, these coalitions have won victories that an individual organization could not have
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achieved alone. Along with CODECIN, which continues to organize around the Independence
Watershed, other coalitions have also formed. Youth in Dolores Hidalgo formed the anti-mining
collective, Guardianes de la Cuenca de la Independencia, that promotes public art “with a
conscience” (ColectivoGCI, 2019). Additionally, many of the NGOs listed above participate in
the collective Agua Vida, a San Miguel de Allende-based group of groups dedicated to informing
the public about water scarcity and contamination and shifting regional policy. Finally, the
Hermandad, similar to CODECIN, formed as a collection of grassroots organizers, affected
community members, NGOs, lawyers, and academics collaborating to defend water, health, and
territory in the Independence Watershed.

Many of the groups and coalitions mentioned above have also been involved in resistance
against extractive enterprises that intend to open mines and factories, especially those that risk
increasing extractions and contaminating water. For example, both CODECIN and the
Hermandad are engaged in organizing with members of affected communities against the
Canadian corporation, Argonaut Gold, that is attempting to open a gold mine in Dolores Hidalgo.
San Antón de la Minas S.A. de C.V., the Mexican affiliate of Argonaut Gold, already holds rights
to 1.4 million cubic meters of groundwater per year, making it one of the largest water rights
holders in the watershed (data from CONAGUA, 2020). Anti-mine organizers claim that, aside
from putting additional strain on the already over-extracted groundwater system, the mine will
expose people nearby to cyanide – used in gold processing – through air and water. They have
been working to facilitate community resistance through marches, meetings, and municipal
policy change to prevent the mine from opening (Acción Colectiva Socioambiental, 2021).
Despite these efforts from grassroots movements, NGOs, academics, and collectives, organized
civil society has largely failed, as have government agencies, to bring regional groundwater
extraction to levels that prevent further water table decline.

Do agencies have agency? Governmental attempts to
oppose extractivism
Just as civil society organizations have been attempting to both reduce extractivism and
mitigate its consequences for several decades, so have government agencies. According to
Hoogesteger & Wester (2017), government agencies have tried various strategies to reduce
groundwater extraction. The first strategy is through what Hoogesteger & Wester term
“bureaucratic relations” including statutes, judicial decisions, allocation of water rights, water
metering, well-drilling bans, and limits on groundwater pumping, most of which fall within the
legal domain of the CONAGUA. However, Hoogesteger (2004) documents how enforcement
has ranged from lax to non-existent, with too few federal inspectors, some of whom are willing
to accept bribes to ignore illegal well drilling. Further, Hoogesteger describes how the
mechanisms to ensure that water users are pumping within their allocated volumes rarely exist
in practice. Additionally, because the 1992 LAN grandfathered existing water users into its
system of water rights, northern Guanajuato’s four federally recognized aquifers are
over-concessioned, with more paper water in filing cabinets than wet water in the ground
(Comisión Nacional del Agua, 2018; Reis, 2014).
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Second, Hoogesteger and Wester identify that government agencies have tried to rein in
over-extraction through water rights trading and groundwater pricing. After 2006, once all
available rights were granted by CONAGUA, the only legal way to acquire a right to pump
groundwater was through a transfer of someone else’s entire or partial concession. Although it
is illegal for a private water rights holder to sell water for money, Souza Bosch (2017) and Reis
(2014) show how the LAN created the structures that enable informal markets for water rights.
In Guanajuato, as Hoogesteger & Wester describe, these informal markets, coupled with lax
enforcement of drilling and pumping, have failed to curtail extraction. Indeed, they contend that
it has increased unequal water access with “growing demand for groundwater by those that can
economically afford it at the cost of increased social differentiation and sustained groundwater
overexploitation.”

Third, the federal government has attempted to limit groundwater pumping by adjusting energy
prices. Because most agricultural groundwater users today rely on grid-provided electricity to
power their pumps and are eligible for subsidized electricity, energy prices are often seen as an
economic dial that can be adjusted to control user’s pumping behavior20 (C. A. Scott & Shah,
2004). The thinking goes that the higher the price of electricity, the less pumping. Despite the
on-paper neoclassical economic promise of this patriarchal approach, there has been
historically little political will to reduce the agricultural electricity subsidy. Indeed, the Mexican
legislature has consistently blocked proposals to do so (Wester, 2008). Further, when tariffs
have been raised, the Comisión Federal de Electricidad (CFE) has been unable to enforce
them. Hoogesteger and Wester document cases of farmers threatening CFE officials and
“arrangements” between CFE officials and farmers leading to cheaper rates for some farmers.
This corruption and the strength of the agricultural lobby renders governmental control over
energy prices an ineffective mechanism for regulating groundwater extraction.

Finally, Hoogesteger & Wester point to the 1996 formation of Consejos Técnicos de Aguas
(COTAS) as a state and federal attempt to reduce extractions through participation. The COTAS
are civil society organizations, each one tasked with managing one or more of Guanajuato’s
aquifers. However, the COTAS have largely been limited by federal restrictions and state
funding. Indeed, the COTAS are often caught in the middle of the longstanding federal-state
tug-of-wars over power in the water sector, rendering the COTAS nearly powerless themselves
(Caldera Ortega & Suárez Paniagua, 2015; Cisneros Estrada, 2008; Guerrero Reynoso, 2000;
Marañón-Pimentel, 2010; Wester et al., 2009, 2011)

Additionally, a former member of the CEAG describes how the state agency attempted to
reduce groundwater extractions by supporting the CONAGUA with locally-collected data. The
CEAG created internal offices dedicated to collecting data and providing it to both water users
and the federal government. However, the CONAGUA refused to use the data, perhaps

20 Similar approaches have been taken – or at least considered and modeled – in other parts of the world
including northwest India (Fishman et al., 2016), coastal Oman (Zekri, 2009), and the Great Plains region
of the United States (Pfeiffer & Lin, 2014).
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because it considered data not collected by a federal agency to be “unofficial” and perhaps
because of political conflict between state and federal agencies21 (interview #20210617B).

With government unable to rein in extractive groundwater use, state and federal agencies have
turned to mitigating well failure and contamination. However, their mitigation techniques produce
additional vulnerabilities. For example, state and municipal agencies have supported new
drilling projects with communities whose wells have collapsed (interview #20210402A) which
maintains reliance on groundwater that continues to be rapidly exported. The state has also
installed hundreds of rainwater harvesting systems throughout the region (Gobierno del Estado
de Guanajuato, 2017) which increase dependence on precipitation whose year-to-year
variability is poised to increase with climate change22 (Sánchez-Cohen et al., 2008). As a former
CEAG functionary describes the decision to implement some of these projects:

Being unable to resolve a problem [groundwater over-extraction] (which was not within our field of
expertise) we had to support the implementation of partial solutions that create new problems23

(interview #20210617B).

Further, even if everyone in the region had access to safe and sufficient water for human
consumption, groundwater extractivism would continue unabated. Thus wells would continue to
go dry, ecosystems would still be fundamentally changed, and new contaminants could emerge.

“Agua de sobra?” Northern Guanajuato’s drinking water
politics in the late 1990s and early 2000s
In addition to new wells and household-scale rainwater harvesting, the CEAG has also
constructed twenty two water treatment facilities across rural northern Guanajuato that use RO.
The first of these plants began functioning in 2003. Building towards understanding the
socioecological implications of these facilities, this section attempts to describe why the CEAG
selected RO as its “solution” of choice. I argue that the CEAG was urged to action through
community organizing, academic studies, and political pressure. Further, CEAG officials chose
RO because of available federal and international funding and support for high-tech water
infrastructure in rural communities together with a lack of other technologies capable of
effectively removing arsenic and fluoride from groundwater. To understand why RO facilities
have enjoyed such support from government agencies in northern Guanajuato, i consider the
sociohydrologic and political contexts of the years preceding their first implementation:

23 “Al no poder resolver un problema [la sobre extracción del agua subterránea] (que no estaba en
nuestro ámbito de competencia), tuvimos que apoyar la implementación de soluciones parciales que
crean nuevos problemas.”

22 This vulnerability, of course, is shared by rainwater harvesting systems implemented by civil society.

21 Maganda (2003) uses ethnographic methods in her in-depth study of the conflict between the
Guanajuato state government and the federal government where she connects electoral party politics with
water data and policy.
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In the late 1980s and early 1990s, folks living in northern Guanajuato’s rural communities mainly
relied on the same sources of water for human consumption as had their recent, and perhaps
distant, ancestors and predecessors. These included rainwater, shallow wells, natural springs,
artesian wells, seasonal arroyos, and perennial rivers. Which is not to pretend that these
sources of water were accessible without human intervention. Indeed, by the 1990s,
communities had built masonry tanks to capture spring water and sent it through pipes to public
water taps (interview #20210402A), dug out reservoirs and built dams across arroyos to capture
rainwater (interview #20210617A), and constructed masonry tanks for settling and storage
(interview #20210624A). In one community, folks combined these sources, digging deep holes
in a riverbed that would collect rain in the wet season and runoff from a nearby spring in the dry
season (interview #20210625A). These constructions are recent examples of community-led
manifestations of the ancient practice of building hydraulic infrastructure to render nearby water
sources more accessible for use by humans and non-humans alike. Although practiced globally
for millenia, canals to move water in northern Guanajuato can be dated to at least the 1100s
when the site, today known as “Cañada de la Virgen” was last occupied by human inhabitants
(visit to Cañada de la Virgen).

The geologic concept of hydrological connectivity, however, reminds us that these sources are
not independent “waters” but rather are all connected. The natural spring is fed by rainfall from
previous years. The perennial river can only flow year-round if it is held aloft by water filling the
space between the rocks of northern Guanajuato’s granular aquifer. Indeed, the common legal
distinction between groundwater and surface water -- codified in Mexican law through separate
permitting and accounting systems -- perpetuates a false separation between the two. When
water is drawn from a well, the water level in a nearby unlined reservoir also typically drops,
albeit often slowly, because the “surface water” is sitting atop the “groundwater” and there are
constant flows between the two. This connectivity renders the categorization of some water as
“surface” and other water as “ground” as physically ridiculous.24

For example, in northern Guanajuato, the municipality of San Miguel de Allende is attempting to
take advantage of this administrative separation to drill “groundwater” wells around the edge of
a reservoir whose “surface” water is concessioned to downstream irrigators. However, the
pumping will likely diminish the amount of water available from the reservoir. Because of these
potential impacts, the legality of its new groundwater project, “El Acuaférico,” has been called
into question by local activist groups and CONAGUA (Observatorio Ciudadano San Miguel de
Allende, 2021). In his work on scientific forestry in Germany, Scott (1999) writes the ways in
which this “narrowing of vision” enable particular types of administrative control:

The great advantage of such tunnel vision is that it brings into sharp focus certain limited aspects
of an otherwise far more complex and unwieldy reality...Combined with similar observations, an
overall, aggregate, synoptic view of a selective reality is achieved, making possible a high degree
of schematic knowledge, control, and manipulation (p. 11).

24 Further, the common Castellano tendency to make water plural -- the 1992 Mexican Ley de Aguas
Nacionales classifies “aguas subterráneas,” not “agua subterránea” -- reinforces the myth in day-to-day
speech that individual bits of water can be separated, extracted, manipulated, and polluted, in isolation
from the larger hydrological system.
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Similarly, in northern Guanajuato, the denial of hydrologic connectivity enables increasing
administrative control by the state and corporations by rendering unruly water into manageable,
yet imaginary, units.

Because of this hydrological connectivity, as groundwater levels fell through the 1970s and 80s,
community water sources began to go dry. Natural springs and artesian wells that had been
relied upon for generations suddenly stopped flowing (eg. interview #20210410A). Groundwater
extraction does not immediately change rainfall patterns, although greenhouse gas emissions
from the production of the electricity used to pump groundwater may contribute to their shifting
in the longer term. However, the falling water table has reduced surface flows. In some cases,
declining groundwater rendered soils more absorbent, reducing the amount of runoff reaching
community dams. Formerly perennial rivers became seasonal, with their water percolating into
the earth during the nine-month dry season. However, groundwater hydrology is nothing if not
complex. Today, some of these ancestral sources continue to flow just a few hundreds of meters
from ones that dried out decades ago (interview #20210402A).

Faced with rapidly drying ancestral water sources and uncertainty as to which would dry next,
government water agencies and communities turned to deep bore wells for the provision of
water for human consumption. In nearly every community where i conducted interviews, a deep
bore well was drilled between the 1980s and early 2000s with domestic water provision in mind.
Although some of these projects were initiated and funded by municipal and state agencies,
others did not begin until community organizing campaigns demanded them and exerted
political pressure on government functionaries. Some of these campaigns lasted years
(interview #20210327A). In one community, organizers -- all women -- report being jailed and
beaten by municipal police in retribution for their political activism, only to find out a few years
later that the tube well that they had won extracts water with some of the highest levels of
arsenic and fluoride in the region (interview #20210610B).

These deep bore wells were often accompanied by other water infrastructure. These projects
included elevated water storage tanks which, together with the wells, were surrounded by
fences topped with barbed or razor wire. The installations also often included so-called “redes
de agua potable,” buried networks of pipes that deliver water to individual houses and
community buildings. The term “agua potable” became so associated with the pipe network that,
in rural northern Guanajuato, it came to mean “the water that comes out of the tap,” with no
regard for whether that water is safe to drink. Today it is not uncommon to hear a sentence akin
to, “the potable water has a lot of arsenic, so we don’t drink it.” Some of these deep wells,
elevated tanks, and pipe networks also had chlorination devices installed at the well-head so
that the water would arrive with a lower likelihood of containing bacteriological hazards.

In this period, when expectations about water for human consumption were shifting from
ancestral sources to water extracted from deep wells, Mexico’s economy was beginning a shift
towards increasing industrial and agricultural commerce with the United States. Although
neoliberalism can be understood as beginning in Mexico in the 1980s with antecedents in the
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1970s, the signing of NAFTA in 1994 had profound impacts on industrial development in the
Independence Basin. Indeed, the turn towards industrial manufacturing, enabled and
incentivized by NAFTA, played a major role in the research that identified fluoride in the water
and the organizing that eventually led to the installation of the region’s earliest RO facilities.

I spoke with Dr. Victor Arnulfo “Fito” Montes de la Vega, the medical doctor and former
municipal president who coordinated the effort to fund the study that eventually found arsenic in
regional wells. He described how, following NAFTA, advertisements began to proliferate in order
to attract international industries. These marketing materials promoted “agua de sobra,” which
prompted his curiosity about the regional water situation and doubts as to whether there indeed
was “plenty of water:”

That was the topic when I entered into the presidency, securing “agua de sobra” for industry.
That’s how they said it. It was the advertisement. The ad said, “industrial corridor, in the NAFTA
corridor, to go to the United States: we have a gas pipeline, fiber optic, four lane highway, gas
pipeline, train tracks, airways, and agua de sobra.” (interview #20210710A).25

Based on his own experiences, Montes de la Vega knew that water levels were declining and
sources that his ancestors had counted on for water were no longer producing as they once
were. These experiences caused him to doubt the advertising claim:

When I was a kid, there was surface water. They called them ‘tajos.’ There were fish in the tajos.
The people planted with this surface water and a few artesian wells. These wells were at a depth
of 10, 15 meters. It had its railing half a meter above the ground and the water reached above
the railing. I remember...my grandmother said, ‘don’t get close to the well because you could
slip!’ Because the water overflowed the well and covered the patio, making it slippery and you
could fall into the well. And us, “we won’t fall!” “But the Chan will pull you in!” And this has all
disappeared. So where is the “agua de sobra?”

And then, the first deep wells began to be opened to 60 meters in depth. 45, 60 meters in depth.
That was ‘deep’ in the 70s. And they could take water from a 12 inch tube. We would say about
the spring, about the river, if it could produce 12 inches, a tube of 12 inches, ‘I only got 8! It was
a bad day at the well, I only got 8.” Today? 2000? 150 meters in depth to the water table, wells to
200 meters and you can get 2 inches of water. So where is the “agua de sobra?” (interview
#20210710A).26

26 “Cuando yo era niño, había agua superficial. Le llamaban ‘tajos.’ Había peces en los tajos. La gente
sembraba con esa agua superficial y algunos pozos de artesiano. Esos pocitos de 10, 15 metros de
profundidad. Tenía su pretil medio metro arriba de la tierra y el agua rodeaba con encima del pretil. Yo
recuerdo...mi abuela del Capulín dijo ‘no se acerquen al pozo porque se pueden resbalar por el agua que
sale encima de todo el patio que se hacía resbaloso y se puede caer al pozo.’ Y nosotros, ‘¡no nos
caemos!,’ ‘Es que les jala el Chan.’ Y esto desapareció. Entonces dónde está el ‘agua de sobra?’
Y luego, se empezaron a abrir los primeros pozos profundos a 60 metros de profundidad, 45, 60 metros
de profundidad. Eso era ‘profundo’ en los 70s. Y llegaron a sacar un tubo de 12 pulgadas. Le dimos al
venero, le dimos al río, si es para sacar 12 pulgadas, un tubo de 12 pulgadas. ‘¡No más saqué 8! Le salió

25 “Así era el tema cuando yo entré a la presidencia, sujetaba ‘agua de sobra’ para la industria. Así se
decía. Era la publicidad. La publicidad decía ‘corredor industrial, en el corredor de NAFTA, asunto de ir al
norte: contamos con gasoducto, fibra óptica, carretera de cuatro carriles, gasoducto, villa del tren, villas
aéreas, y agua de sobra.’ Y entonces, en ese momento: pero como ‘agua de sobra’”
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Although he had his personal experiences from which to draw, Montes de la Vega wanted
systematic proof that there was not, indeed, plenty of water available in the region for industrial
development. So, as municipal president of San José Iturbide from 1998 and 2000, he
convened meetings with regional municipal presidents, several of whom allocated municipal
funds towards a study of regional groundwater. Together, they found a team at the Universidad
Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM) who was willing to take on the project.

Based on analysis of 206 water samples from across the region, the UNAM study, led by
hydrogeologist Dr. Marcos Adrián Ortega Guerrero, concludes that water extracted from its wells
contained levels of arsenic above the Mexican guideline value for human consumption
(Ortega-Guerrero, 2003). Although this study was Ortega Guerrero’s first foray into northern
Guanajuato hydrogeology, he has continued to study and write about the region (Aguilar-García
& Ortega-Guerrero, 2017; Castellanos et al., 2002; Ortega-Guerrero, 1998, 2009, 2011;
Ortega-Guerrero et al., 2002, 2015; Ortega-Guerrero & Carrasco-Núñez, 2014). His work has
been influential in shaping the perceptions and actions of academic, civil society, and
government working on water quality (interviews #20210617B & #20210610B).

Following the delivery of the study to the municipal presidents, the politicians and academics
involved took several actions. In San José Iturbide, Montes de la Vega tried to stop the
indiscriminate arrival of industrial water users and polluters, with little success. He lost the
municipal presidency in 2000 after a single term in office. Although there were few industries in
San José Iturbide when NAFTA was signed in 1994, today driving out of the city in any direction
involves passing through industrial parks and corridors that host scores of Mexican and
transnational corporations engaged in paper making, ceramic tile manufacturing, gasoline
storage and delivery, and various other industries that extract water, pollute it, or both (interview
#20210710A).

Despite the inability of local electoral and civil society organizing to prevent the arrival of new
industrial activity, municipal presidents and academics achieved at least some success by
putting political pressure on state agencies and elected officials. According to a former
employee of the CEAG, articles began to appear in newspapers denouncing the state
government for not taking action when faced with evidence of dangerous levels of arsenic in
drinking water. This put pressure on the governor, Juan Carlos Romero Hicks, who gave the
green light to the CEAG to begin seeking “solutions.”

* * *
To understand why RO became one of the few technologies selected by the CEAG as viable for
use in rural northern Guanajuato, i here offer a brief description and history of the technology.
RO enables the separation of water from minerals dissolved within. It does so by separating the
water into two streams: treated and brine. Through this process, between 90% and 99% of

mal el pozo, no más saqué 8.’ Hoy? 2000? 150 metros de profundidad el espejo del agua, pozos a 200
metros, y sacas 2 pulgadas de agua. Entonces dónde está el ‘agua de sobra?’”
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dissolved chemicals in the source water are concentrated into the brine, leaving the treated
water nearly chemical-free (Lee et al., 2011).

This separation process functions by pushing the source water -- replete with dissolved calcium,
sodium, arsenic, fluoride, and other compounds -- against a semi-permeable membrane that
permits the passage of water but blocks most dissolved ions. To prevent the passage of
dissolved chemicals, RO membranes have tiny pores. Most are smaller than a single nanometer
(Fritzmann et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2011). This is roughly 1,000 times smaller than the bacteria
E. coli and about 100 times smaller than the SARS-CoV-2 virus (Bar-On et al., 2020; Kadner &
Rogers, 2020). Many dissolved elements, borne along by a cloud of electrically-bound water
molecules, are too large to fit through. Hence they are excluded from passing through by virtue
of their size and chemistry.

According to H.K. Lonsdale (1982), the first documented examples of synthetic semi-permeable
membranes that led to today’s RO systems were developed in Europe in the 1930s.
Researchers noticed that when they passed salt water through sheets of cellulose -- a polymer
naturally produced by plants -- they found that the salt concentration was reduced. Extending
this finding, two research groups at United States universities independently developed
cellulose-based membranes in the 1950s, the precursors to today’s RO membranes.
Encouraged by these findings and considering the potential military applications of rendering
seawater drinkable, the US government invested in the search for new membrane materials and
commercial RO system design (Lattemann et al., 2010).

But there was a technical problem. Just as a dash of dark red food coloring dropped into a still
bowl of water will, with no mixing, slowly color the whole bowl a pale, even pink, so too does
water attempt to spread itself evenly amongst dissolved ions with which it is in contact. Which
means that the water that has passed through a RO membrane, left to its own devices, would
find itself far from any dissolved ions and hastily retreat to the “contaminated” side. This
prevents much water from passing through the membrane at all. Membrane scientists talk about
this tendency of water to flow towards areas of higher concentrations of dissolved substances
as “osmosis” and the force of this flow “osmotic pressure.”

For RO to work as a water treatment technology, scientists had to find a way to counter this
osmotic pressure to force the water molecules to stay on the “treated” side of the membrane. To
do so, they applied a pressure of their own with electrical pumps, shoving water through the
membrane with so much force that it could not return. Thus, through engineering, a belief in the
acceptability of human control over the rest of nature, and a hefty dose of military funding,
osmosis was reversed and “reverse osmosis” was born.

Since its inception, RO has become the most commonly used tool for desalination,
outcompeting distillation and other membrane-based technologies. As of 2008, more than half
of all desalinated water worldwide was treated using RO (Lattemann et al., 2010). Today,
systems range in scale from household to city and can be found on every continent. Over the
past ten years of work on water, i have encountered RO systems designed to produce drinking
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water in Australia, Sri Lanka, Haiti, the US and Mexico treating sea water, brackish groundwater,
and, like in northern Guanajuato, groundwater with specific geogenic compounds.

According to the literature, RO systems, operated under controlled laboratory conditions, have
been shown to remove the majority of dissolved arsenic (Abejón et al., 2015; Ning, 2002) and
fluoride (Shen & Schäfer, 2014) from water, along with many other dissolved compounds. Thus,
they have the potential to play a role in achieving the CEAG’s administrative goal of arsenic and
fluoride separation from groundwater in northern Guanajuato. Indeed, as a former CEAG official
mentioned, when CEAG surveyed the available options, RO was the only technology that they
found that would guarantee arsenic and fluoride removal (interview #20210617B).

However, despite RO’s ability to separate arsenic and fluoride from water, there remain several
uncertainties and risks. While the almost entirely demineralized water is made available for
consumption and use, the concentrated brine is typically discarded, in some cases generating
concerns for human and more-than-human ecological health. Additionally, there remains
substantial scientific uncertainty over the health impacts of chronic human consumption of water
low in mineral content, like the water treated by RO. These considerations, along with others
specific to the case of northern Guanajuato, are described further in chapter five.

* * *
Although at least some CEAG officials knew about the risks of RO, they weighed them against
the benefits and decided to move forward with the first facilities, encouraged by political
pressure and available federal funding. A few years before the state government began seeking
“solutions” to arsenic and fluoride contamination, CONAGUA had begun the Programa para la
Sostenibilidad de los Servicios de Agua Potable y Saneamiento en Comunidades Rurales
(PROSSAPYS). According to a report released by the Interamerican Development Bank
(Jiménez Sánchez, 2010), Guanajuato had been one of five states to participate in the pilot
project in 1998. This program funded the creation of a CEAG office dedicated to engaging rural
communities on water infrastructure projects by convening community assemblies, selecting
committees to supervise public works, establishing and agreeing upon water tariffs, and training
committees in operation and maintenance of water and sanitation systems. PROSSAPYS also
supported participating state water commissions in developing criteria for funding rural water
projects. These included prioritizing communities considered ‘highly’ or ‘very highly’
marginalized, with long outstanding petitions for service, or “far away,” the last of which is a
prescient reminder of the urban bias inherent in the structure of Mexican government and that of
many nation states. Finally, PROSSAPYS channeled funding from CONAGUA and international
financial institutions to pay for up to half of the upfront costs required to install technified water
infrastructure – including RO – in rural communities.

Although PROSSAPYS encouraged state water agencies to install new technology, the CEAG
also played a role in making the decision to pursue RO. One former CEAG employee
remembers that the commission conducted a review of the available arsenic and fluoride
removal technologies, even considering the use of byproducts of industrial wheat and sorghum
production as filtration media. Although at least some CEAG officials knew about ecological
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concerns related to RO brine disposal and the uncertain impact of chronic consumption of
demineralized water on human health, functionaries in the early 2000s concluded that RO was
the only viable option for arsenic and fluoride treatment for northern Guanajuato’s rural
communities (interview #20210617B).

Thus political pressure from community organizing, academic studies, available funding for
technofixes, and the state’s determination that RO was the only viable “solution” led to the
installation of the earliest RO facilities. Using funding from PROSSAPYS and likely also from
state and municipal governments, the first two RO facilities were installed in northern
Guanajuato in 2003 and were followed by two more the following year (interview #20210617B;
CEAG, 2006). However, it is unclear whether the political impetus for these first facilities came
from the federal government, the state, or some combination (interview #20210617B). All four
plants were located in rural communities in San Luis de la Paz. At the time, this region was
known to have the highest levels of arsenic contamination in northern Guanajuato (interview
#20210710A). By 2012, when the fifth plant was installed in San Luis de la Paz, it was known
that regional groundwater also contained levels of fluoride above Mexican guidelines
(Ortega-Guerrero, 2009). These five facilities were northern Guanajuato’s first community-scale
RO water treatment plants, funded by government agencies. However, they were not alone.
According to CONAGUA data, several municipalities in Guanajuato had installed RO facilities
with federal funding by that point, including Celaya, Cueramaro, Irapuato, Manuel Doblado,
Pueblo Nuevo, and Valle de Santiago (Comisión Nacional del Agua, 2010). Since 2012, the
technology in northern Guanajuato’s original five plants has been “rehabilitated” (Martínez,
2015). Starting in 2016, an additional seventeen facilities have been installed in rural
communities through four of northern Guanajuato’s municipalities – San Diego de la Unión, San
Felipe, San Luis de la Paz, and San Miguel de Allende – leading to a total of twenty two (mostly)
operational facilities at the time of this writing (CEAG, 2021).

Organizing among municipal presidents, collaboration between politicians and academics,
published research and newspaper articles, and direct pressure on government employees --
including the governor -- intersected to drive state action. The availability of CONAGUA funding
through PROSSAPYS for high-tech water infrastructure in rural communities, together with the
CEAG’s own research, led the agencies to pursue RO, knowing that – despite its risks – it had
been proven capable of separating arsenic and fluoride from regional groundwater. Keeping in
mind these factors, the next two chapters discuss how the facilities work today, focusing on how
they are implemented, designed, operated, and maintained.
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Chapter 3  | The RO landscape, part I:
Implementation
Today, there are twenty two functioning RO water treatment facilities in rural communities within
four municipalities of the Independence Basin whose installation was funded by government
agencies. Based on site visits to seventeen of these plants; analysis of policy documents; and
in-person and virtual interviews with facility operators, community members, delegates,
members of water committees, activists, and government officials, this and the next chapter
empirically address the question: how do these RO plants work?

However, i do not wish to imply that the answer to that question is the same for all communities
or all water treatment facilities. To the contrary, each community context is unique and there are
many differences between facilities. In what follows, i identify both the commonalities across
treatment plants and the differences between them, especially when these factors could prevent
the facilities from rendering safe water equitably accessible. In this chapter, i describe the
implementation process, and the next chapter covers the technical design, operation, and
maintenance.

Why implementation matters
Six people, all wearing the creased collared shirts of government employees -- some

with vests -- got out of the white pickup truck. The muted colors of their clothes stood in sharp
contrast to the nearly hundred people waiting for them, dressed in outfits indicative of the
diverse work they stepped away from to attend this hastily scheduled meeting. Women, often
with babies in arms -- wearing all shades of blouses, smocks, and t-shirts -- came from cooking
lunch, washing clothes, and preparing tortillas. Many brought brimmed caps to shield from the
direct sun. Equally compliant with socialized norms of gendered labor, men waited in cowboy
hats and boots, muddy from working in the milpa or stained with cement from doing masonry all
morning. Folks of all ages sat and stood in the shade beside San Juan de la Plata’s primary
school, waiting to receive the visitors. The six -- five men and a woman -- walked through the
school’s gated fence, approaching the crowd. They spread out, shoulder to shoulder, facing the
semi-circle of expectant community members and prepared to speak.

A few years earlier, based on water quality data showing high levels of fluoride in the
well that serves San Juan de la Plata, the state and municipality agreed together to build a RO
treatment facility. The state solicited funds and received 850,000 pesos from the Secretaría de
Bienestar (Gobierno del Estado de Guanajuato, 2018a). With the project funded, the
government agencies approved designs, selected a building contractor, purchased land in the
community on which to install the plant, and the construction began.

Seeing the workers arriving was the first that many residents of San Juan de la Plata had
heard of the project. Confusion swept the community. How could the municipal government
construct a plant on community land without asking permission? What was their intention? What
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were the risks? Through a network of activists at a nearby church, concerned members of San
Juan de la Plata heard stories, some horrifying, from neighboring communities with
government-funded RO facilities. They also began to organize with members of communities
with whom they shared a groundwater well. Together, members of these organized communities
mounted enough resistance -- including by putting their bodies in front of the bulldozers -- that
these six folks were sent to talk with the community.

The newcomers took turns speaking. The first introduced himself and the others as
government employees from offices ranging from community organizing and public health to
technical project design and construction. The CEAG worker stepped forward. She listed the
benefits of a RO facility, ticking them off on her fingers. The municipal water agency
representative shared laboratory data proving that the well had elevated levels of fluoride. When
it was his turn, the public health official detached himself from the rigid line to preach the
dangers of fluoride consumption as he walked in circles and handed out candy to the children.

During these presentations, several community members, not otherwise given a chance
to speak, began to ask questions. When the doctor spoke about fluoride, people shouted things
like, “we’ve known about the fluoride for years, but we don’t want the plant!” and “what about
rainwater harvesting?” In response, a municipal official stepped forward and made slow
drumming motions with his hands, attempting to quiet the brewing unrest. He asked people to
be respectful and to hold their questions to the end of all six presentations. This only stoked the
fire. Folks began to shout not only questions but also complaints, “why didn’t you tell us this was
happening? What makes you think you can do whatever you want on our land?” which became
increasingly threatening, “what are you doing here anyways? We’ve already told you we don’t
want it, get out of here!”

As the shouting increased, the crescent moon of community members began to tighten,
with both tips encroaching on the line of six bureaucrats. Three burly men in work boots, with
hands deep in the front pockets of their jeans, sidled up next to the closest government
employee and stood with their chests puffed out, glaring. After trying in vain to quiet the barrage
of questions, complaints, and threats, the six officials -- still in their shoulder-to-shoulder
formation -- conferred in hushed voices. Suddenly, as a unit, they broke their line, turned, and
walked to the pickup truck where they sat for a few minutes before driving away.

No water treatment plant was built in San Juan de la Plata.

* * *
Although i invented the name San Juan de la Plata, i had the fortune to have been at the
meeting described above. I was invited in my role as Research and Technology Development
Coordinator at Caminos de Agua to support a colleague who was asked to give a talk to the
organized community members an hour earlier, to clarify the risks posed by RO to human,
livestock, and ecological health. I recount the above anecdote from memory after several years.
Whereas in the rest of this thesis, quotation marks indicate either direct quotations or
translations of them, the quoted text and descriptive details in the italicised portion above are
my own words, intended to convey the palpable sense of tension and hostility.

In reflecting on this experience in San Juan de la Plata, it seemed to me that neither party came
with the intention of listening. Perceiving the community as non-compliant, the government
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workers came to talk them into accepting the RO treatment plant. That they were met with
hostility only reinforced this perception. Community leaders, on the other hand, perceived the
government agencies as imposing their will on communal land and bodies without
representation and showed up to resist the imposition. That they were not given space for their
concerns to be heard, even after using their bodies to prevent the construction, likely only
accentuated their suspicions (personal observations & interview #20210615A).

I share this story as a reminder that water treatment does not begin at the moment when a new
facility is inaugurated with political photoshoots or with newspapers printing headlines like, “they
inaugurate a water treatment plant in San Miguel de Allende: Besides having consumible water,
the inhabitants could also commercialize the garrafones” (Redacción San Miguel de Allende,
2020). Rather, by the time government officials formally hand the keys of the treatment facility to
community leaders, there has been a process, often a multi-year process, of getting to that
point. This chapter considers that process which i’ll refer to as “implementation.”

Government-driven technology implementation processes have been studied around the world
often using frameworks like technology transfer (egs. Bozeman, 2000; Glass & Saggi, 1998;
Pererva & Kocziszky, 2012; N. M. Reddy & Zhao, 1990; Rogers et al., 2001). In Guanajuato,
Alvarez-Castañon and coworkers (2018) studied the government-led implementation of
“ecotecnology” including solar water heaters, solar panels, rainwater harvesting systems,
stoves, bio-digesters, and composting toilets in two municipalities, Penjamo and Tierra Blanca.
They ask why one municipality has high rates of rejection of these technoprojects while the
other has high rates of acceptance, concluding that the “success” of transferring technology
from government to a community depends both on the technical and the social. They write that
implementation, “should consider social, cultural and political aspects” (p. 139). In this chapter i
follow their lead, considering these dimensions of implementation together with the economic
and the ecological.

In the case of RO facilities in rural northern Guanajuato, implementation is driven by the CEAG
and the municipal water agency although much of the labor is delegated to private contractors
and community leaders. Implementation tasks include finding funds, determining which
communities will receive the RO facility, finding land for the plant, establishing community
institutions to govern the facility, selecting and training operators, auctioning off the construction
contract to a private company, conducting a “participation” campaign, and determining the price
of the treated water. Although these tasks have occurred in every community that i visited that
today has a functioning RO plant, they occurred differently, and sometimes -- as in San Juan de
la Plata -- with conflict and violence. The following sections describe the variability in how RO
facility implementation has been conducted in rural communities across northern Guanajuato.
During the stages of the implementation process, relationships are built, trust is (or is not)
developed, technical knowledge is shared, and institutions are created, all of which form the
context in which a RO facility begins to operate. That’s why implementation matters.
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Funding rural water treatment: Where does the money
come from?
The companies who built the most recent RO facilities did so on government contracts that
awarded them over a million pesos per plant. This money has come from a variety of
government sources including federal, state, and municipal programs. Because there has been
no single program designed to finance these facilities, each project is funded slightly differently.
A CEAG official describes the agency’s opportunistic financing strategy:

If there are federal resources available, then the CONAGUA intervenes. The CONAGUA puts a
part, the state puts a part, and the municipality puts a part. There are occasions when the
municipality doesn’t have anything to contribute, so the federation and the state cover the cost. If
there are no federal resources, the CONAGUA doesn’t intervene, only we, the state, and the
municipality intervene27 (interview #20210209A).

Indeed, according to state data, the CEAG contributed at least some financing to every facility
included in this study (CEAG, 2021). One municipal engineer explains how municipalities keep
a store of funds available, aware that the CEAG may ask for their contribution:

The resources [that we contribute] come from the municipal water service provider. A budget is
made to make these types of projects possible...it is attempted to cover the most important
projects or those with the greatest social impact28 (interview #20210615A).

Indeed, of the seven facilities built since 2016 whose funding sources i was able to review, none
received federal funding. All but one were financed through collaborative municipal and state
participation, with ratios ranging from an even 50/50 split to a 30% municipal contribution
supplementing the state’s 70%. The remaining plant was paid for exclusively by the CEAG to
the tune of 1.5 million pesos. This number was fairly constant across the plants with values
ranging from 1.2 to nearly 1.6 million in capital expenditures for construction (based on data
from seven site visits and four construction contracts).

Despite this recent turn towards municipal and state funding, the federal government has also
played a major role in funding these installations. According to a former CEAG employee, the
capital investment for the first five plants, those built between 2003 and 2012, largely came from
CONAGUA through PROSSAPYS (interview #20210617B). About a decade after the
construction of the first plants, the municipality of San Luis de la Paz “rehabilitated” all five, with
an investment of half a million pesos (Martínez, 2015). Through PROSSAPYS and a newer
federal program, the Programa de Agua Potable, Saneamiento y Drenaje (PROAGUA) which is
co-funded by PROSSAPYS and a loan from the Interamerican Development Bank, the federal

28 “El recurso [que contribuimos] es del organismo operador. Se hace un presupuesto para convenir este
tipo de proyectos...se busca cubrir los proyectos más importantes o de mayor impacto social.”

27 “Si hay ahí recursos federales, entonces interviene la CONAGUA. La CONAGUA pone una parte, el
estado pone una parte y el municipio pone otra parte. Hay ocasiones donde el municipio no tiene para
poner, la federación y el estado pone el costo. Si no hay recursos federales, entonces la CONAGUA no
interviene nada más intervenimos nosotros como estado y interviene el municipio.”
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government continues to provide funding for rural water treatment facilities around the country
(CONAGUA, 2016).

Overall, comparatively little cash funding for the initial construction has been provided by
communities. Some were asked to pay for construction studies, conducting soil tests on the
proposed sites (interview #20210120A). Most provided the title to the land to the municipality,
which sometimes needed to be purchased. However, this does not mean that the communities
bear no cost. Although they do not pay much of the initial capital expenditure, many RO facilities
take months or years of operation to become financially self-sustaining. Until that point, as
discussed in chapter five, the community committees, operators, or other community leaders
often bear the financial burden.

Where are the RO facilities installed? The community
selection process
From the government perspective, there are three criteria that must be met before a RO facility
can be installed. In the words of one municipal official:

The most elemental criterion is that which you mentioned, the fact that once we have done our
analysis that gives results outside of the official Mexican norms...the second criterion is the social
part: that the people effectively say, ‘well yes, we have the problem and yes we accept the
installation.’ The third which determines whether it is installed or not is the accreditation of the
property...with those three, we determine where to put it29 (interview #20210615A).

These criteria can be idealistically described as: (1) government agencies find dangerous water
quality in a community’s water source, (2) the community collectively agrees to install a RO
facility, and (3) the community cedes a portion of land to municipal control. In practice,
government commitment, community consent, and the transfer of land ownership are all political
processes through which individuals, collectives, and institutions struggle for power and control.
This section considers the first two criteria. I argue that community consent can take many
forms ranging from deliberative processes among full community assemblies to rushed votes
with minimal community participation and that either criterion #1 or #2 can occur first, with some
RO facilities initiated by government agencies approaching communities and others with
community leaders approaching officials in government agencies.

To meet these criteria, sometimes the process is initiated by a government agency and at other
times by the community. A CEAG official explains:

29 “El criterio más elemental es el que te comentaba, el hecho de que una vez hemos hecho nuestros
análisis de agua nos aporte resultados fuera de los límites de la Norma Oficial Mexicana...el segundo
criterio es la parte social: que efectivamente la gente diga ‘pues sí tenemos el problema y sí aceptamos
que la ponemos.’ El tercer que se determina si se instala o no es la acreditación de la propiedad...con
esos 3, se determina donde ponerla.”
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Generally [the community members] make the request because they contend that the water
doesn’t comply with quality characteristics. Other times, it is the municipality who has already
detected it or us who have detected the points at which the groundwater, at the moment of
extraction, is out of compliance...but the community intervenes a lot. And often the plant
construction also happens at their request30 (interview #20210209A).

In contrast to these simplistic perspectives that claim that water quality alone sets off the
implementation process, consider the example of the first RO facility installed in one of the
region’s municipalities where political pressure was leveraged between agencies and a low bar
was established for community consent. The municipal president had commissioned a study to
identify contaminated wells. Encouraged by the CEAG, agents from the municipal government
approached the community with the highest known levels of arsenic and fluoride in the region
and offered a RO facility. However, enough members of that community opposed the idea that
the second criterion, community consent, could not be reached. Thus the implementation could
not go forward. One employee of that municipal government describes how her team was
pressured by the CEAG to find a different community where consent could be obtained because
the funds had to be spent by the end of the electoral cycle:

The next year, which was the final year of the administration, the Comisión Estatal del Agua
approached us again and said that now it was necessary to implement the plant here in the
municipality and that this plant would be the example that would encourage more localities to take
the initiative to request a plant31 (interview #20210327A).

The facility was installed in the second community, although not many people attended the
meeting where “the community” formally consented. Few showed up for the “participation”
campaign. Today, it may come as no surprise that few community members are interested in
purchasing the water. Indeed, the facility rarely sells as many as ten garrafones in a day, which
would only collect seven US dollars. Indeed, for the first three years of its operation, the facility
was a financial drain on the community. Rather than drawing a salary, the operators put
personal funds towards operation and maintenance (interview #20210327A). Through the
political pressure of the electoral cycle, the municipal government was convinced to move
forward with the project even though the majority of the community was neither involved nor
consulted.

In addition to manufacturing consent in small meetings with a minority of community members,
government agencies have also worked to convince larger groups to favor the RO facilities. To

31 “El siguiente año, que era el último de la administración, se volvieron a acercarse la Comisión Estatal
del Agua y comentaron que ahora si era necesario la implementación de una planta aquí en el municipio
y que esa planta sería como el ejemplo para que posteriormente hubieran más localidades que tuvieron
la iniciativa de solicitar una planta. Nos acercamos a Lesly junto con las otras personas que pertenecen
al comité de agua potable aquí en la localidad. Nos acercamos primero con el comité y estuvimos
platicando y nos acercamos con otras personas.”

30 “Generalmente son los [de la comunidad] que en un momento dado solicitan porque fomentan que el
agua no cumple las características de calidad. Otras veces es el municipio quien ya tiene detectado y
nosotros mismos que los tenemos detectados los puntos en donde el agua subterránea al hora de
extraerlo del pozo no cumple. ...Pero sí la comunidad interviene bastante. Y muchas veces la
construcción de plantas también se hace a petición de ellos.”
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counter hostile attitudes that have ranged between suspicion, reluctance, and active opposition,
government agencies have attempted to convince influential community members to support
RO facilities by inviting them to visit existing plants. In two communities in particular, multiple
people mentioned these tours as a turning point in the community’s deliberations over whether
to accept the facilities, with the majority of participating community members shifting from
largely opposing to more ambivalent, swayed by the oratory of the folks who attended the tours.
Despite this political shift within both communities, even several years after their inception, both
RO facilities continue to struggle with community trust. Most people continue to purchase their
water elsewhere or use ancestral sources like springs and small dams (interviews #20210120A,
#20210410A, & #20210617A).

Community consent is not only eroded by government agencies. It is also reduced by
individuals and small groups of powerful community members. When government agents initiate
a conversation about a proposed RO facility, they often do so by communicating directly with
established community leaders, either delegates or water committee members. I chatted with
community leaders who have both rejected and approved the idea of an RO facility on that initial
phone call  (interview #20210608B). Those who agreed to the idea received further
communication, visits, and the beginnings of a participatory process. Those who expressed their
personal disinterest or belief that “the community” would reject the proposal, on the other hand,
never heard anything else about the RO facility. Most members of these latter communities may
never know that they were offered a facility at all. These delegates and water committees are
thus given the ability to negate the RO facility proposal before the idea is considered by others.

Although all of the examples presented thus far are of the government initiating the process,
criteria #1 does not always precede #2, with some cases being initiated by community members
approaching government officials (interview #20210209A). In one extreme case, Laila and
César, a married couple, both frustrated with the lack of accessible groundwater in their
community, approached municipal officials to request a well. After being repeatedly turned away,
they traveled to Guanajuato to speak with state representatives, where they received the same
reception. It was not until several years later when they traveled to Mexico City to meet with a
federal representative that they had any success. Within a year of that meeting, well drilling had
begun. Once the well was complete, the water was tested and Laila and César were alerted that
the community qualified for a RO plant, which the community assembly accepted (interview
#20210618A).

As shown in these examples, both government agencies and communities can initialize the
process to implement a RO facility. Although community consent is a stated requirement of
implementation, this process takes many forms, some of which involve a minority of community
members while others involve full community assemblies. In other cases, government agencies
apply pressure on community leaders to accept the facility, which has led to communities with
RO facilities but minimal interest in consuming the water. Contrary to the claims of state officials,
deciding whether to install a RO facility in a particular community is a highly political process in
which some individuals and groups wield more power than others.
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Selecting the site: Land acquisition & donation
The third requirement to begin RO facility construction is that the municipality hold legal title to
the land where the plant will be built. To contextualize this requirement, i begin by describing a
history of the recent forms of land tenure in northern Guanajuato. Following this history, i
describe how municipal land ownership is often justified through a fear narrative that one
community member or family will enclose the facility, preventing public access. I go on to
describe the ways in which the municipalities acquire the land and how the process differs
based on whether a community is composed of private parcels, ejido land, hacienda ownership,
or some combination of the three. Although it derives from the intention to guarantee indefinite
public access to safe drinking water, the requirement of municipal land ownership can also be
understood as a policy that discriminates against people without private property rights, allows
the State additional power in community governance, and reintrenches a system that grants
more power to people who hold private title to land.

* * *
To help understand the importance of the land requirement, i here offer a brief history of land
tenure in the territory today known as Guanajuato. According to the 2020 census, the seven
municipalities in this study contain 2,332 “rural localities,” considered by INEGI to be named
areas with fewer than 2,500 human inhabitants. These are home to around 435,000 people.
Although they are all classified as “localities,” the legal forms of land rights vary through the
region and include ejidos and private parcels. Although some of these private parcels are
owned and worked by individuals or families, others continue to be operated with a model
similar to that of the pre-revolution haciendas. To understand these different forms of land
tenure – and the ways they interact with one another – requires diving into the history of land
reform in the land today called Mexico.

During the period of explicit Spanish colonization, both private and communal land ownership in
New Spain was granted by the viceregal government, representing the Spanish Crown. The
viceregal property rights system differentiated between three racialized groups: Euro-descended
settlers, Indigenous peoples, and descendants of people kidnapped from the African continent.32

European and Euro-descended settlers were granted private property rights, which were often

32 Colonial New Spain’s capitalist production system was deeply reliant on an entrenched racialized caste
system called the “sociedad de castas” (Schwartz, 1995). But the caste system was not limited to the
idealized poles of racial purity of African, Indigenous, and European. Indeed, the mixed race descendants
of these groups were classified with labels like “mestizo” (Indigenous & white European), “mulato” (white
European & African), and “zambo” (African & Indigenous). When these mixed people had mixed children
they were further classified with categories including “cholo,” “morisco,” “coyoto mestizo,” “campamulato,”
“lobo,” “tente en el aire,” and “no te entiendo,” to name a few of the most bizarre, insulting, and
dehumanizing (Gómez Melenchón, 2021). The societal treatment of these people categorized as mixed
racial typically fell between the poles described above and led to a complex social tapestry of
racialization, belonging, and access to privileges and protections within colonial society (Velázquez
Gutiérrez, 2018).
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passed down hereditarily.33 Considering the Indigenous population, the viceregal government
further differentiated between settled and nomadic peoples. Whereas the Spanish approach to
nomadic peoples was often explicitly genocidal (eg. Powell, 1952), Taylor (1975) describes how
the Crown’s policies towards the lands of settled Indignous peoples were driven by a
combination of paternalistic saviorism and the economic interests of urban settler populations.
To “protect” Indigenous communities from the influence of nearby settlers, to collect taxes from
them, and to keep them producing food to support urban populations of settlers, Herrera
Rodriguez (2012) describes how the viceregal administration legally created Indigenous towns
that included four types of property: urban settlements, ejidos used for communal tasks like
gathering firewood and grazing cattle, communally-worked land for plantation agriculture, and
individually distributed parcels. This legal formation of the ejido as Indigenous communal land
laid the groundwork for the concept’s reappropriation during the post-revolutionary land reform
after 1910.

In contrast to Europeans and Indigenous folks, most people descended from Africans were
enslaved through the colonial period. In Guanajuato, their labor was typically exploited to extract
and export silver. Rather than being the beneficiaries of private or communal land tenure
systems, they themselves were predominantly considered property and were owned by others
(Tutino, 2020). By the time of Mexican independence from Spain in 1821, nearly 40% of its land
was held as haciendas or latifundios (single-person or family-owned estates). Roughly ten
percent was designated as Indigenous towns, and the remaining half was held by the Catholic
Church, even though about half of the population was considered Indigenous (Herrera
Rodriguez, 2012).

Following Mexican independence, several political factions struggled for control in the turmoil
that included invasion by the US and attempted conquest by France. Driven by a desire to
assimilate the Indigenous population into a racially homogenous mestizo Mexico and a belief in
capitalism, marketization, and private property, the Mexican liberals came to power in the 1850s
and began to implement changes to the land tenure system. The Ley Lerdo, passed in 1856,
enabled the privatization and sale of lands held by both Indigenous groups and the Catholic
Church. Because of both the power of capital and explicitly racist policies that prioritized white
ownership of rural land, most of these new private property rights ended up in the hands of
existing Mexican landowners and US and European individuals and corporations. These new
owners expanded the haciendas and latifundios, rendering most of these estates “productive”
through a system of debt peonage. Hacienda owners would allow people to take out debt to
build houses on the hacienda land. To “pay off” the debt, these folks would work for the
hacienda owners, although many remained in debt indefinitely. This debt was heritable and
often passed between generations, ensuring the ongoing compliance of the indentured
workforce. When these workers were paid at all, they were often compensated in tokens only
recognized in the tiendas de raya – the hacienda’s store which sold basic necessities – keeping
workers attached to the hacienda for their very survival (Fraser, 1972; Herrera Rodriguez,
2012).

33 Folks not descended from Europeans could also be granted private property rights by the viceregal
government, but this was the dominant means of land ownership among Euro-descended settlers.
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This trend of rural dispossession and hacienda expansion continued through the dictatorship of
Porfirio Díaz (1876-1910), generating a highly uneven distribution of land as private property. As
Herrera Rodriguez (2012) describes it:

By 1910 less than 3% of the agricultural population owned land at all. Even by 1923, less than
2% of the haciendas held 60% of the land, and 110 of them owned 20% of the land…In addition,
as late as 1923 foreigners still owned 20% of the privately owned lands of the
Republic…Americans owned half of these lands, while Spaniards owned 20% of them. In
contrast, of the 3% of the population that owned land, two-thirds of the proprietors had less than
five hectares each (p. 637).

Although the causes of the Mexican Revolution are far too complex and contested to discuss
here, vastly unequal access to land and water certainly played a role (Hart, 1989; Wolfe, 2017).
Following the Revolution, in response to the uneven accumulation of private property, the new
Mexican constitution, approved in 1917, created the legal foundation for rural land redistribution.
It ceded control of land to the federal government and enabled both the restitution of community
lands that had been appropriated and/or broken up following the passage of the Ley Lerdo. It
also created a legal pathway for the formation of new ejidos as requested by groups of people
without land titles.

However, restitution of communal land required breaking up the haciendas and latifundios and
appropriating their land.34 Although this process was codified in the 1917 constitution, its
implementation was uneven, slow, and contested. The granting of new ejidos, which began in
earnest in the 1920s, was accelerated by the Lázaro Cárdenas administration (1934-1940) and
continued more or less until 1992, though by that time its pace had slowed tremendously. By the
1980s, over 800,000 families were represented as members of one of over 20,000 ejidos which
spanned just over half of the Mexican territory (Barnes, 2009; Boyer & Wakild, 2012; Klooster,
2003; Nugent & Alonso, 2004). To prevent the reemergence of a class of landed elites with the
power to accumulate large amounts of land and capital, ejidatarios – indeed they were almost
exclusively male – were forbidden by law from selling or leasing the land. Although many
haciendas were broken up entirely during this period, several remained mostly intact. Still others
were divided, with part remaining in the hands of the hacienda owners – and worked by people
who continue without title to the land on which they live and labor – and the other part
designated as ejido land. Today, haciendas and ejidos coexist in northern Guanajuato, in some
cases even within a single locality (interview #20210120A).35

35 Although in Mexico today “hacienda” no longer legally denotes a large plot of land with a single owner
or family of owners and several families of people without legal title who work the land through a
feudal-like systems of lords and serfs, that configuration continues to be present on land that was classed
legally as hacienda before the Mexican Revolution. Although those lands are mostly today legally classed
as private parcels, i use the term “hacienda,” as do many people living in the region, to indicate areas
where the same labor and power relations continue to exist between owners – often the descendants of

34 During the turmoil of the Revolution itself, the experiences of the haciendas were varied. Some
hacienda owners fled, retaining the legal title to the land even while the land was claimed by people
without titles. In other cases, hacienda owners took advantage of the uncertainty to further expand their
holdings (for more, see: Hart, 1989; Joseph & Nugent, 2004; Wolfe, 2017).
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Although the Mexican government emphasized domestic production from the 1940s, the 1982
peso crash and the signing of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 1994
shattered these inward focused economic policies and reconfigured the Mexican production
economy to cater to international demand, mostly from the United States.36 Following the
neoliberal reforms of the 1980s and early 1990s – both those that were internationally mandated
and those imposed by Mexican elites – Mexico agreed to several additional policy changes
required by the US and Canada to pass NAFTA. In 1992, the constitution was amended to
prevent the granting of new ejidos and to enable the parceling, privatization, lease, and sale of
current ejidos. Herrera Rodriguez (2012) argues that this erosion of the ejido was made
politically possible because discriminatory narratives that ejidos were “unproductive” and “a drag
to the economy” were widespread and because Mexican elite considered the policy to be
opportunity to put nearly half of the land in Mexico back onto the real estate market.

The result of this policy, like those of other paper land reforms, has been uneven. Although, as
of the early 2010s, nine percent of ejidos had refused outright to participate in the ensuing
parceling, 15% agreed to a complete conversion to private ownership. The remaining 76% fell in
the middle, allowing for possible privatization of individual parcels, collective-use lands, or
residential lots while retaining the collectivist ejidal governance structure (Herrera Rodriguez,
2012). Thus, many localities that were ejidos in 1992 are today a combination of communally
managed ejidal land and adjacent private parcels.

36 According to  Hickel (2017), Mexico’s 1982 peso crisis and its ensuing neoliberal reforms can be traced
back to Middle East geopolitics, the global oil market, and US imperialism. After raising oil prices in
retaliation against the US’s military support of Israel, the member states of the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries found themselves awash in $450 billion of unexpected profits. They deposited the
money in banks like Citibank, Chase, and Deutsche Bank, among others. To invest these funds, these
banks offered loans to federal governments. Mexico took on debt, particularly to invest in agricultural
production to offset food imports, a necessity born of its own internal agricultural policies (Gates, 1996).
By 1982, Mexico owed $80 billion. In 1982, Mexico was unable to pay its international creditors and
defaulted on its payments. Its default was followed by that of several other countries, causing what would
later be termed “the third world debt crisis.” As the US Federal Reserve increased debt interest rates, the
Mexican peso rapidly lost value, rendering Mexico less able to repay its loans. In an effort to bail out its
banks from countries – like Mexico – that were defaulting on loan repayments, the US commandeered the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) to enforce payment. The IMF covered Mexico’s debt payments on two
conditions: first, that Mexico would reduce spending on public services like healthcare, education, and
subsidies for agriculture and industry, instead funneling state funds directly towards servicing its debt.
Second, that Mexico would open its borders to extractive corporations from abroad. In short, in exchange
for help repaying its debt, Mexico was forced to demolish the internally focused post-revolutionary policies
in exchange for free trade, selling off most of its parastatal enterprises in the process. However, Kershaw
(2018) reminds us that Mexican neoliberalism did not begin in 1982. Mexico had taken on debt from
international banks in the previous decades and even defaulted on loans and accepted moderate
structural adjustment from the IMF in the 1970s. However, the 1982 peso crisis is often identified as the
beginning of Mexico’s neoliberal period (Boyer, 2012; Terrell, 2018; Toledo et al., 2013). Further neolieral
reforms were implemented during the following decade including NAFTA (Gates, 1996).

the former hacendada family – and the people who live on the land without legal title – often the
descendants of folks who did the same. Indeed, i use the term “hacienda” here as a reminder that similar
unequal power relations between owners and workers and between people and land continue on the
same land.
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As a legacy of this complex history, rural communities in northern Guanajuato today, not
surprisingly, have variable legal relations to land. Although some localities where i conducted
interviews are composed entirely of private parcels, others remain completely ejidal. However,
several of the communities with RO facilities contain both ejido and private parcel systems. Two
of the localities are composed of a mix of land that continues to be owned and operated like a
feudal hacienda – indeed, residents still call that land “la hacienda” and its owners are the
descendants of the pre-revolution hacendados – together with ejidal and private parcels. On the
private land where the hacendada family hold title and perpetuate feudal patterns, people
continue to live and labor in a peonage system without legal right to the lands on which they live
(interviews #20210120A & #20210624C). According to one municipal official, in still other
communities, people have been unable to obtain legal titles at all, rendering them ineligible for
an RO facility as well as other municipal-sponsored infrastructure (interview #20210615A).

* * *
Keeping in mind this uneven landscape of land tenure present in rural northern Guanajuato, let’s
now consider the requirement that the title to the land on which the RO facility will be built must
be ceded to the municipality. Government workers and community leaders justify this
requirement by articulating narratives of fear, namely that one powerful community member or
family will commandeer the facility if the government does not own the land. One municipal
water employee explains that if the municipality holds the property right, “I, as a person, cannot
go and say, ‘the plant is mine.’ I don’t have that ability. Thus the benefit continues to be public.”37

He goes on to describe the risk he perceives:

What is necessary is that it is guaranteed that if my grandfather donated the land for this plant
and my grandfather is no longer around and I want this land, if I have the title, well, it's mine. The
law doesn’t favor anyone besides me. So to make sure that the property continues to be a public
service, a public good, it is protected in the municipality38 (interview #20210615A).

Indeed, several government employees and community leaders articulated similar fears when
justifying the cession of community land to the municipality. Whether these risks of individual
landowners reclaiming the site that the plant occupies have historical precedent or not,
government agencies will not move forward with construction until the municipality has the title
of the land signed over and safely stored in a filing cabinet. Although justified with the laudable
intention of guaranteeing safe drinking water to all, it merits asking: how does the land cession
occur and how does it affect communities?

Municipal agencies acquire land through purchase and donation, in some cases using time
pressure and competition between communities to promote rapid decision-making. Although in

38 “Lo que sí es necesario es que se garantice que mi abuelito donó este terreno para esta planta Y ya mi
abuelito no está y yo quiero este terreno entonces yo si tengo escritura, pues es miyo. La ley no favorece
a nadie más que yo. Entonces para acreditar que la propiedad siga siendo a un orden público, un buen
público, que la guarda en el municipio.”

37 “Yo como persona no puedo ir a decir a el de la planta ‘la planta es miya.’ No tengo esa facultad.
Entonces el bien sigue siendo público.”
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at least one case a municipality purchased the land, it is more common that the agencies
request land to be donated. Land has been donated by both private landowners and ejidos, both
with and without collective decision-making processes.

In the process of requesting a donation of land, municipal agencies have wielded time pressure
and competition to encourage rapid decision making that prevents broad community
participation. For example, in one community where all the land is divided up into parcels of
private property, Humildad described how municipal representatives showed up with papers,
signed by state officials, approving the RO plant which she had been trained to operate. They
said that they needed the land donated by the next day. She knew that of the five communities
that the plant was designed to serve, three were competing to have it installed on their land.
She spoke with her husband who suggested donating some of the land to which he held private
title, to ensure that the plant was located nearby. Without any collective decision-making
process, they donated that land. Today, the plant stands just in front of their house and
Humildad continues to work as the facility’s only operator (interview #20210603A). Although that
RO facility is governed by community assembly today, the time pressure and competition
applied by the municipality in the land-seeking process prevented democratic participation and
has helped Humildad’s family maintain direct control over the day-to-day operation of the facility.
Additionally, this demonstrates a double-standard around time: when communities begin the
process, as in the case of Laila and César, it often takes years to convince government
agencies to participate. However, when government agencies initialize, they have pressured
local leaders to produce a “community” decision within days or weeks.

Even without time pressure or competition, the land requirement still discriminates against
people without legal titles. For example, consider the case of the community Rincón del
Huizache. Although the community has a single name and was formerly one hacienda, it is
divided by an arroyo. In the post-revolution land redistribution, the people living to one side of
the arroyo were granted ejido status. The hacendados retained the land to the other side of the
arroyo where they continue to live, as do many others. Just as their ancestors did before the
revolution, the rest of the people living on the hacienda land do so without formal title and with
the permission of the owners. Most of these folks work for the hacendados in an arrangement
similar to that of their ancestors, earning an income and the right to stay in their houses by
picking tomatoes in the hacendados’s greenhouses. When the municipal officials approached
the two major landowners in Rincón del Huizache, the hacendada family and the ejido, the
hacienda owners did not want to donate land for the project, so the ejido did so. Thus the RO
facility is located on the ejido side of the arroyo. The two sides of the community are connected
by several bridges and geographic accessibility is unlikely to be a major obstacle. However, the
fact remains that the hacendada family was able to unilaterally reject the RO facility proposal
without consulting any of the people who live on the hacienda by refusing to donate land. The
configuration of land tenure granted ejido members access to this government service while
their neighbors’s access to the same service was determined by the will of the largest
land-owner, who has controlled the land for generations (interview #20210120A). In another
case, a large land owner refusing to donate literally sidelined the RO facility, which ended up
built out of sight on the edge of the community (interview #20210626A). Similar stories of large
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landowners wielding disproportionate power in determining where the RO facilities are sited --
and thus who has access -- were recounted in five communities. Thus the existing power of land
ownership reproduces itself through the land requirement.

To unsettle the role played by the land requirement, i present three critiques. First, as mentioned
earlier, the requirement prohibits entire communities who remain without title to their lands from
accessing potentially necessary water treatment. In many of the interviews that i conducted,
people described struggles to obtain the legal title to the land they live upon (interviews
#20210120A,  #20210618A, #20210624A, #20210618A & #20210624C). One municipal official
describes how his agency is unable to install RO facilities with communities that do not have
private property or ejido rights:

When we arrive at the point that yes there are heavy metals, yes they want the plant, we need to
have the property accredited to us. In this zone, many places cannot accredit their property...in
entire communities, well, they have a document that gives them possession, but the owner is
Spanish or the children of the owner are in Europe or the United States39 (interview #20210615A).

He goes on to describe how employees of the municipal water agency where he works have
found themselves unable to install RO facilities in communities who are either unable to provide
formal land titles or to whom those titles have not been granted. Indeed, the land requirement,
intersecting with existing patterns of land ownership, have excluded communities without formal
land rights from access to treated drinking water, a perpetuation of longstanding inequality in
Mexico between people with and without legal land tenure (interview #20210615A).

Second, the land donation, when coupled with time pressure and competition between
communities, has led to power being concentrated in the hands of some community members.
One former municipal president breaks down the myth of the homogeneous, monolithic rural
community by talking about the power of the community water committee:

He who is in charge of the well is the rich man of the village because he is in charge of selling
and buying the water and deciding where it goes, how it gets there, and deciding whether to
install or not install flow meters40 (interview #20210710).

A similar argument could be made for the people in charge of the RO facilities. In several
communities there remains a direct familial connection between the person who donated the
land and the people currently in charge of making decisions about the plant. Humildad’s
husband donated the land and she remains the only operator (interview #20210603A). In one of
the earliest plants, the land was donated by the brother of the water committee treasurer. Today,
the nephew of that treasurer presides over the RO facility committee and is in charge of

40 “El que tiene a su cargo el pozo es el hombre rico de pueblo ahí porque es el encargado de vender y
comprar el agua y decida a destine, como se destina, y de ponerlas o no ponerlas, sin medidores.”

39 “Cuando nosotros llegamos al punto de que sí están los metales pesadas, sí quieren la planta, necesita
a fuerzas a acreditarnos la propiedad y en esta zona muchos lugares no pueden acreditar su
propiedad...en comunidades completas, pues, tienen una escritura como que de posesión pero el dueño
todavía es español o los hijos de los dueños andan en europa o están en estados unidos.”
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administering its funding (interviews #20210608B & #20210603B). In another community, the
delegate who liaised with the municipality to select the land on which the plant would be located
also became the plant operator, one of her two paid jobs (interview #20210120A). Similar
patterns are present in many of the communities with RO facilities. Contrary to the justification
given for land donation -- to prevent the accumulation of power and the co-opting of the RO
facility by a few powerful community members -- this trend is evidence that the land requirement
neither prevents the accumulation of power nor the passage of that power to kin.

Finally, the requirement that the municipality hold the title to the land can be understood as an
extension of the State into the life of the community. Indeed, the installation of RO facilities can
be seen to act as what Arun Agrawal (2005) considers a “technology of government.” These
technologies reconfigure people’s relationship to the rest of creation and shift the relationship
between government agencies and communities. In the case of the RO facilities, granting the
land to the municipality is a way to increase State control over the use of that land by allowing
government agencies future power to dictate which activities are permitted on the land. I asked
a municipal official what would happen if a community, through a participatory assembly,
decided that the best path forward was to convert a RO facility into a dance hall, removing the
water treatment equipment in the process, a right they would have had if they had not donated
the land in the first place. He responded:

No, that’s not possible. That’s exactly the point, to guarantee that it will be legally for that use.
That’s why it is donated to the municipality...If the plant isn’t functioning, ok, well we will do
something with a purpose that aligns with the service for which it was lent, like, I don’t know,
install a water training center there41 (interview #20210615A).

From this brief statement, it is clear that the donation of land increases the municipality’s ability
to intervene in community decision-making. If that land was formerly governed by communal
decision-making processes, having been donated, the land now falls under the legal jurisdiction
of the municipality with no planned mechanism for the return of the land to community
governance. Municipal agents, in turn, dictate what is acceptable use of the land. This land
requirement is, thus, a double-edged policy: although it is designed to prevent the enclosure of
the facility by a single powerful community member – guaranteeing access to all – it also
excludes people without formal land titles from eligibility, allows land-holding community
members disproportionate power in facility-related decision-making processes, and allows for
the extension of the State into community governance.

41 “No, no se puede. Precisamente es el tema, garantizar que equitativamente sea por ese uso. Por eso
se dona al municipio...Si la planta ya no funciona, ok, pues vamos a hacer algo al fin a lo que coincide
con el servicio a cual se prestaba, a, no sé, poner un centro de captación para el agua.”
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Governmentalizing communities: The rural RO facility
committee
In Agrawal’s formulation, environmental technologies of government not only reconfigure
human’s relationship to nature and who makes decisions about land, but also shift the
relationships between communities and the State. Drawing on Foucauldian ideas of
“governmentality,” he argues that these technologies create “governmentalized localities,”
through the production of new decision-making spaces. In this section, i describe how these
new decision making practices and spaces, similar to those Agrawal describes in northern India,
are implemented in northern Guanajuato’s rural communities with the formation of the RO
facility committee. According to government officials, these committees both represent the
community in government processes and serve as an administrative extension of the municipal
government in community life. However, in practice, the experiences of these committees vary
widely.

Once the three criteria -- government willingness, community consent, and land cession -- have
been met, one of the CEAG’s next steps is to recruit community members into a committee
charged with administration. This is typical practice with public works in northern Guanajuato;
most communities have similar committees to administer the groundwater well, the potable
water network, and public schools, among others.

Once the committee is selected -- ostensibly by a vote in the community assembly --
agreements are developed between the committee and government representatives, often
based on a CEAG-provided boilerplate text template. These agreements describe the role of the
committee, hours of operation of the facility, what equipment can be used to store and distribute
water, how much the facility will pay for inlet water, how the water will be tested, operator
salaries, how the price of a filled garrafón will be decided, and requirements for operating the
plant. Signed by committee members and stamped with the delegate’s seal on behalf of the
municipality, these agreements are a legal contract between the community and the
municipality. Committee members and operators described the utility of having signed legal
policies dictating how the RO facility will be administered for conflict resolution (interviews
#20210618A & #20210624C).

As administrators, the committees have many responsibilities. A municipal employee explains,
“the committee...is in charge of, well, the user registry, paying the electricity bill, repairs,
maintenance, everything that the system needs”42 (interview #20210615A). Indeed, according to
the community agreements in one locality, the RO facility committee is given a broad mandate,
responsible for, “verifying the operation of the water treatment plant that provides service to the
community users,”43 which, later in the document, is expanded to include daily cash box checks
and overall supervision of the facility’s income and expenditures.

43 “verificar la operatividad de la planta potabilizadora de agua que proporcionara el servicio a los
usuarios de la comunidad.”

42 “El comité...se encarga de pues el padrón de usuarios, el pago de los recibos de la luz, reparaciones,
mantenimiento, todo lo que el sistema requiere.”
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Communities handle the duration of a committee position and the transition between members
differently. Some delimit a fixed term for committee members, after which they must be
replaced. Although this ensures more equitable access to positions of power, it also risks the
loss of technical information. In one community, committee members who have held their
positions for over a decade assured me that each year, the communal assembly begs them not
to vacate their positions (interview #20210618A). In other communities where changes in
committee personnel are more frequent, a municipal employee identifies the issue of loss of
knowledge between committees:

Often...they don’t even give them information. Not even information. They simply say, ‘here is the
notebook with the users,’ and there it is, ‘peace out, may God bless you, and there were ten
pesos left over. Here you go.’ Boom. That’s it44 (interview #20210615A)

Despite this concern, several committees described plans of information sharing and training.
One committee member explains:

The papers say that the committee there lasts for a year. This committee on which we are on is
for a year. After the year, before the year ends, as we are going to leave, like a month before, we
will train those who will enter45 (interview #20210626A).

Although some committees have smoothly transitioned between members, others have
disintegrated, leaving operation, maintenance, and administration in the hands of a single
person. These cases are described further in chapter five.

The formation of the rural RO facility committee -- required by the municipality in most
communities before installing a plant -- can be understood as the extension of the administrative
State into community life and the governmentalization of community decision-making. As
Agrawal argues, these committees shift the relationship between the community and the state,
with a small group of people deputized to both represent the community in State affairs and to
enforce the community agreements -- a legally binding contract -- within the community.

Who runs the plant: Operator selection, training, and
transition
Unlike automated water kiosks, the government-funded RO facilities cannot distribute treated
water without a human operator. This section describes the variability in how those operators

45 “El comité ahí también en las hojas dice que es todo un año. Este comité en lo que estamos es por un
año. Ya pasando el año, antes de acabe el año, ya que vayamos a salir, como un mes antes, vamos a
capacitar a los que van a entrar.”

44 “Muchas veces...no le entrego ni información. No le entrego ni información. Simplemente le digo ‘este
es la libreta de los usuarios’ y ahí está, ‘hazte rolas que dios te bendiga y sobra veinte pesos, ten.’ Bum.
Eso es todo.”
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are initially selected and trained and in the procedures followed when a person starts working as
an operator at an existing facility.

When a facility is first implemented, operators are sometimes chosen directly from the
membership of the committee. If not, however, they are selected from the community in a variety
of ways, including at community meetings, by invitation from a community leader, by the
recommendation of the engineer leading the construction, or through a family connection.
Indeed, all operators at all the facilities that i visited lived in the communities served by the plant.
Further, when an operator vacates their position, the process to select their replacement is just
as political as the initial operator selection. To demonstrate the heterogeneity of this process
between communities, consider these stories from different operators, describing how they got
the job. One operator tells her story of being invited by a community leader:

The delegate invited me. He came to my house and told me that there was going to be a meeting
to see this project of the purifier and if i could be there outside in the meeting and that’s how I
started, because he invited me46 (interview #20210626A).

Another reminds us that in some communities, there is not much competition for the position:

When they came to train the people, well, there was nobody to take the courses. And my
husband worked [in the plant] as an assistant to the mason. When they came to give the courses,
there was nobody besides one other person and me. We came to the courses and that’s why we
were getting more and more involved and we ended up here47 (interview #20210626A).

A third mentions how when she knew there was soon to be a vacancy, she reached out to a
committee member and requested the job directly:

I knew that the other woman left and I learned that the engineers from Guadalajara were going to
come to fix some things and I came in to learn what I could. I mentioned to Cristobal [the
committee president] that I wanted to do it and it was done48 (interview #20210608A).

Because operators make a salary -- at least if they sell enough garrafones -- it can be seen as a
desirable position. Indeed, as seen above, securing a job as a facility operator is a highly
political process that differs between communities.

Once operators are chosen, they are trained. According to a municipal water employee, the
CEAG hires private contractors to train the operators (interview #20210615A) although one

48 “Sabía que la otra muchacha se fue y aprendí que iban a venir los ingenieros de Guadalajara para
arreglar algunas cosas y me metí a aprender lo que pude. Le comenté a Cristobal [el presidente del
comité] que quise hacerlo y ya.”

47 “Cuando vinieron a capacitar a las personas pues no había nadie quien tomará los cursos. Y mi esposo
trabajaba [en la planta], anduvo de ayudante de albañil. Cuando vinieron a dar los cursos no había nadie,
no más una otra persona y yo. Venimos a los cursos y es por eso de que nos fuimos involucrando e
involucrando y nos quedamos aquí.”

46 “Me invitó el delegado. Fue a mi casa y me dijo que iba a ver una junta para ver este proyecto de la
purificadora que se me puede estar ahí afuera en las reuniones y así empecé, porque me invitó.”
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operator claimed to have been trained directly by state employees (interview #20210624C).
According to several interviewees and field notes written by the trainers, the CEAG sponsors
lecturers that discuss water quality, the benefits of drinking treated water, the risks of drinking
from the tap, and the names and functioning of the facility’s equipment. Training notes do not
include content on the origins of the contamination or the causes of groundwater depletion.
Operators described a wide range of experiences in training. Reported training durations ranged
from several months of biweekly classes, with each class lasting two to three hours (interview
#20210626A) to just two days of trainings (interview #20210625A).

However, many of the current operators did not attend these initial training sessions at all.
Indeed, although many communities hire operators for indefinite terms, two plants that i visited
require operators to sign fixed contracts lasting one to two years, after which the operator must
switch. Almost all of the operators that i spoke with, whether or not they attended the
government-sponsored classes, described supplemental learning methods. At the facility where
there were only two days of government training, the operator describes asking the construction
engineer to explain the process as he worked:

The engineer came and I had questions. I asked the engineer and that’s how I got trained. I
approached him and asked. Because with the two days when they came to train, I feel like it isn’t
enough49 (interview #20210625A).

Several operators described systems of pairing a new operator with a more experienced one to
learn on the job. At one plant, four operators alternate weeks, working in teams of two. Two of
the operators have more than a year of experience each while the other two began working at
the facility in the past few months. Each newer operator is paired with a more experienced one
to learn on the job (interview #20210608B).

Another operator describes how as she was starting her role, she learned from several sources.
At the beginning she took advantage of a visit from contracted engineers to ask questions and,
according to her, “they taught me the basics.”50 However, she also learns from another more
experienced operator and by watching videos on Youtube. When she is alone in the plant and
has a question, she first looks to Youtube before asking for help (interview #20210608A).

Several operators commented that they learn by asking questions. Through a Whatsapp group,
operators from several communities stay in touch. They use the group to troubleshoot issues
and ask for advice (interview #20210617A). However, several operators have minimal contact
with other facilities (interview #20210120A). Still other operators and committee members are in
direct contact with private consultants who advise them on maintenance and sourcing
(interviews #20210120A & #20210602A). There is a group of operators that gets together,
mostly from the older generation of plants, roughly every two years to exchange information and
share experiences (interview #20210603A).

50 “me enseñaron lo básico.”

49 “El ingeniero venía y yo tenía dudas. le preguntaba al ingeniero y así fue como me fui capacitando. Yo
me acercaba y preguntaba. Porque con 2 días que vinieron a capacitar siento que no es suficiente.”
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Two operators, working together at the same plant, told me that besides the formal trainings,
they learn by doing. For example, the water, coming directly from a well with geothermal activity,
enters the plant scalding hot. After they dose the water with chlorine -- one of the first treatment
steps in every plant i visited -- they test to make sure the chlorine levels fall within a prescribed
range. At first, their tests reported no chlorine and they thought the chlorinator was broken. After
several weeks, however, they realized that if they let the sample cool before testing, the chlorine
showed up, tipping them off that the chlorine test was sensitive to temperature, a fact they were
not told in the training. Giving credit to the trainer in acknowledging that they’d learn by doing,
one reflected, “that same person, he [the trainer] said that we would discover the patterns that
the water would present and it was so true because you learn the work and discover how to
manage it well”51 (interview #20210410A).

Considering the government commitment to training, i was surprised by the lack of knowledge
about how the plant functioned expressed by some operators and committee members. When i
asked current operators what functions different filters served and what the purpose was of
conducting certain water quality tests -- content supposedly covered in the official training
sessions -- many responded with “I don’t know,” gave vague answers, or described processes
that disagreed with the descriptions stated in the CEAG-provided operator’s manual. At one
plant, designed by the state to remove fluoride, the operator, after having been trained, told me
that the plant’s filters were there to  remove diarrhea-causing bacteria, a task that was already
being accomplished by the chlorination system on the wellhead (interview #20210625A). Of the
ten or so treatment steps in the plant, very few of the operators interviewed could identify the
RO membrane as the key step that diverted the hardest-to-remove chemical species. When, at
the end of one interview, i asked the operator if there was anything else i should have asked
her, she identified a lack of technical training:

In the talks and lectures that they gave you to learn about the plant, was everything clear? No.
Why? Because being here implementing all of the knowledge about the filters, you have a lack of
control to know the function of each of the plant’s filters. And to have a more complete knowledge
of the functions of the filters, what the filters contain52 (interview #20210610).

Although all operators received training of some sort, be it from a maintenance worker or
coworker, in sessions from the CEAG, or self-edification through Youtube, the operators's
knowledge of plant functioning varied dramatically. This poses a serious risk that operators are
unable to identify when a filter is no longer performing as intended, endangering the quality of
the water that the plant produces. As discussed in chapters five and six, the ways in which the
operators are trained could have serious ramifications for the health of people who consume the

52 “En las pláticas y las conferencias que te dieron como aprendizaje de la planta, ¿te quedó todo claro?
No. ¿Por qué? Porque ya estando aquí implementando todos los conocimientos de los filtros, te lleva un
descontrol en saber o en conocer en qué función tiene cada filtro de la planta. Y de tener un
conocimiento más pleno de los funcionamientos de los filtros: que es lo que contiene los filtros.”

51 “Ese mismo él [la persona que vino para dar la capacitación] dijo que íbamos ir descubriendo nosotros
los patrones que iba a presentar el agua y fue la mera verdad porque vas conociendo el área del trabajo
y vas descubriendo cómo manejar para bien.”
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plant’s water and the possibility of mobilizing for systemic change to the regional relationships
between humans and water.

Construction & more: The role of private contractors
At various points in the implementation process, the state of Guanajuato hires private
companies for particular tasks. In some cases, like that of San Juan de la Plata, this occurs
even before the community agrees to the facility’s implementation. Indeed, private contractors
constructed every plant that i visited, like those shown in figure 4.1. Aside from construction,
private companies also conduct the “participation” campaign – described in the following section
– and support committees and operators with maintenance and sourcing. Although community
members and nearby residents who consume the water benefit from the installation of the RO
facility, almost the entire financial investment from various government agencies goes to private,
urban-based contractors, maintaining an urban-to-urban money flow that rarely arrives in rural
communities.

According to a CEAG official, hiring a private contractor is done through a public bidding
process. However, in the database of 6,241 state-convoked bidding processes since 2012,
available through Guanajuato’s transparency site, only four of the RO facilities appear, even
though seventeen have been built during that time period (accessed 29/Oct/2021). In those four
processes, the CEAG describes the work that it would like to fund and puts out a call for
proposals. Contractors submit their designs and budgets, and the state commission announces
the winner (interview #20210209A). However, because the facilities require specialized
knowledge and equipment, not many contractors are qualified to build them (interview
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#20210615A). In total, the four bidding processes documented through Guanajuato’s
transparency platform, all from 2020, received proposals from a total of seven contractors,
several of which applied for all four of the contracts. Of the seven applicants, only three were
granted contracts.

RO facilities have risen in cost since the first installations. When building the first group of
facilities in San Luis de la Paz in the early 2000s, together with similar facilities in other parts of
the state, the CEAG financed four plants with half a million pesos total (licitación #20210603B).
More recent facilities, however, have been much more expensive. The four for which i could find
data, all built in 2020 in the municipality of San Felipe, each received around 1.5 million pesos
of public investment.

This substantial financial investment goes directly to corporate engineering firms. These firms
pay salaries to engineers who design the facilities, develop the project proposal, and supervise
construction. However, they also pay salaries to the construction crews, a potential avenue for
some of the financing to end up in the hands of community members, many of whom – the men,
at least – are trained as masons. Indeed, many of these communities lack local options for
wage labor. Jobs are often so scarce that it is common for folks to spend weeks to years living
and working in large Mexican cities or in the US, where jobs are easier to find and more highly
paid. Despite this match of a need for jobs with RO facility construction providing an appropriate
work opportunity, several operators reported that there were no people from the community
employed in construction (interviews #20210625A & #20210624C).

In one community, the RO facility operator describes how, once the construction crew arrived
and started to work, her husband walked up to the engineer in charge and asked for a job. He
joined the crew as a mason’s assistant and was the only worker on the job who came from that
community. Through their family’s connection with the engineer, they began to trust the idea of
RO water treatment (interview #20210625A). As seen from this case, the practice of bringing in
external workers not only precludes community members from much-needed job opportunities
but also misses an opportunity for community members to learn about the plant and develop a
sense of investment and pride through personal involvement. Further, having community
members on the construction crew could attract others to inquire about the facility and begin
building trust. Indeed, one operator attributes the current lack of awareness of the facility to the
fact that no community members participated in its construction:

When they came to deliver it, lots of people passed by and passed by and for real they didn’t
know what it was. They never asked. Actually, there weren’t even people from here [on the
construction crew]. Sometimes for public works for growth and everything they hire people from
the same community. And there were no people from the community working here53 (interview
#20210624C).

53 “Cuando vinieron a entregarlo de hecho mucha gente pasaba y pasaba y aquí la verdad no sabía que
era. Nunca preguntaron. De hecho no había ni gente de aquí. A veces para las obras de crecimiento todo
eso contratan gente de la misma comunidad. Y no había gente de la comunidad trabajando aquí.”
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In this community, and likely in most, the fact that the contractors relied on external labor has
also contributed to the lack of trust experienced in many facilities, discussed further in chapter
five. Although government agencies today invest millions of pesos in each RO facility, this
investment is paid in salary to urban engineers, to corporations to purchase equipment, and to
construction workers, most of whom do not come from the community where the plant is
located. On the other hand, the communities end up with the facility that treats water and
creates part-time jobs for operators. However, the lack of financial investment in the community
perpetuates the systemic social inequalities faced by rural communities, namely the lack of job
opportunities that pay enough to support a family, despite the funds allocated to create a handful
of such jobs, at least for the duration of construction. Aside from construction, private
contractors are also hired by CEAG to conduct the operator training sessions described in the
previous section, to support operators with maintenance and sourcing, and to facilitate the
“participation” campaigns detailed in the next section.

Informing the community: The “participation” campaign
According to a report from the Interamerican Development Bank, the goal of Mexico’s
PROSSAPYS program -- which channeled federal and international funding through the CEAG
to support the first wave of RO facilities in northern Guanajuato -- involves community
participation. It states the purpose as:

Provide potable water and sanitation services to rural communities with up to 2,500 inhabitants
and that principally find themselves in marginalized conditions, within a framework that
incentivizes the active and organized participation of beneficiaries and guarantees the operational
sustainability of the systems54 (Jiménez Sánchez, 2010).

This “active and organized participation” includes the committee and operators. However, CEAG
also undertakes broader community engagement which it calls “participation.” Through its
Dirección General de Gestión Social, CEAG either hires private contractors to conduct these
campaigns or CEAG staff run them themselves (interview #20210209A). Depending on the
community and the timing, these campaigns take different forms. In some communities,
CEAG-hired promoters go door-to-door, espousing the virtues of RO treatment and the hazards
of drinking from the tap. In others, the informational campaign is focused on larger community
meetings. In the half year leading up to the installation of one RO facility, government records
show that the hired contractor convened 41 meetings between the five communities who were
the facility’s intended users (site #20210120A).

Despite the emphasis articulated in interviews and government documents on “participation,” i
found no evidence that -- besides activities with small, specific groups of people like committee
formation and operator training -- campaigns strove for anything but informing the population of
what was happening. As Sherry R. Arnstein (1969) points out, not all participation efforts are

54 “Proveer servicios de agua potable y saneamiento a comunidades rurales de hasta 2.500 habitantes y
que principalmente se encuentren en condiciones de marginación, dentro de un marco que incentive la
participación activa y organizada de los beneficiarios y garantice la sostenibilidad de la operación de los
sistemas.”
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identical, useful, or without harm. Building on Arnstein’s work, and contributing to a large body of
scholarship that attempts to elucidate nuanced differences on the spectrum of participation,
Bryan Bruns (2003) sketches a “extended ladder of participation” naming different ways
government agencies can engage with communities or non-governmental organizations. On his
ladder -- drawn in ascending order based on power ceded to the non-government side of the
relationship -- inform-consult-involve fall on the lower rungs (most government power),
collaborate-partner-delegate/authority are in the middle, and establish/autonomy-advise-enable
are on the upper rungs (most community power). According to Bruns’s analysis, informing is the
method that a government can use to cede the absolute least of its power possible while still
enabling politicians to leverage the buzzword “participation” for public kudos and to apply for
funding.

In her earlier work, Arnstein classifies participatory relationships into three groups:
nonparticipation, degrees of tokenism, and degrees of citizen power. Despite the harmful
assumption that government programs are exclusively focused on “citizens,” Arnstein fits
“informing” into the lowest rung of “degrees of tokenism.” Although she does not consider
informing to be manipulative or coercive, she writes about informing: “too frequently the
emphasis is placed on a one-way flow of information—from officials to citizens—with no channel
provided for feedback and no power for negotiation.” Indeed, this is exactly how almost every
community member described their experiences with the “participation” campaign.

Community feedback about “participation” campaigns ranged from calling them nonexistent to
insufficient. One community delegate complains, “the municipality did not give us correct or
enough information about the plant. They arrived, they built the plant, and they said, ‘there it is,
operate it’”55 (interview #20210402A). An operator observed that despite a participation
campaign where government-funded promoters went door-to-door to discuss the facility, most
people still did not know that the newly constructed building was a water treatment facility, “it
doesn’t even have a name and lots of people pass by and say that it looks like a clinic or that it
looks like a salon or that it looks like a rehabilitation center”56 (interview #20210626A). Several
operators and committee members mentioned that because distrust in government and
confusion about water quality were so high, the informational campaign did not set many
people’s minds at rest. In three of these communities, delegates suggested that a talk
describing the facility’s process and water quality, given by a group that could confidently say,
“we are not from the government and do not have a financial interest in this facility” would be
more readily believed by a majority of community members than anything said by anyone
perceived to be associated with government (interviews #20210120A, #20210402A,
#20210617A, #20210624B). Indeed, the government-sponsored campaign allows public
agencies to claim “participation” without ceding meaningful decision-making power to
communities. In many communities, this process has failed to convince most folks to trust the
RO facility.

56 “No tiene ni nombre y mucha gente pasa y dice que parece una clínica que parece un salón que
parece un centro de rehabilitación.”

55 “El municipio no nos dio la información ni correcta ni bastante acerca de la planta. Llegaron, hicieron la
planta, y dijeron ‘ahí está, operala.’”
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Selling our water to ourselves: Deciding the price of a filled
garrafón
Every RO facility that i visited follows a similar water distribution model. In broad strokes:
nineteen or twenty liters of treated water are pumped into plastic garrafones. Folks hand over an
empty garrafón and some money for which they are given a garrafón filled with treated water.
Applying some basic metaphorical algebra to this exchange, the garrafones cancel each other
out and we are left with a person handing over pesos and receiving treated water. Paying
money for water is a sensitive topic, the implications of which i consider in chapter five. This
section deals with the related decisions made during facility implementation, namely whether
the facility should charge money to fill a garrafón with treated water and if so, how much.

Overwhelmingly, committee members and operators supported the idea of payments because
they were simply covering the costs of maintaining and operating the facility. They contended
that the price was enough to cover electricity bills, consumables, and operator salaries with no
extra cost added for the water itself. However, two dissenting voices bear highlighting. One
community leader, after over a decade paying money to drink water from the local well, treated
in the RO facility, expressed his continued discontent, “it scares me, it strikes me as unfair, it’s
like discrimination...that is, it is said that the well is a patrimony”57 (interview #20210617A). One
committee member describes how despite his opposition to the idea, the municipality forced a
system of payment for bottled water on the community, “from my perspective, personally, I was
not in agreement with [the idea that people pay for garrafones]...but the municipality said, ‘no,
there must be income for maintenance’”58 (interview #20210618A). Indeed, in almost every
community, the idea for paying for garrafones came from the government agencies.

Perhaps, if given the chance to determine their own policies, community assemblies would have
come up with the same arrangement. Indeed, in many communities, paying for bottled water
was not new with the RO facility. Many community members bought water at local shops or paid
for door-to-door garrafón delivery. However, they were not given the chance to opt in to
commercialization. Instead, government employees or contractors arrived in almost every
community with guides for how to price the water and fill-in-the-blank text as part of the
community agreements, taking the bottling and sale of garrafones for granted:

The cost of a garrafón shall be _____ pesos, but shall be considered for revision every _____
months based on the costs of supplies and in general the repairs, with the aim of putting possible
increases before the assembly of users for consideration”59 (site #20210626A).

59 “El costo por garrafón será de _____ pesos, pero se considerará una revisión cada _____ meses de
los costos de los insumos y en general de refacciones, con el fin de poner a consideración de la
asamblea de usuarios los posibles aumentos a los mismos.”

58 “De mi parte, ya a lo personal, yo no estaba de acuerdo con eso [que la gente paga por los
garrafones]...pero dijo el municipio ‘no, sí debe de a fuerza de haber un ingreso para un mantenimiento.’”

57 “A mi me hace medio, no me hace justo, es como discriminación...osea dice que es un patrimonio el
pozo.”
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This language assumes that filled garrafones will be sold. Once this is agreed upon -- or not
disputed -- committees and operators go about determining the price for a garrafón.

Several communities reported having assemblies where they discussed and voted on a price.
One committee member described how people compared the prices to commercially available
garrafones:

The topic was brought up in a general meeting with the majority of the inhabitants, if they were in
favor or against a payment for a garrafón. And the majority said, ‘well you know what? Yes we
want to pay but not at the price of Bonafont, 40 or 30 pesos. [20 pesos] was a price that was
reasonable for a community60 (interview #20210618A).

Although i have never been at a meeting where the majority of people are excited about paying
money for something that could be free, the key takeaway is that the price was determined
through a general community meeting process.

Another operator explained how the community assembly can also change the payment
protocol. At one assembly meeting, she reported that businesses and restaurants from outside
of the community would purchase water in the morning. At eight pesos per garrafón, the
community RO facility was the best deal around. That same day, the assembly decided to
implement a price discrimination method: eight pesos for community members for personal
consumption, ten for community members who want to resell the garrafones in their shops, and
thirteen for folks from outside (interview #20210603A). Three communities reported similar
schemes with price based on community membership (interviews #20210603B & #20210617A).

Some operators mentioned using the CEAG pricing suggestion sheets, which calculate the price
per garrafón necessary to cover all operation and maintenance costs based on how many
people are expected to purchase garrafones. For example, in one community, 10% community
participation would require a price of 69 pesos per garrafon to break even. 50% participation
generates fourteen peso garrafones, 70%, ten pesos, and 100% participation would allow the
operators to charge seven pesos for a garrafón full of treated water. These break-even
calculations are based on CEAG estimates of all operation and maintenance costs.

One community, taking this process seriously, decided to measure what percentage of the
population wanted to purchase garrafones. The RO committee and the facility operator sent out
surveys asking what price would be accessible for each household. Based on those results,
they hoped to sell at ten pesos. However, they wanted to know how many people would
purchase the water. According to the CEAG tabulator, a price of ten pesos could only be
financially sustainable if 70% of the population purchased the water. To measure this
percentage, for the first four months of the facility operation, they used a pay-what-you-like
approach while recommending sixteen pesos, the estimated break-even price if 40% of the

60 “Se tocó el tema en una reunión general con la mayoría de habitantes que si estaban en favor o en
contra de un pago por un garrafón. Y la mayoría dijeron, ‘pues sabes que sí queremos pagar pero no del
precio de un Bonafont, de un 40 pesos. 38 pesos. [20 pesos] era un precio razonable para una
comunidad.”
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community purchased the water. During this period, they kept careful data. Although they were
hoping to sell at ten pesos, in the four month pilot, they only got between 40% and 50% of the
population purchasing the water, so they left the price at sixteen pesos per garrafón, well above
their target price of ten (interview #20210610A).

As discussed in the next chapter, several RO facilities distribute garrafones door-to-door. Every
plant that does so reported a different price for delivery than for purchasing the garrafón directly
at the RO plant to cover the additional cost of gasoline, vehicle repairs, and, in some cases,
paying a rental fee to the vehicle owner. Prices ranged from eight to twenty pesos per garrafón
at the RO facility. Four facilities reported conducting door-to-door distribution. The three that
shared their prices with me all charged twenty pesos for the delivery. Across northern
Guanajuato’s rural RO facilities, the price is mostly established by community assembly and
ranges from eight to 25 pesos. Some communities use price discrimination while others have
different prices for pickup and delivery. All of the RO facilities charge money to purchase the
treated water.

* * *
With the funds found, a community selected, land title firmly in municipal possession, a
committee formed, operator(s) identified and trained, the facility built by contractors, members of
the community informed about the process, and a garrafón sale price determined, an RO facility
is ready to produce treated water. The next chapter describes the technical layout of these
facilities and how they are operated and maintained.
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Chapter 4  | The RO landscape, part II:
Design, operation, & maintenance
In most cases, once a RO facility is implemented, the operators begin to operate and maintain
it, treating, bottling, and selling local groundwater. Understanding the system design, together
with the daily operation and maintenance, is crucial to identifying some of the socioecological
implications of the RO facilities installed throughout rural northern Guanajuato. Towards that
end, this chapter picks up where the previous one left off and -- based on site visits, interviews,
and the review of technical manuals and policy documents -- empirically describes the design,
operation, and maintenance of northern Guanajuato’s twenty two RO facilities in rural
communities.

Design
Although each RO facility is slightly different, there are several features that all facilities have in
common. Relying on visits to seventeen of the twenty two RO facilities across rural northern
Guanajuato, i first describe similarities in regional plant design. I then go on to highlight a few
key ways in which the facilities differ.

The common water treatment process design
Because of its ability to separate arsenic and fluoride from water, all of the facilities studied in
this project use RO as the core filtration process. Indeed, all of the facilities use a similar
process which includes many additional treatment steps together with RO. This process is
implemented with the technical water treatment goals of producing bottled water that meets the
official Mexican norm not only for dissolved chemical species like arsenic and fluoride, but for all
other potential water-borne hazards including suspended solids like dust, bits of plastic, and
flecks of rust; pathogens like E. coli and those commonly found in human faeces; and organic
compounds that might affect the taste, color, and odor of the water. Figure 5.1, a poster hanging
in one RO facility, shows a general overview of this process. Based on the numeration in figure
5.1, the process flows as follows:

As water enters the facility through a pipe, it first passes through a flow meter. It is immediately
chlorinated (1) to kill any pathogens or algae that it may contain because at least 5,000 liters are
stored -- in some cases indefinitely -- in a plastic tank (2). Without the chlorine, that tank could
become home to algal growth or develop odors. This tank allows the facility to store a few days
worth of water awaiting treatment in case there is a problem with the water source.

When the operator is ready to treat water, they turn on an electric pump (3) that pulls the water
from the tank and pushes it through a series of filters (4-6) that are considered “pre-treatment”
by RO system designers. These are intended to remove most large particles and dissolved
solids so that the water contains fewer things that could block the RO membrane’s tiny pores or
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damage its surface. Although facilities use different configurations of pre-treatment, the most
common setup includes three stages: a sand or Turbidex filter (4) to remove suspended
particles and dead bacteria; an activated carbon filter (5) to remove the chlorine that was added
earlier along with large organic molecules like many agrochemicals, pharmaceuticals, and
others that affect the smell, taste, and color of the water; and a softener (6) that uses an
ion-exchange resin to replace calcium and magnesium in the water with sodium, which is less
likely to damage the RO membrane.

Once pre-treated, the water is pressurized with another electric pump and forced into the
spiral-wound RO membrane (7) , where water is separated into two streams. The “treated”
stream contains 50-85% of the total water and few of the dissolved ions like sodium, iron,
arsenic, fluoride, potassium, aluminum, etc. The “brine” stream contains the rest of the water
and nearly all of the dissolved chemicals. For now, let’s follow the treated water through the rest
of the process but we will return to the brine stream shortly. The treated water is sent to another
holding tank (8) where it can be stored for days to weeks. To ensure the disinfection from
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pathogens, each workday, the operators activate another electric pump (9) which sends the
water through a sediment filter (10) to remove any bits of dust or dirt that have made their way
into the treated water. Then the water is exposed to an ultraviolet lamp (11) whose rays destroy
DNA, killing any pathogens who may somehow be living in the treated water tank. To be sure
everything is dead, the water then gets dosed with ozone (12) and passed through a contact
tank (13) that guarantees the ozone has enough time to destroy any pathogens. Then the water
is sent back to the holding tank (8).

When the operator is ready to use the treated water, they flip valves and turn on a pump (9) to
send the water to the garrafón filling station (15). In some plants, the treated water is also sent
to a sink, used to wash the outsides of the garrafones and to a washing and rinsing station (14)
where the insides of the garrafones are cleaned. Examples of several of the steps described
above are pictured in figure 5.2. In addition to these treatment steps, holding tanks, pumps, and
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delivery equipment, the facilities are also equipped with sensors, meters, valves, and sample
points that allow the operators to ensure the process is functioning as intended.

Besides treated water, the facilities produce several other things, conventionally considered
“byproducts” by process designers, “waste streams” by chemical engineers, or “externalities” by
economists, words which devalue these socioecological contributions of the facilities relative to
the treated water, and cast them to the discursive background as an unimportant afterthought.
Which brings us back to the brine. The brine stream, which contains between 15% and 50%61 of
the water and almost all of the dissolved ions, is sent down a drain and out of the treatment
facility, often, but not always to a cistern (also #14 in figure 5.1). This water concentrates the
chemical species that the facility was implemented to remove, thus the handling of this brine is
an important health and safety consideration in facility management. Additionally, the
pre-treatment filters are regularly cleaned, producing a slurry that is typically washed into that
same cistern or into a public drainage system. Soaps, discarded after washing and rinsing the
garrafones, are also swept into the facility’s drainage system.

Design differences between facilities
Although all of the facilities use similar processes, there are a few key differences between the
plants. These include the water source, which filters are used, sensors, the location of sample
ports, and which treatment steps have bypasses.

By design, every facility that i visited is supplied with water from a community groundwater well.
However, many reported intervals ranging from days to months in which the well was unable to
extract water, whether because the pump broke, the water table dropped, or there was a power
cut, perhaps foreshadowing increased shutoffs if regional groundwater continues to be rapidly
extracted. Although most of the operators described how they could not work without well water,
one explained how during a well outage, she paid for a tanker truck to bring water to the RO
facility, although she does not know from where exactly the water was extracted. Although the
RO facilities are designed to work similarly on most regional groundwater, Schutte’s (2006)
edited textbook of best practices in water treatment works reminds us changing the water
source adds risk that the process will not operate as expected. If different sources are going to
be used, the resulting water quality should be carefully monitored.

Aside from the water source, the RO facilities also have slight differences in technical filter
design that may be of interest to a water treatment engineer but likely do not affect the resulting
water quality. Both liquid and solid chlorine dosing systems are used. The facilities contain
various combinations of pre-treatment filters. Besides the activated carbon present in each
plant, sand, Turbidex, sediment filters, and water softeners are all used. Facilities use between
one and three RO membranes. Some of the newer facilities have RO recirculation systems so
that the brine is treated with RO to further concentrate it before it is rejected from the facility.

61 Although in interviews, operators estimated that their facilities diverted between 15% and 50% of the
water into the brine stream, Pérez-González and coworkers (2012) review the state-of-the-art functioning
of RO systems worldwide and estimate this value, at least at the time of publication, to range between
15% and 65%, depending on how pretreatment is conducted and how systems are cleaned.
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This reduces the fraction of water discarded and increases the concentration of chemical
compounds in the brine that may be dangerous for human and ecological health.

RO plants have built in meters to enable operators to quickly check whether certain elements of
the system are functioning as intended. These include pressure gauges (are the pumps working
or the filters clogged?), flow meters (is the RO system rejecting the correct amount of water?),
and water conductivity sensors (is the RO system removing most dissolved solids?) in various
combinations. Additionally, there are sample ports between the filters, designed facility by facility
based on what water quality tests the designers expect the plant operators to use.

Finally, several facilities have bypasses around certain filters -- pictured in figure 5.3 -- which
allow water to skip around a treatment step when the valve is opened. Bypass valves are used
primarily for two reasons: First, to continue to run the system if one filter is broken or needs
maintenance and second, to consistently allow a fraction of the water to skip a treatment step.
The most common treatment steps with bypasses are the ozone dosing, the ultraviolet
disinfection, and the RO membranes. Indeed, one operator mentioned adjusting the RO bypass
valve, like that pictured in figure 5.3, to allow more minerals through to the final bottled water in
response to users’ complaints about taste (interview #20210410B). Although these tunable
bypasses give operators more control over the resulting water quality, this also poses a danger
-- a bypass valve opened a bit too far could allow all of the toxins skirt the RO membranes and
end up in the bottled water. Thus adjustable bypasses ought to always be coupled with frequent
water quality testing, as described in the next section.
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Operation
Monday June 17 I sold 23 garrafones
Tuesday June 18 I sold 12 garrafones
Wednesday June 19 I sold 15 garrafones
Sunday June 23 I sold 21 garrafones

Monday we didn’t come in because of the rain.
Tuesday June 25 we didn’t sell
Wednesday June 26 we sold 09 garrafones
Thursday June 27 we sold 07 garrafones
Friday June 28 we sold 04 garrafones

-- Operator’s log, site #20210120A62

I was there from 3:30 until the plant’s closing at 5pm. While i have been here, there has
been a nearly constant stream of people coming by to get garrafones filled. Garrafones are
washed with soapy water, then rinsed in treated water and filled and lidded. No seals are used.
Chlorination and ozone both look janky and old. Over that time, 26 garrafones were filled over 8
visits. People filled 8, 6, 2, 2, 1, 4, 1, and 2 garrafones respectively, although both 1s were the
same guy, he had 2 garrafones but could only carry 1 at a time on his motorcycle. The people
filling 4 or more came in pickup trucks or SUVs while those filling 2 mainly came on foot carrying
garrafones or with wheelbarrows.

– My interview reflection notes, visit #20210608A

* * *
Although the technical design described above is a crucial component of the broader
techno-socio-ecological system that is an RO facility, appropriate design is a necessary -- but
not sufficient -- condition to the treated water meeting the (politically defined) quality objectives.
The human operation of the facility can also contribute to drastic variation in water quality. The
water treatment process, as described in the previous section, requires minimal operator
intervention. The operator flips some switches, plugs some pumps and filters into electrical
outlets, and the system basically runs itself. Thus, day-to-day operation of a RO facility can be
divided into two sets of activities: first, operators clean and fill garrafones with treated water,
which they then sell. Second and less often, tests are conducted by operators and government
officials to verify the water quality. The following sections describe how these two sets of tasks
are performed across northern Guanajuato’s rural RO water treatment facilities, how they differ
between facilities, and the implications of these differences.

Filling garrafones, selling water: a day in the (work) life of a plant operator
Water treated at the RO facilities is typically distributed in two ways: at the facilities themselves
and door-to-door at people’s houses and businesses. At the facility, folks who want to purchase
treated water arrive with empty garrafones in hand, which they hand over to the operator. In

62 Translation from Spanish by me, all prices in pesos.
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some facilities, the operators immediately hand back a different garrafón, pre-filled, lidded, and
sealed for quick sale. At most sites, however, the operators wash, rinse, refill, and lid the
customer’s garrafón while they wait, and then return it in exchange for payment. When
distributing garrafones door-to-door, the operators pre-fill the containers before going out to sell
them, typically in a pickup truck. When arriving at someone’s door, the operators trade these
filled and sealed garrafones for payment and empty garrafones which they will wash and refill
for the next distribution.

To meet the demands of the folks who wish to buy the treated water, much of the daily routine of
a RO facility operator involves cleaning and filling empty garrafones. Regardless of whether a
garrafón is sold in person at the facility or door-to-door, operators described the same process
to me: the garrafón is first washed with soapy water, inside and out. Sometimes this water
comes directly from the “potable” water network and in other cases it is water that has been
passed through the facility’s treatment system. Operators use various soaps ranging from
biodegradable detergents specially designed to clean garrafones to commercial dish soap. Then
the garrafón is rinsed. Although the inside is typically rinsed with treated water at a special
rinsing station (figure 5.2.E14), some operators rinse the outside with treated water, untreated
water, or simply wipe it down with a rag, depending on what equipment they have available.
Finally, the garrafón is moved to the final station (figure 5.2.E15) where operators fill it with
treated water. Some stop at the nineteen liter mark and others top off the containers to nearly
overflowing. Then a lid is screwed on to close the garrafón. In several of the facilities that i
visited, a thin thermoplastic sheath is slid over the lid and the garrafón’s neck. As the operator
points a heat gun at top of the garrafón, the plastic shrinks and shrivels, sealing the lid in place.

However, in practice, this exact procedure is not always followed. During our interviews, the
operators described preferring to chat while working, so we conducted most of the interviews
just outside the facilities. Because of this arrangement, at many sites i was able to observe their
interactions with customers and the real-life garrafón-filling processes. In contrast to the
idealized wash-rinse-fill-lid-seal process, i observed much variability in how the operators
actually filled the garrafones. In one facility, contrary to the CEAG hazard notice in figure 5.1, the
operator repeatedly accepted used garrafones from customers and filled them directly, with
neither wash nor rinse -- certainly a risk for bacteriological activity in the garrafón (site
#20210603A). Despite having the necessary equipment, most operators did not seal
garrafones. One operator described how at first, she was sealing all garrafones. However, some
community members told her that they would get home with their garrafones and immediately
rip off the seals, leading the crinkly plastic remnants to accumulate in their trash. Because of this
articulated customer preference for unsealed garrafones, she stopped using the seals entirely
(interview #20210120A).

Further, there is extreme variability in what the operators wear while working. Some dress in
boots, gloves, an apron, and a hairnet, all designed to prevent their bodies from introducing hair,
bacteria, dandruff, and other biomaterials into the treated water (interviews #20210625B &
#20210120A). Indeed, at one site, the operator refused to let me into the facility until i put on a
hairnet (site #20210406A). At other facilities, however, operators wore no protective gear and
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invited me in wearing sneakers, jeans, and a collared, button-up shirt with hair hanging down to
my shoulders. These differences in garrafón filling behavior and dress could lead to increased
risks to water quality, discussed further in the next chapter.

Verifying water quality: Operator tests & external inspections
Aside from the daily tasks of filling, moving, and selling garrafones, facility operators also
regularly assess the quality of the treated water. They do so by monitoring sensors, testing the
water quality, and observing the treatment process. Government inspectors also visit the plants
to collect and process water quality samples. This section describes the water quality risks that
could impact human health, how some operators are or are not monitoring them, and the scope
of government testing.

To consider the water quality risks, a typology of contaminants is helpful. Like any categorical
typology, it is an oversimplification of reality that, while flawed, provides an approximation that is
useful for connecting various contaminants with treatment methods.In this particular typology, i
group water contaminants into four categories based on the ways in which they affect human
health: physical, biological, chemical, and radioactive (this typology is based on conversations
and workshops with Dr. Joshua Kearns and is represented in C. Barajas et al., 2020). These
classifications also point towards possible methods of removal. Physical contaminants -- dust,
dirt, leaves, shards of plastic -- affect the human organism through their physical presence in the
body. They can mostly be removed by physical screening -- passing the water through a mesh
that traps the solids. Biological contaminants -- beings like bacteria, viruses, parasites, and
cysts -- produce sickness in the human body through their biological engagement with our
bodies, triggering immune responses and influencing our biological functioning. Most biological
contaminants are killed through disinfection, ranging from chlorine and ozone dosing to boiling
and exposure to ultraviolet radiation. Chemical contaminants -- metals, minerals, agrochemicals,
pharmaceuticals -- generate chemical reactions within the body when ingested. Although
activated carbon removes many organic chemical contaminants, inorganics, like arsenic and
fluoride, are especially challenging to treat and often require specialized technologies or RO.
Radioactive contaminants -- uranium, radon -- provoke human biological reactions by emitting
radiation. These are treated in various ways and can be difficult to remove.

Although these categories are useful, they are overly simplified and often blurred. Consider, for
example, one large piece of human faeces. Because of its size, it can be classed as a physical
contaminant and removed with a mesh. However, it also contains bacteria known as “fecal
coliforms,” biological contaminants that are known to increase the likelihood of illness in humans
when consumed. Thus the water should also be disinfected. Depending on the diet of the
person who produced the faeces, their drug consumption, and their personal hygiene, the
faeces may also contain pharmaceuticals, hormones, agrochemicals, all considered chemical
contaminants. In a water treatment setting, water known to be exposed to human faeces should
likely be tested for these contaminants as well. Thus classifying many contaminants with this
typology can, in some cases, be difficult and hazy.
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Despite the flaws in this typology, i find it useful in thinking about the risks introduced through
the RO water treatment process. By the time the treated water reaches the garrafón, it is
unlikely to contain physical contaminants. If somehow dust, hair, leaves, or dead spiders did find
their way into the treated water, the operator would see them as they cover and seal the filled
garrafones. And if any physical contaminants got into the garrafones left uncovered after use in
someone’s house, a soapy wash and rinse would get rid of them. Almost all operators either
watched the garrafones being filled or visually inspected them once they were full to prevent
physical contamination, thus physical contaminants are not overly concerning in these RO
facilities.

Biological contaminants, however, are more of a risk to human health. Indeed, three steps in the
treatment process -- chlorine addition, ultraviolet disinfection, and ozone dosing -- are designed
to either kill biological contaminants or prevent biological growth. Indeed, almost every facility
reported conducting regular chlorine tests. Three facilities also mentioned monitoring ozone
levels. Despite this careful monitoring, there are several ways biological contaminants could be
introduced to a garrafón. If the ozone levels are too low, pathogens that enter the water may
survive to reproduce and thrive. These pathogens could be introduced by the operators
themselves -- especially by those who do not wear gloves -- touching the garrafón opening
during or after rinsing or while putting on the lid. Additionally, if the garrafones are not washed
sufficiently, bacteria present on the surface of the garrafón could recontaminate the water
(Rufener et al., 2010). Indeed, at one facility, an operator showed me a series of used
garrafones that she had received from customers that were cracked and repaired with silicone.
She held up two that each contained a layer of dried green algae that had been living inside
(site #20210624C).

Despite the importance of meeting biological safety standards to prevent diarrhea and the other
effects of consuming water-borne pathogens, none of the RO facilities that i visited have the
equipment to conduct biological monitoring. Instead, they rely on testing for chlorine -- and,
occasionally, ozone -- assuming that if the chemical dosing levels meet guideline values, that
biological contamination is unlikely. Unfortunately, this is not always the case. In government
testing, conducted more or less once a year, a municipal water agency found detectable levels
of “total coliforms” in treated water from two facilities. It is unclear if these bacteria were living on
the filling station taps, on the rinsing station, or in the treated water cistern or tubes. By the time
of their next testing at the facilities, the operators had implemented procedures to clean the
system and the coliforms were no longer detected. However, because of the timeline of
municipal water testing, they could have been present in the water, making people sick, for over
a year (interview #20210615A).

In addition, chemical contaminants also pose a risk to human health. The government-espoused
technical water quality goal of the RO plants is the removal of dissolved chemicals from
groundwater. Of the twenty two facilities studied, eighteen were designed to remove fluoride,
thirteen to treat arsenic, and one each to address iron and aluminum. Several facilities were
designed to remove multiple contaminants, with the most common combination being arsenic
and fluoride (CEAG, 2021). Other than RO, none of the filters in the facilities remove these
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dissolved chemicals. However, a RO membrane will not last forever. It can fail in two ways: it
can get fouled and stop passing water or its surface can degrade, widening existing pores and
tearing open new ones. The former is fairly easy to detect because a clogged membrane
causes the system pressure to rise. Every facility that i visited has pressure gauges and
operators recognize rising system pressure as a sign to change the membrane.

However the second failure mode -- membrane degradation -- produces a hazard of chemical
contamination that is challenging to detect. Chlorine, added to prevent biological growth in the
holding tank, degrades polymer membranes (Glater et al., 1994). This is one of the reasons that
all facilities had an activated carbon filter between chlorination and RO -- to remove the chlorine
before it can reach the membrane. Aside from chlorine, bacteria can also degrade the
membrane, slowly eating it away (Beverly et al., 2000). Indeed, even with several pre-treatment
steps, the natural fouling of a membrane over regular use has also been shown, in some cases,
to degrade it (Peña et al., 2013). Because this does not instigate a change in the system
pressure, membrane degradation is a more challenging RO failure mode to monitor. It could
allow the passage of dissolved chemicals, including the fluoride, arsenic, iron, and aluminum
that they are designed to remove, into the “treated” water.

Despite these difficulties, there is a quick, cheap, and easy way to monitor RO membrane
degradation. Pure water does not conduct electricity. However, when that water has dissolved
ions -- like those that the RO systems are designed to separate -- the liquid conducts electricity
because the ions are conductive. Thus, the more total dissolved solids (TDS) in water, the better
the solution will conduct. Thanks to this property, testing the electrical conductivity of water can
give a coarse estimate of TDS. A quick search for “detector de sólidos disueltos totales” on
mercadolibre.com shows results that apply this principle for as cheap as 125 pesos. Because
the RO facilities are attempting to reduce TDS by at least 95%, a coarse device like those
available online is sufficient to detect membrane degradation. Although some operators were
familiar with TDS testing and reported regularly using meters that detect electrical conductivity,
these were a minority. More than half of the operators who i interviewed reported never using
TDS testing.

In one extreme case, i interviewed Andrés, an operator and committee member who had not
changed his facility’s membrane in four years. He described remembering from training that the
membranes ought to be replaced at least every three years but the facility was struggling
financially and he did not want to invest thousands of pesos in a new membrane unless it was
absolutely necessary. After the interview, i offered to come back to do a rapid TDS test to check
the membrane degradation, which Andrés accepted. A few weeks later, together with two other
committee members, i conducted two tests each of the water entering and exiting the RO
system, separated by about five minutes of continuous operation. The inlet water tested at 210
and 212 milligrams per liter of TDS and the outlet at 74 and 72. Although the system was
designed to remove around 95% of TDS -- most operators who use TDS testing require the
treated water to measure below 20 mg/L -- the facility that Andrés oversees was only removing
about 65%. If this percentage reduction in TDS can be applied to the fluoride that the system
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was designed to remove,63 then the RO unit would be reducing the fluoride concentration from
5.4 to 1.9 mg/L, still dangerously above the WHO limit of 1.5 mg/L. With this crude, quick test
and simple calculations, done from start to finish in about half an hour, Andrés and the other two
committee members were able to make the decision to source a new RO membrane (interview
#20210624A and followup conversations).

Although more than half of the facilities do not use TDS, the operators do conduct other testing.
Aside from monitoring chlorine -- and sometimes ozone and TDS -- most plant operators
frequently test the hardness to ensure that the water softener is functioning. Hardness
measures calcium in water and the softener replaces calcium with sodium. Thus, if the softener
is working as intended, the hardness should decline after the water passes through. Additionally,
operators use their senses to monitor the water. Every time they fill a garrafón they check for
color and odor. Many monitor for taste, too. Although these sensory techniques cannot detect
invisible, odorless, and tasteless chemicals like arsenic and fluoride, they can identify physical
contaminants and some aromatic chemicals.

Aside from operator testing, state and municipal government water agencies also conduct water
quality analyses which are less frequent but more comprehensive. Indeed, although biannual
sampling is required, a municipal employee describes how his agency’s sampling is less
frequent because of financial constraints:

By law, it should be every six months. But because of the economics -- this analysis is between
twenty thousand pesos more or less to do a complete analysis to the norm. They analyze all of
the metals, coliforms, that is metals and microbiological. Well we can’t handle two per year, so we
go with one. And sometimes, if it is possible, one every two years64 (interview #20210615A).

These municipal tests are conducted in certified private labs while the CEAG has its own
internal lab that conducts simpler and more frequent testing. Reports from operators about
governmental water quality varied dramatically between the facilities. At one, operators
described monthly visits from the municipal water agency, three to four visits per year from the
CEAG, and occasional inspections from the Secretaría de Salud and CONAGUA (interview
#20210410A). On the other hand, several operators said that the only government employees to
visit the facilities where they work were from the CEAG. Although they described sampling twice
a year, multiple operators said that their facilities had not been tested by an external laboratory
in over a year -- since before the COVID-19 pandemic began in Mexico (interviews #20210625B
& #20210624C).

64 “Por ley, debe ser cada 6 meses. Pero por el tema económico – este análisis anda entre 20 mil pesos
más o menos para hacer un análisis completo a la norma. Analicen todos los metales, coliformes, osea
todo lo de los metales y lo microbiológico. Pues no puede aguantar dos al año entonces con uno. Y a
veces si se puede, una cada dos años.

63 While this assumption may work as a quick heuristic to determine whether a membrane ought to be
changed, fluoride may not actually be reduced linearly with TDS as TDS is a complex aggregate of
dissolved particles with various chemical and physical properties.
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All of this monitoring -- be it by chemical test in the facility, observation of the treated water, or a
sample sent to a state laboratory -- is designed to identify whether the treated water is suitable
for human consumption. If not, the cause needs to be identified and addressed through
maintenance.

Maintenance
Expenses:

Electricity: $366
Thousand Bonafont lids $325
Piece and installation of broken connector $200

Lamp and filters $2500
Seals $168
Helper salary $400
Total sales: $6330
Minus total expenses: $3959
Gives a total in the box: $2371

-- Operator’s log, site #20210120A65

Keeping the filters functioning: Maintenance & sourcing
Every piece of equipment in a RO facility requires maintenance on some timeline. The
chlorinator requires the regular addition of chlorine tablets or refills of liquid sodium hypochlorite
(1.7 kilograms monthly). The pretreatment filter pressure tanks need to be changed out (once
every three years) and are designed with timed flushing cycles. The softener needs to be
refreshed with new salts (one industrial 22 kilogram sack every two weeks). The RO
membranes need to be replaced when they foul or degrade (once every five years). Sediment
filters should occasionally be switched out (every three months) as should the ultraviolet bulbs
(annually). When the pumps stop pumping, they also require new parts or replacement.66 This
section describes how operators know when to do maintenance and how they obtain the
knowledge to do so.

Some operators conduct these maintenance activities on a schedule recommended by the
CEAG. However others wait to do maintenance until a water quality test returns a concerning
result. Most operators do a combination of the two, relying on CEAG recommendations to
trigger certain maintenance activities and testing results for others. For example,  i spoke with
several operators who feel like their only way to know when a filter replacement is necessary is
by following the CEAG maintenance recommendation timeline (interview #20210624A).
However, i also spoke with operators who rely on chlorine testing to know when to change the
activated carbon, hardness testing to determine when the softener needed more salt, and

66 The timing approximations included as parentheticals in this paragraph come from user manuals
provided by an operator and one municipal water agency for sites #20210615A and #20210615B.

65 Translation from Spanish by me, all prices in pesos.
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pressure and flow gauges -- sometimes together with TDS testing -- to assess the functioning of
the RO membrane (interviews #20210626A & #20210617A).

Regardless of how the operators decide when maintenance is needed, all operators need to
learn how to do maintenance activities. For example, when a part needs to be replaced, many
operators report not knowing where to find it affordably. Several have asked contacts at the
state or municipal water agencies who either provided sourcing information themselves or, far
more often, referred the operator to a private contractor. During the initial training, one operator
described, “they left us the phone number of someone in Guadalajara whose work is selling all
of that”67 (interview #20210327A). Indeed, many of the operators reported contact with
contractors, specifically in Guadalajara, who would come to fix equipment, sell replacement
parts, recommend locations to purchase additional parts, and consult on unexpected
observations at the facilities.

Some of these facilities relied more on these private consultants for sourcing and maintenance
than others. For example, i interviewed María José, the RO facility committee president and the
committee’s only current member. She explains how several years ago, there was a RO
committee. Although they continued to sell the facility’s treated water, the committee conducted
minimal maintenance and most of the treatment steps were not functioning. She disdainfully
describes, “the filters were exhausted, the membranes did not function. The people were
drinking that water.”68 When María José was selected by the community assembly to preside
over the RO committee, she reached out to the municipal water agency for support. They
recommended consultants in Guadalajara and Querétaro. María José requested quotes from
each and reports paying the Guadalajara group around 80,000 pesos to rehabilitate the facility.
Since then, she has stayed in contact with them. They provide technical advice and send her
components as needed (interview #20210602A). Although this is an extreme example of
substantial facility rehabilitation, several operators report regular consultations with contractors
to resolve maintenance and sourcing issues.

Keeping the pumps on: Balancing the budget
All of the RO facilities charge money for filled garrafones in order to cover the costs of operating
and maintaining the facility. Indeed, CEAG documents predict maintenance and sourcing to be
the second largest monthly cost that a RO facility will face after paying operator salaries.To help
operators and committee members anticipate these maintenance requirements, the CEAG
provides a list of expected costs. These include maintenance, sourcing, operator salaries, and
bills for electricity and water, broken down into monthly average payments. Predicted costs
ranged from ten to twenty thousand pesos monthly, depending on the number of operators, the
facility’s expected throughput, and the specifics of the technical treatment train design.

The community is expected to cover all operation and maintenance costs. Every facility that i
visited reported that no funding was made available for facility operation. At some plants,

68 “Los filtros se habían acabado, las membranas no funcionaron. La gente estaba tomando ese agua.”
67 “Nos dejaron el número de teléfono de uno de Guadalajara que se dedica a la venta de todo eso.”
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operators described how the contractors purchased the first round of consumables -- chlorine
tablets, garrafón lids, gloves, etc. -- while other community representatives reported having to
source and purchase consumables with community or personal funds before operation could
begin. Regardless of these start-up costs, no community representatives reported the receipt of
government funding once the facility installation was complete.

In most communities, the administration of finances, including payment for maintenance, is
handled by the RO facility committee (interviews #20210625B, #20210624A, & #20210410B).
However, in others, the operator sources parts and administers the facility’s finances, sharing
financial records with the committee and the broader community assembly (interviews
#20210120A & #20210624C). When extra funds are available from sales in a given month, they
are typically overseen by the committee. However, in some communities, operators are allowed
to pocket all funds that are not necessary for maintenance (interview #20210120A). In these
communities, operators may not make any money during months with low sales or high
maintenance costs. However, when sales are high and maintenance costs low, these operators
end up with more money than operators on fixed salaries. The arrangement for operators to
earn a salary based on sales creates a stronger economic incentive for them to sell. Indeed, at
least two operators who earn based on sales advertise actively in their whatsapp profile pictures
and statuses (sites #20210120A & #20210616A). However, if sales are low, it can put them in a
more personally precarious financial position than operators earning fixed salaries. Indeed,
several operators report not having received salary payments from the RO facilities in months,
and at least two in over a year (interviews #20210625B, #20210327A, #20210120A,
#20210410A). Both operator salary models are common.

Although financial administration is the sole responsibility of the community, it is sometimes the
work of the operator and sometimes that of the committee. Communities take several
approaches to making maintenance decisions and for paying operator salaries, leading to
different levels of operator vulnerability. In no cases that i found did a committee member draw a
salary.

* * *
These two chapters have outlined how implementation, technical design, operation, and
maintenance are conducted in northern Guanajuato’s rural RO water treatment facilities. Based
on these data -- drawn from interviews, site visits, and reviewing technical and policy documents
-- the next chapter considers the broader socioecological implications of the RO facilities.
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Chapter 5  | Socioecological implications
of RO facilities in rural northern Guanajuato
Having established the contribution of political organizing, academic studies, and available
funding in pushing the CEAG to install twenty two RO facilities across northern Guanajuato
(chapter two) and describing how they are implemented (chapter three), designed, operated,
and maintained (chapter four), this chapter attempts to answer a series of questions that can be
crudely grouped under the inquiry: what do these facilities mean for the communities where they
are installed? The first section addresses the following questions of political economy: who do
the facilities belong to? What role does community conflict play in determining water access?
And how financially sustainable are the facilities? Considering that nearly half of the facilities
were struggling financially at the time of the interviews, the second section asks what barriers
people face that prevent them from consuming the RO-treated water. Using a grounded theory
approach to extract themes from interview responses, i consider water quality, trust,
accessibility, and competition with other water sources. Given socialized gender roles common
through rural northern Guanajuato, the third section discusses how the RO facilities have
created new forms of gendered labor. The final section adds an ecological perspective and asks
how the facilities impact more-than-human ecological systems, focusing on the production of an
ecologically dangerous brine and increased electricity consumption. This chapter does not
present a single argument evaluating the RO facilities across rural northern Guanajuato.
Instead, each section addresses a different set of socioecological implications of the facilities.
Taken together, i hope that these considerations can help communities make informed decisions
about whether to accept or request RO facilities and government employees to reevaluate
strategies that improve equitable safe water access.

The political economy of rural RO water treatment
Before broadening into the ecological, this section describes how these RO facilities are spaces
in which political and economic forces shape and are reproduced by human behavior. The first
subsection argues that there is uncertainty as to whether the RO facilities belong to the
government, the community, or to private for-profit business. Countering the narrative that a
municipal-owned land prevents power-concentration, the second subsection tells of how
conflicts -- both between nearby communities and within a single community -- have led to the
consolidation of decision making power in the hands of one individual. The final subsection
describes the struggles of several RO facilities to make enough money by selling filled
garrafones to continue to treat, bottle, and deliver water. Each of these subsections have
implications for community (dis)trust and accessibility, discussed in the following section.
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Perceptions of pertenencia: Does the facility belong to the government, the
community, or a private enterprise?
Through most of the interviews, committee members, operators, and government officials
articulated a tension about ownership. Who do the RO facilities belong to? On one hand,
community committees administer the facilities. However, government agencies fund the
installations and own the land. Further, the fact that the operators exchange treated water for
money evokes arguments that the facilities are private enterprises, albeit perhaps “social
enterprises.” In this section, i argue that the facilities exist at a governance intersection in which
competing claims to ownership are in tension, with folks contending that the RO facilities
simultaneously belong to the community, the government, and private business.

In some communities with RO facilities, certain folks identify the plant as belonging to the
community. Indeed, the two main arguments for community ownership are that the community
controls access to the facilities (not the government) and that the prices are set to just barely
cover the cost of the treatment, not the water itself (not a private water-selling enterprise). To
differentiate from a government-operated facility, one operator describes how her community
has the right to operate the facility for their own benefit as long as the water quality meets legal
standards:

Here nobody comes to ask for accounting records, here nobody comes other than the laboratory
to analyze the water, well when it comes back good we can sell it and we can, we can give it to
the people69 (interview #20210610A).

Indeed, one municipal official reinforces this point:

The municipality ends up in neither administration nor possession. When we go, including to
enter, we ask for permission, so they open it up for us. We don’t have keys, we don’t have any
way of entering arbitrarily70 (interview #20210615A).

Aside from differentiating between community and government ownership, several operators
and committee members emphatically distinguished between the private/for-profit and
communitarian models. In several interviews with operators i heard comments like, “it’s for the
community, it is not a business”71 (interview #20210410B) and “the plant belongs to the
community, it is not private”72 (interview #20210617A). Reflecting on his decision to accept the
municipal government’s offer for an RO facility in the early 2000s, one former water committee
member said, “if something is for the community, I’m in agreement. But not to be a business”73

(interview #20210608B).

73 “Si una cosa es para la comunidad, estoy de acuerdo. Pero que no sea para ser negocio.”
72 “La planta es de la comunidad, no es particular.”
71 “es para la comunidad, no es una empresa.”

70 “El municipio no nos volvió en administración ni posesión. Nosotros cuando vamos, inclusive para
entrar, pedimos permiso, para que nos abran. No tenemos llaves, no tenemos forma de entrar
arbitrariamente.”

69 “Aquí nadie viene a pedirnos cuentas, aquí nadie viene más que el laboratorio para analizar lo del
agua, pues saliendo bien para poderla vender y para poderla, para poderla dar a la gente.”
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Despite these assurances that the facility belongs to the community, several folks disagreed,
arguing instead that the facility belongs to the government. The main arguments for the plant
belonging to the government are public investment and municipal land ownership. For example,
one committee member described his role as an unpaid administrator of a government-funded
project:

It is not ours because the government invested in it. The committee could be called “the
government representative” in quotation marks. We are the representatives of the municipality to
administer it, to do what has to be done so that it keeps functioning74 (interview #20210618A).

Indeed, one government representative describes purchasing land to install an RO facility
against the wishes of the community:

The water service provider bought the land to avoid the whole process of whether the community
wanted it or didn’t want it. It bought it and it donated it to the municipality to be able to construct75

(interview #20210615A).

This tension over ownership generated by the community administration of a government
funded facility is summed up in the following interview exchange with Frida, an operator and
delegate who was given the keys to her community’s RO facility:

Frida: In August of 2018, they told me that the plant was installed, here are the keys, sign for
receipt and, to say, from there to here, i knew what to do with it, what not to do, to do
maintenance, that is, practically, in quotation marks, it is “mine.”
aaron: In quotation marks, it is “yours.” Ok. And without the quotation marks, whose is it? Like
legally, let’s say.
Frida: Well supposedly it is the government’s76 (interview #20210120A).

Together with these mixed perceptions about community and government ownership, folks also
expressed different ideas about profit from the facility’s activities. The most pro-profit approach
was articulated by a former municipal employee:

76 “Frida: En agosto de 2018 a mi me avisen aquí está la planta, aquí están las llaves, nos firmas de
recibido y por decir de ahí para acá, yo he sabido que hacer con ella, que no hacer, es de darle
mantenimiento osea practicamente, entre comillas, es miya.
aaron: Entre comillas es tuya. Ya. Y sin las comillas, a quien pertenece. Como legalmente, digamos.
Frida: Pues supuestamente es al gobierno.”

75 “El organismo compró el terreno para evitar todo lo de que si la comunidad lo querría o no querría. Lo
compró y lo donó al municipio para que se puede construir.”

74 “No es nuestro porque el gobierno invirtió en esto. Que es “el representante del gobierno,” se puede
llamar entre comillas el comité. Somos los representantes del municipio hasta aquí para administrarla,
hacer lo que tiene que ser para que siga funcionando.”
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[The municipality] is thinking about the plant as a productive project. That the people attending to
it really are remunerated for their time and the effort that they exert to attend to it77 (interview
#20210327A).

However, the vast majority of operators and committee members reacted strongly in opposition
to any implication that they might be profiting from the sale of garrafones. When i asked about
selling water, folks mostly responded with reactions like, “it is not a business, it is only for this
community...the idea isn’t to earn money”78 (interview #20210608A). Elaborating adamantly that
the facility was not a business, one operator states “the plan is not to sell, it is to sustain”79

(interview #20210610A). She goes on to describe her community’s process to arrive at that
decision:

We do not want to make a business from water. As a committee, we arrived at an agreement that
we did not want to become a business. We want a business but one that is supporting us, that we
can generate aid for other folks, but without doing business beyond, “raise it two pesos, raise it
five pesos, raise it ten pesos.”80

Although very few of the facilities in which i conducted interviews articulated a profit motive,
some used a commission model in which operators' salaries are determined by sales. This
produces a personal economic incentive to sell. Other communities specify that all profits must
be administered by a community committee with regular reports to the general assembly
(interview #20210603A). Because confusion abounds over facility ownership even amongst the
most informed -- operators and committee members -- it is likely just as pervasive, if not more
so, amongst community members whose only involvement in the facility is purchasing water.
Indeed, as discussed later in this chapter, distrust in government is often cited as a major
reason why community members choose not to purchase the bottled water.

Community Conflicts
Regardless of whether the facilities belong to the community, the government, or private
enterprise, conflicts within and between communities have led to heightened levels of distrust in
the RO facilities and the quality of the water that they sell. Although these conflicts are
context-specific and do not affect all communities with RO facilities, six of the fourteen facilities
in which i conducted interviews reported some degree of conflict that affected people’s
perceptions of the RO facility. To illustrate this point, i describe the story of one community, La
Cueva, whose plant has experienced intra- and inter-community conflicts and has never
reached financial self-sufficiency.

80 “No queremos hacer el negocio de agua. Llegamos a un acuerdo: el comité que no queremos que
salga como negocio. Queremos un negocio pero que nos esté ayudando a nosotros mismos, que
podamos generar ayuda a otra gente, pero sin hacer negocio más allá de ‘subele 2 pesos, subele 5
pesos, subele 10 pesos.’”

79 “El plan no es venderla. Es sostenerla.”
78 “No es negocio, nada más es para la misma comunidad...la idea no es ganar.”

77 “Lo que ellos consideran dentro de la planta es un proyecto productivo. Que las personas que la
atienden pues realmente hay alguna remuneración por el tiempo o el esfuerzo que hacen de atender.”
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Because of both internal and external conflicts, the RO committee in La Cueva has
disintegrated, misinformation about water quality is abundant, and the facility has never been
able to support itself despite functioning for more than two years. The current operator, Elena,
describes how political disagreements generated conflicting narratives about the facility and her
family’s role:

We had a really big problem with the others from the committee when the committee changed.
Those people made an error -- I think it was an error -- to say to the people that this [the RO
facility] was my mom’s business. As my mom was on the committee, they thought that that was
why I was here. And that the water from the purifier was a business that only benefited us. And
that we were crooks and I don’t know what else. And an uncle of theirs did a water study, the
water direct from the well, that came back totally clean. They handed out their flyers with the
study that they did and many people believed it. They started to say that my mom robbed I don’t
know how much from the potable water [committee] and started a war between them and us. We
only weren’t going to let it go that they offended my mom...when the purifier was going to arrive,
they were invited to form a committee and so they were present at the moment of the delivery of
the purifier. When they realized that I was going to be inside [as operator] everything
changed...they held an assembly with all the people and they told them lots of things and there
they distributed those flyers with that study. So when they came from that assembly, all of the
people who went to the assembly came and let loose on me. It was ugly81 (interview
#20210624C).

Because of this controversy within the community, the RO facility committee never formed,
leaving Elena as the single person administering and operating the plant. In her words, “I am
committee, I am operator, I am distributor, I am -- everything together. It is very stressful.”82 This
complete disintegration of the RO facility committee is not unique to La Cueva. One other
community reported complete committee disintegration following the implementation of an RO
facility and several reported many committee members not participating in facility governance
(interview #20210602A).

Following this controversy, i spoke with Julio, the delegate of La Cueva. He says that confusion
still abounds, with community members believing in four contradictory water quality narratives:

82 “Yo soy comite, soy operadora, soy repartidora, soy – todo junto. Es un estrés muy pesado.”

81 “Tuvimos un problema muy grande con la otras del comité cuando se cambió comité fue con
problemas. Esta gente, metió el error – yo digo que es un error – de decirle a la gente que este era un
negocio de mi mamá. Como mi mamá estaba en el comité pues pensaron que por eso estaba yo aquí. Y
que el agua de la purificadora era un negocio que solo habrá beneficio de a nosotros. Y que eramos
rateras y no sé que. Y un tío de ellas le hizo un estudio al agua, al agua directa del pozo que estuvo
totalmente limpia. De hecho repartieron sus volantes con el estudio que hicieron y mucha gente pues la
creyó. Ellas empezaron a decir que mi mamá se robó no sé cuánto del agua potable y empezó una
guerra entre ellas y nosotros, solamente que nosotros no íbamos a dejar que ofendieron a mi
mamá...cuando vinieron a llegar la purificadora las invitaron a que formara un comité y que ellas
estuvieran presenta en la hora de la entrega de la purificadora. Cuando enteraron que era yo que era a
estar adentro, se cambia todo...ellas hicieron una asamblea con la gente y les dijeron un buen de cosas y
ahí repartieron esos volantes con ese estudio. Entonces cuando se viene de dicho asamblea, toda la
gente que fue a la asamblea se vino y se me echó encima de mí. Estuvo feo.”
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1. Untreated groundwater is safe for human consumption and treated water from the RO
facility is dangerous;

2. Untreated groundwater is dangerous for human consumption and treated water from the
RO facility is safe;

3. Both are dangerous;
4. Both are safe (interview #20210624B).

Julio described how, despite government “participation” campaigns, there has never been a
presentation about water quality that has generated community consensus on one of the above
narratives, thus the majority of community members do not know which to believe, thus political
friction can generate conflicting narratives that affect trust.

Struggles within a single community are not the only conflicts generated by the RO facility’s
arrival in La Cueva. Elena describes a conflict over payments for the facility’s water with a
neighboring community:

After that all happened, a fight started over the water. Because they wanted to force us to pay for
the water by meter...and I said to them, “look...at least charge me a rate that is accessible for me
that I can pay.”...And they charged me 360 more or less for water. The next month, they were
going to charge me 1,500 for the water. So I said to myself “no, well now I won’t even make
enough money for the water.” And the [water] grid goes towards the Valle del Frijol, another
community. So I didn’t have to pay those from here, I have to pay the committee from the Valle
del Frijol. The water is from here, the well is from here, so I don’t know why I have to be paying
them. And then they started to threaten me, that they were going to kick me out of the plant, that
they were going to take away my connection to the grid, that they were going to I don’t know
what83 (interview #20210624C).

Following these threats, Elena described being able to extricate herself and the RO facility by
talking to the comisariado from La Cueva’s ejido. He suggested a combination of dialogue
between the two communities’s ejidal leadership, combined with rebutting threats to charge the
Valle del Frijol a monthly fee for allowing the potable water pipes to pass through land belonging
to La Cueva’s ejido.

Even before the facility was installed, however, La Cueva was rife with several decades -- if not
over a century -- of conflict over land use and tenure. The community used to be part of a
hacienda. In the post-revolutionary land redistribution programs, part of the hacienda was

83 “Después de que pasó todo eso, empezó una bronca por el agua. Porque a fuerza querían cobrar por
medidor...Y yo les dije, ‘mire...nada más que me cobran una cuota que sea accesible para mi que yo
pueda a pagar.’...Y me cobraron 360 masomenos por el agua. Al segundo mes que me van a cobrar el
agua en 1,500. Entonces me dije ‘no pues ahora no ni voy a sacar por el agua.’...Osea el metro me
estaban combranda a 22 pesos, el metro de agua. Entonces se llegó demasiado en un mes. Y les dije
que se pusieron de acuerdo que me diera una cantidad que yo pudiera pagar. Y como la red va hacía al
Valle del Frijol, otra comunidad. Entonces no hay que pagarles a los de aquí, tengo que pagarle al comité
del Valle del Frijol.  El agua es de aquí, el pozo es de aquí, entonces yo no sé porque tengo que estarme
pagando a ellos. Entonces después empezaron a amenazarme, Que me iban a hacer de la planta, que
me iban a quitar la toma, que me iban a no sé qué.”
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converted into an ejido. However, part of the land continues to be classified as a hacienda,
although the owners no longer live there. Noting that the hacienda owners and their
descendants had been absent for years, community members built houses and businesses on
the land still considered private property. A few years ago, unexpected by the community
members, one of the descendants of the hacienda-owning family arrived with the formal title to
the land. She threatened to kick people out of their houses and businesses unless they paid her
years of missing rent, which many did, keeping the center of town on hacienda land. When the
water committee was seeking a site for the RO facility, they wanted to put it in town, near
people’s houses. However, the hacienda-owning family refused to cede the land, so the
municipal agency was unwilling to build there. Thus the plant ended up on the edge of town on
land that the ejido donated. Although she is not sure, Elena wonders whether the distance
makes the facility less accessible. We can see how Mexico’s post-revolutionary land
redistribution, which began in force in the 1930s, continues to shape the landscape today
through daily interactions between people with private property rights, ejidos, and folks without
land (interview #20210624C).

Although i invented its name, La Cueva is a real community with an RO facility in northern
Guanajuato. All of these conflicts occured in the same community. In some cases, they occurred
simultaneously. However, none of these conflicts are unique to La Cueva. They are replicated in
contextually-specific ways in several other communities. I have chosen to highlight the case of
La Cueva because it clearly demonstrates how political and economic conflict within and
between communities can lead to committee disintegration, generate confusing narratives about
water quality, add financial stresses, and relegate the RO facility to a location far from where
people live, all phenomena described by folks at RO facilities through rural northern
Guanajuato.

Staying financially afloat: Struggles to maintain a facility
Many RO facilities – in communities that have experienced varying degrees of conflict – report
ongoing financial struggles. In many cases, because of a lack of sales, operators are not paid a
salary for months or years. This has led to few people wanting to work in the facilities. According
to the CEAG, for the plants to continue operating, they need to make money. Their only way to
do so is by selling garrafones, or asking individual community members to contribute personal
funds, a strategy that most operators and committees avoid. One operator describes the
consequences of low sales:

If it does not sell much, the plant could be stopped. If there is no money to pay the people’s
salaries, the electricity. And the filters that need maintenance, well, they deteriorate and
disappear and I think that some plants have disappeared84 (interview #20210402A).

Indeed, CEAG data report one RO facility that ceased functioning entirely (CEAG, 2021). With
the exception of one facility, all reported taking some time to reach financial self-sufficiency,

84 “Si no se vende tanto la planta puede ser que se termina. Si ya no hay dinero para solventar el sueldo
de las personas, la luz. Y los filtros que se necesitan por el mantenimiento pues se van deteriorando y se
van desapareciendo y creo que algunas plantas han desaparecido.”
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overcoming barriers of community mistrust and dependence on other water for human
consumption. One operator described how this distrust, or at least her perception of it, hindered
potential sales:

The truth is that it was very difficult because at the beginning, I’m talking to you about two years
ago when I started working in the plant. Well, in truth, it didn’t sell. Literally not even a single
garrafón sold because the people didn’t believe, the people of the community didn’t believe that
the water was clean. The people didn’t believe that I could remove the arsenic and fluoride with
these machines so zero sales. Honestly, I didn’t sell anything. Nothing. Literally nothing85

(interview #20210120A).

Several facilities described how these low sales -- too low for financial self-sufficiency -- have
lasted longer than a year. During this time, either community or personal funds were used to
maintain the facility, adding an additional financial burden to the community or its members.
When i asked one operator whether the facility that she operated was successful, she laughed:

No. Hahaha. No because the project that is here was imagined, at one point, well it was thought
that 100% of the people would consume it, but no. We are only 40%. We are at the edge, we are
just barely afloat with the expenses that the plant generates after a year86 (interview
#20210610A).

Indeed, of the fourteen facilities where i conducted interviews, six - one shy of half -- reported
expenses that exceed incomes. Five of these six facilities have never experienced a month
where the plant has generated revenue. Of these five facilities, one was installed in each of
2017, 2018, 2019, and two in 2020. This means that facilities have gone years without financial
self-sufficiency, continuing to drain community and individual financial resources while only
providing treated water to a small subset of the community.

In the remaining case, one RO facility that had experienced financial self-sufficiency lost it when
sales dropped at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic. Humildad, the operator of this
facility, told me how the plant has been losing money since March, 2020. First, she was sick with
COVID-19. Because no one else wanted to operate the facility, it was closed for about a month.
Second, the facility that she operates sells to both community members and nearby restaurants.
With the onset of the pandemic, business declined at the restaurants in mid-2020 and many
closed. With no need for water, they stopped buying from the RO facility that Humildad
operates. Since March, 2020, the RO facility has lost enough business that it has not registered
financial earnings above its expenses in a single one of the past fifteen months. Although the

86 “No. jajaja. No porque esté aquí el proyecto que se visualizó desde un momento pues realmente, pues
digo que se consideró que 100% de la gente la consumiera, pero no. Solo somos 40%. Estamos en el
marque que apenas estamos saliendo a flotez con los gastos que se generan la planta después de un
año.”

85 “La verdad es que si fue muy difícil porque al principio, te estoy hablando de hace 2 años que yo
empecé ya a trabajar ahí de planta. Pues no vendía, la verdad. Literalmente no vendía ni un garrafón
porque la gente no creía, la gente de la comunidad no creía que el agua estaba limpia. La gente no creía
que yo le podría quitar con estas máquinas el arsénico y el fluoruro entonces cero ventas. De verdad no
vendía nada. Nada. Literalmente nada.”
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facility continues to operate, drawing on years of its own income saved by the committee,
Humildad does not know what will happen if sales remain low and those savings run out
(interview #20210603A).

Additionally, several operators reported seasonal fluctuations in business with higher sales
during the dry season. Although the operators did not suggest a reason for this observation, a
conversations with one community hints at why sales may be lower during the rainy season:

There is a potabilization plant. I have never used the water from there. I have never consumed it.
We have always collected from the rain and that is what we use. Sometimes, it has finished,
maybe we have bought a garrafón but that is to say we are not always using the water from
there87 (interview #20210610B).

Indeed, several of the ancestral sources that community members rely on, addressed further in
the next section, fluctuate seasonally, with more water available in rivers, arroyos, dams, and
some natural springs from June through September, this lack of sufficient water in surface water
sources -- affected, of course, by the half century of deep groundwater extraction -- may, in part,
explain the seasonal variability in RO facility sales.

Regardless of whether low sales are due to mistrust, a preference for other water, or seasonal
variability, in most cases, low earnings have led to the operator(s) either not being paid or
receiving less than promised. In many communities, feeling underpaid, operators have left their
jobs and committees have struggled to find replacements. In one facility that i visited, two
operators, frustrated with weekly earnings that fluctuated between 400 and 600 pesos based on
sales, had recently announced their intention to resign (interview #20210625B).

At most facilities, the majority of the people initially trained to operate the facility have not
continued. One operator describes why most of the folks who were trained did not last long in
the facility, “the youth who were trained with me, as there was no salary, there wasn’t much
support for being there”88 (interview #20210617A). Indeed, the majority of people who operate
the facilities today had other means of supporting themselves during the period when the facility
was not paying them a salary, including other part-time jobs and spouses who worked full-time
wage labor. Another operator despairs over finding someone who would continue to operate the
facility if she leaves, “and if another person enters, it will be the same, they will lose hope
because of the low sales. In what [vehicle] can we deliver? Who supports us? It’s a lot”89

(interview #20210624C).

However, despite the frequent despair felt by operators over being underpaid and forced to
convince an untrusting community to believe in the facility’s bottled water enough to purchase it,

89 “Y al entrar otra persona, sería lo mismo, se van a desesperar porque la poca venta, en que repartir?
quien nos apoyen? son muchísimas cosas.”

88 “Los jóvenes que se capacitaron conmigo, como no había sueldo, no se aportaron mucho estar ahí.”

87 “Ahí está una planta potabilizadora. Yo nunca he usado el agua de ahí. Yo nunca lo he consumido.
Siempre nos he juntado de la lluvia y ese es lo que usamos. Algunas veces, nos ha terminado a lo mejor
nos ha comprado un garrafón pero así que diga no pues siempre estamos usando el agua de ahí.”
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the region’s longest lasting facilities are a testament to the possibility that RO facilities can reach
financial self-sufficiency. In one of the earliest plants in San Luis de la Paz, Rosalio, who has
operated the facility since its inception in the early 2000s, describes this change:

We were at zero. Earning zero, that is 300 pesos came in to get lids, garrafones...yes we had the
patience to be there. It was frustrating because little by little, I saw one, we saw that it was
going...now we are earning a salary of 1,300, it just went up to 1,500 per week90 (interview
#20210617A).

Indeed, although few of the more recent wave of facilities report more than 40% of community
members using the facility, operators and committees from two of the first five plants installed --
including Rosalio -- describe how now, after nearly two decades, nearly everyone in the
community purchases water for human consumption from the facilities. However, achieving this
metric requires overcoming several barriers including: inadequate operation and maintenance,
distrust, inaccessibility, and competition from other water sources, described in the next section.

Trust, competition, and accessibility: Reasons folks don’t
consume the water
Because so many of the RO facilities are struggling financially, this section looks at various
reasons community members do not purchase or consume the bottled water. It is divided into
four subsections. The first addresses the ways in which the bottled water may be dangerous to
human health. The second highlights the reasons community members may or may not trust the
water from the RO facilities. The third describes concerns around accessibility of the RO
facilities, articulated by facility operators and community leaders. The last section identifies other
sources of water that community members rely on, which act as competition for the RO plants.
Indeed, mistrust; inaccessible locations and prices; and competition from other water sources
deter community members from purchasing bottled water from the RO facilities.

Is the water safe to drink?
The express purpose of the RO facilities is to provide water treatment that produces bottled
water that is suitable for human consumption in communities whose groundwater wells contain
levels of chemical contaminants above Mexican and international guidelines. Thus we must ask,
do the facilities meet this goal? Unfortunately, there is no easy answer. There are two ways in
which the bottled water could be unsafe for human consumption: it could either contain
contaminants that are harmful to human health or not contain enough chemicals that are
essential to human nutrition. I address both of these concerns below.

Of the two concerns, the presence of toxic chemicals was far more of a concern in all but one
interview. Indeed, the facility designers went to great lengths to ensure that the bottled water

90 “Estabamos de cero, ganando cero así que se salian 300 pesos que llevar para tapas, garrafones,..sí
tuvimos la paciencia de estar ahí. Fuera desesperante pero poco a poco vi uno, vimos viendo que iba
saliendo...ahora estamos ganando un sueldito de 1,300, acaba de aumentar a 1,500 por semana.”
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would not contain levels of arsenic, fluoride, iron, or aluminum that are dangerous for human
health, even at the expense of a large price tag and increasing environmental contamination.
Indeed, RO has been proven to effectively separate these contaminants (Mondal et al., 2016).
However, no technology works without human intervention; these RO facilities are designed for
almost daily operation and maintenance. Thus, when asking whether sufficient removal of
contaminants is occurring, we must ask how operators are trained, how they operate the
facilities, and whether they have enough time, money, and technical support to keep the facility
functioning as intended.

As discussed in the previous chapter, the bottled water could end up containing contaminants
crudely classed as physical, biological, chemical, and radioactive. Through site visits and
interviews, i have found that operators, through visual inspection, are well-equipped to identify
hazardous physical contaminants. Additionally, radioactive contaminants have not been
identified as risks in drinking water in the community wells that provide water to the RO facilities,
although levels exceeding Mexican guideline values of radon have been identified, along with
arsenic and fluoride, in a neighboring aquifer (Morales et al., 2015).

That leaves us with biological and chemical contaminants. In one community agreement, signed
by the RO facility committee and a representative from the municipality, committee members
agreed to ensure that the water was tested for total coliforms -- bacteria that may cause
diseases in humans -- every week (site #20210615B). However, no RO facility that i visited has
the capacity to conduct that test, which typically requires a sterile environment, a
temperature-controlled incubator, and other expensive equipment. Instead, the facilities are
tested by government agencies for biological species with frequencies reported to range from
monthly to less than once a year. This government testing has measured at least two known
occurrences of dangerous bacteria being consumed by the people who trusted the bottled water
(interview #20210615A).

Finally, chemical contaminants. The RO membrane separates the hardest to remove chemical
species and any contaminants that made it through earlier steps. As described in chapter four, a
TDS test is a quick and cheap way to determine whether the membrane is functioning as
intended. However, fewer than half of the facilities regularly used TDS or electrical conductivity
testing and several operators were unsure how to determine whether the RO membrane
needed to be replaced. Indeed, cases were reported in two communities where the facility was
operating without sufficient maintenance, allowing toxic levels of dissolved chemicals into the
“treated” water, which continued to be bottled and sold (interviews #20210624A & #20210602A).

In summary, over the course of this research project, i heard of at least four cases of dangerous
substances ending up in the bottled water -- two biological and two chemical -- across twenty
two facilities. And those are only the cases that were both documented and shared with me,
thus they likely represent an undercount. However, this contamination is avoidable. Biological
contamination could be rendered less severe with more frequent coliform testing and regular
equipment disinfection. Chemical contamination is even easier to avoid with daily TDS testing to
ensure that RO membranes are performing as intended.
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Although these contaminants could be considered a failure of the RO facility to function as
intended, chronic human consumption of the water could also be dangerous if the facility is
functioning perfectly. This second way in which the water could be unsafe, however, was much
less discussed in interviews. Only a single interviewee -- a former CEAG employee --
acknowledged the scientific uncertainty over the effects on human health of regular
consumption of demineralized water (interview #20210617B). When i asked operators and
committee members about this risk, most brushed it off, assuring me that the government-paid
trainers taught them that if the facility was functioning properly, the water was safe to drink.
Despite these operator assurances, there exists uncertainty in the academic literature over the
risks to human health posed by chronic consumption of low-mineral water.

A WHO review describes several of the health risks of chronic consumption of low mineral water
(WHO, 2005). The authors alternately define “low-mineral” and “demineralized” water as that
containing less than 50 or 75 milligrams of TDS per liter. The bottled water sold at northern
Guanajuato’s RO facilities falls neatly into this category, as operators -- the minority who
regularly measure TDS -- strive to measure less than 20 mg/L. In chapter twelve of the WHO
report, Frantisek Kozisek reviews existing research. Because chronic human studies may be
dangerous -- and because scientists tend to value (white, male) human life above other lives91 --
the data are based on a review of short term experiments on humans, long term experiments on
rats, and observational data from human populations where chronic consumption of
demineralized water is commonplace.

The results of several decades of studies and observations are far from conclusive but present
sufficient evidence to make me worried about my own chronic consumption of low-mineral
water, having spent four years consuming harvested rainwater and RO-treated water. Animals –
humans included – get many essential nutrients from drinking water, especially calcium and
magnesium. Experiments in rats found that consuming demineralized water, low in these
nutrients, led to an increase of calcium and magnesium in urine, causing an overall depletion of
nutrients from the body. Studies in humans found a similar effect with demineralized water
consumption causing urine volume to grow by nearly 20%, levels of potassium to decrease in
the blood, and levels of several nutrients to increase in urine including calcium, magnesium,
chlorine, potassium, and sodium. Reviewing the literature, Kozisek cites speculations that these
mechanisms could lead to several long-term health effects, especially due to the long-term lack
of calcium and magnesium intake:

Recent studies also suggest that the intake of soft water, i.e. water low in calcium, may be
associated with higher risk of fracture in children (16), certain neurodegenerative diseases (17),
pre-term birth and low weight at birth (18) and some types of cancer (19, 20). In addition to an
increased risk of sudden death (21-23), the intake of water low in magnesium seems to be

91 I include myself here. My training as a scientist included working in a lab where we killed frogs in an
attempt to better understand their physiology and functional MRI studies on monkeys that were locked in
cages in the basement of an academic building. (For descriptions and critiques of the racist and sexist
history of the physical sciences, see, for example Edge, 2020; Keller & Scharff-Goldhaber, 1987;
Odekunle, 2020; Wingfield, 2020)
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associated with a higher risk of motor neuronal disease (24), pregnancy disorders (so-called
preeclampsia) (25), and some cancers (26-29).

Indeed, these chronic effects could manifest with a variety of symptoms after various time
periods, with possible variance based on age, sex, diet, and physical activity, among other
factors. Aside from these potential chronic effects, Kozisek also acknowledges the increased
likelihood of acute hyponatremic shock -- also known as “water intoxication” that can lead to, at
its most extreme, seizures and comas -- amongst people who primarily consume water low in
mineral content.

Despite these concerns for the health of humans regularly consuming demineralized water --
most of which were well documented before the first RO facilities were installed in northern
Guanajuato -- none of the plants remineralize the water. Further, none of the facility operators,
committee members, or delegates acknowledged the uncertainty around chronic consumption
of low-mineral water, which represents a potential yet poorly understood risk of switching to RO
as the primary water treatment technology for water destined for human consumption. Indeed,
this represents a risk to human health across Mexico with the national rise of RO for drinking
water treatment. However, this risk is rarely mentioned in popular discourse about water, even
bottled water.

Regardless of the effects on human health of the bottled water sold by the RO facilities -- be it
through an overabundance of toxins or an absence of nutrients -- the remaining parts of this
section describe the reasons why community members may not purchase garrafones from the
RO facility. These include distrust in the facility, the facility’s geographic and financial
inaccessibility, and a preference for other available water sources. In many communities these
factors overlap, creating a complex tapestry of incentives.

(Dis)trust
Because so many community RO facilities are struggling to sell enough garrafones to be
financially self-sufficient, many operators described their perceptions of community distrust,
justifying why so few people purchased the garrafones. Based on interviews with operators and
community leaders, this subsection outlines the various types of distrust articulated. These can
be broadly classified as narratives of distrust in the water quality, in the government, and in
profit-seeking enterprise. I close this subsection with evidence from two of the oldest RO
facilities, arguing that community-scale trust can take decades to develop.

Although i present here a preliminary typology of distrust in the bottled water produced by
northern Guanajuato’s RO facilities, i rely primarily on reports from facility operators, committee
members, and delegates who describe their perceptions of other people’s trust. Only in a few
cases was i able to discuss trust directly with community members who were not formally
affiliated with the RO facilities. Indeed, this subsection on trust, together with the next two on
accessibility and competition, should be thought of as preliminary arguments based on
second-hand data.
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Based on this second-hand data, the first type of distrust -- distrust in water quality -- is justified
in several ways. These include narratives about the challenges of contaminant removal, taste,
and distrust based on previous experiences.92 The first argument, that water from a
contaminated well cannot be rendered safe for human consumption, is especially prevalent in
the community of Puerto del Piñón. The delegate explains:

Not all of the people are satisfied. Let’s say that they are not happy because they still hold the
hypothesis that if the water comes from a well that is contaminated with arsenic, that it cannot be
treated for human consumption93 (interview #20210402A).

Indeed, the RO facility operators in Puerto del Piñón described the prevalence of this same
argument. To confirm these allegations, i spoke with members of the groundwater well
committees who were involved in identifying groundwater contamination. Despite their
involvement with groundwater, several committee members articulated the same belief
themselves, doubting whether the RO facility could remove arsenic. They mentioned having
been told that no technologies existed that could do so (interview #20210410A).

Although this narrative may be specific to Puerto del Piñón -- in which conflict over water has
evoked community-wide controversy and political struggles with municipal officials -- a far more
widespread narrative of distrust in water quality is related to properties like taste, color, and
odor. As one operator complains, “many people don’t like this water because they are not
accustomed to it. They say that it doesn’t alleviate thirst, that it is really thin”94 (interview
#20210625A). In addition, several operators identified that people dislike the water’s taste. One
even adjusted the bypass valve, allowing more water to skip RO treatment, to give the water a
more “mineralized” taste so that people would trust it (interview #20210120A).

Besides not believing in the technical possibility of arsenic removal and doubting the taste and
feel of the water, one community also expressed distrust because of previous experience with
water treatment technology that did not remove the intended contaminants.

At the beginning, the people were excited, they trusted it, that the project was going to work.
Here, the thing that made them doubt or lose confidence was what happened with the first mobile
plant that they installed. Because people started to go to buy garrafones and suddenly it turns out
that the water wasn’t clean when they did studies. It didn’t remove the arsenic. And after that was

94 “Mucha gente no le gusta el agua esta porque no está acostumbrada. Dicen que no quita sed, que está
muy delgadita,

93 “No toda la gente está contenta. Digamos que no está contenta porque ellos siguen teniendo ese
hipótesis que si el agua viniendo de un pozo contaminado con arsénico que no puede ser tratado para
consumo humano.”

92 One necessary (but insufficient) prerequisite to this distrust is the fact that many dangerous
contaminants are colorless, odorless, tasteless and challenging to detect without specialized equipment
and training. Indeed, for community members to have confidence in laboratory water quality results, they
must first trust the person who is sharing those results. One operator described this challenge of trusting
water quality results because of her own lack of formal science training, “in chemistry, I would not be able
to describe what anything is. So, that is to say, either I believe you or I don’t believe you” (interview
#20210610A).
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when they delivered the other plant to me and the people said, “no, well, it can’t work because if
the other didn’t remove [arsenic], why would this one?”95 (interview #20210120A).

Although these doubts are explicitly focused on water quality, they are intertwined with
anti-government narratives, which i heard from several operators. Across northern Guanajuato,
distrust of government was frequently articulated, often in different forms. Some folks articulated
blanket anti-government narratives while others bore grudges against specific government
agencies or political parties. In Puerto del Piñón, the delegate described how the municipal
water agency lost community trust by not sharing water quality test results that showed the
presence of toxins in the well, “before this well, the old well, it turns out that in 2012, the
municipal water service provider already knew that it had arsenic and that was never, never
communicated to the community”96 (interview #20210402A).

The delegate from Puerto del Piñón also described a sentiment echoed by operators and
committee members in several communities, that people distrust the claims made by folks
perceived to be affiliated with government agencies. He describes how he was told that the
brine from the RO plant was safe to use for watering plants by a government employee, “that
was the doctor who works in the wastewater treatment plant. So she is from the government
and also won’t tell the truth, she will say what the government tells her to say”97 (interview
#20210402A). Indeed, he makes a similar claim about the folks who were paid to inform the
community members about the RO facility:

People from Guanajuato came, some people to talk, but they spoke house-by-house with the
people. That is, those who came did so just to complete their time and earn their salary, it is not
so much about social commitment98 (interview #20210402A).

Finally, distrust in the government is not limited to all government actors or specific agencies.
Many community members, especially community leaders like delegates, often have allegiances
to political parties. One municipal employee describes how these allegiances made it difficult to
find a community that would accept a government-funded RO plant:

That people participated and encouraged the rest to say “no” [to the RO facility] was a political
issue. It was about not permitting an administration different from the previous ones from doing
public works. Before, for, I don’t know, fifteen years, the Partido Ación Nacional was governing

98 “Vinieron personas de Guanajuato, algunas personas para platicar pero platicaron casa por casa con la
gente. Osea quien viene nada más para cumplir con su tiempo y ganar su sueldo, no es tanto de
compromiso social.”

97 “Esa fue la doctora que trabaja en la planta de tratamiento de residuos. Entonces es del gobierno y
tampoco ella va a decir la verdad, va a decir lo que el gobierno le diga que diga.”

96 “Antes de este pozo, el pozo antiguo, resulta que en el 2012, ya sabía el organismo que tenia arsénico,
y nunca nunca se lo comunicó a la comunidad.”

95 “Al principio, la gente si andaba animada, sí confiaba en él, que iba a funcionar el proyecto. Aquí lo que
las hizo a dudar o tener la desconfianza fue lo que pasó con la primera planta mobil que te digo que nos
pusieron. Porque gente empezó a ir a comprar garrafones y de repente resulta de que no estaba el agua
limpia cuando hicieron los estudios. No le quitaron el arsénico. Y después de ahí, fue cuando osea el año
de eso, fue cuando ya me entregan la otra planta y cuando la gente dicen ‘no, pues, no funciona porque
si la otra no se lo quitó esta porque?’”
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the municipality. At that point, the Partido Revolucionario Institucional was governing. So it was
as if there will be an inheritance to not allow a public work in the locality because it was a different
party from that with which they had always been affiliated99 (interview #20210327A).

Indeed, community distrust or unwillingness to work with government agencies can be seen -- at
least in the communities in northern Guanajuato with RO facilities -- to stem from several
narratives including blanket distrust of anything or anyone affiliated with the government, distrust
in specific government agencies, or distrust in particular political parties.

Linked to this lack of trust in water quality and government, community members also articulated
distrust of for-profit water bottling companies. In one community, several members described not
wanting to use the government-funded facility because of experiences they had with Ciel and
small private bottling facilities, describing a host of organoleptic concerns including
muddy-colored and rancid smelling water. Because of these experiences, they said, they would
not trust purchased bottled water (interview #20210610B). In several communities, operators
explain how they are regularly faced with the narrative that the RO facility was a personal
business and that they make a profit by selling water. As one operator describes in frustration,

Well, I don’t know what we can do to bring in more people. It’s not that we’re failing to do what
they think we’re going to do: to become rich. We aren’t making ourselves rich, to the contrary, it is
about other people and what they need from the water for health. We also try to purify it as best
as possible because we are also consuming it100 (interview #20210327A).

Despite working to break down this narrative of “becoming rich,” several operators described
themselves as victims of smear campaigns within the community, accused of profiting from the
common struggle against water contamination.

Operators and other community leaders described distrust among community members related
to water quality, the government, and a perceived profit-motive of the RO facilities. These
narratives were often combined together. However, this analysis is far from complete. To better
assess community perceptions of the RO facilities, research should be conducted that
systematically engages community members, rather than relying on second-hand data.

Most of these trust issues were described by folks affiliated with RO facilities that are struggling
financially. However, i also conducted interviews at four of the five first-generation facilities,
those that have been around for at least nine years. Of these four, two report ongoing financial

100 “Pues no sé que podemos hacer más para traer más gente. No es que nos fallamos a hacer lo que
ellas piensan que vayamos a hacer ricas. No nos estamos haciendo ricas a lo mejor a otras personas a
la salud que lo que necesitan por el agua. Nosotros tratamos también de purificarlo de lo mejor que se
puede porque nosotros también lo está consumiendo.”

99 “Que las personas que participaron e incitaron a las demás a decir que “no” [a la planta potabilizadora]
era cuestión política. Lo de no permitir hacer una obra con una administración diferente a las anteriores.
Anteriormente durante nosé 15 años quien andaba gobernando el municipio era el Partido Ación
Nacional en este tiempo quién está gobernando es el Partido Revolucionario Institucional. Entonces
como que será una herencia de no permitir una obra en la localidad por ser una partido diferente al que
los que siempre han sido afiliados.”
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and trust struggles. The other two, however, report that almost all members of the community
consume the water. An operator from one of the latter described how the trust-building process
was slow and piecemeal, “today a number of people, tomorrow others, and day by day, week by
week they went, and now everyone in the community consumes”101 (interview #20210617A). He
goes on to describe how now many of the children in the community are unaccustomed to the
taste of any other water other than that sold by the RO facility, indicating that trust-building can
be measured on a generational timeline.

Taking together these diverse experiences of (dis)trust, we see that each community is a unique
context in which a RO facility is installed and within which trust and distrust develop.
Additionally, there is high variability in trust within communities: some people may take years to
begin trusting the water from the RO facilities and others may never, although still others may
trust it on the day the facility is inaugurated. Further, distrust occurs for many reasons including
previous experience, changes in taste, and existing distrust of government and for-profit
business. Indeed, no two communities are the same and no community is socially or culturally
monolithic. Additionally, the oldest facilities teach us that sometimes trust takes time, in some
cases at least a generation. To further understand how trust or distrust in a water source
develops within a community would require more research that directly engages with community
members.

Accessibility
Together with distrust in the RO facilities, the second factor that prevents community members
from purchasing the water is inaccessibility. Like that of distrust, this analysis is second-hand,
relying on the perceptions of community leaders and people involved in RO facility management
rather than direct conversations with community members. Unfortunately, because of the
COVID-19 pandemic, it was too challenging on the timeline of this project to conduct household
surveys or community focus groups. Thus the conclusions presented in this section are
speculative. Gaining a better understanding of community perceptions of the RO facilities is an
important avenue for future research. In this section i consider two elements of accessibility
identified by operators and community leaders: financial and geospatial. I here define water as
“financially inaccessible” if people make the decision not to purchase it because they deem it
too expensive whereas water is “geospatially inaccessible” if folks do not use it because of
challenges getting to the source or transporting the water.

First, financial inaccessibility. Several operators indicated that the prices charged by their
facilities were too expensive for some community members, despite the low price compared to
commercial garrafones. As one operator mentioned:

I’d like to reduce [the price]. That is so that the people from here would have a more accessible
price. I know the people from here, there are people who sometimes don’t have [money]. I’d like it

101 “Hoy un numero de personas, mañana otras, y día con día, semana con semana fueron, y ya toda la
comunidad ya consume.”
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if the price were a bit lower but the small number of people who buy from me, well, it doesn’t
permit it102 (interview #20210624C).

Several operators echoed these sentiments. Indeed, as mentioned in chapter three, the price of
a garrafón is determined, as per CEAG guidelines, not for community accessibility but to cover
facility costs. Thus the more people who buy from the facility, the lower the price. Following this
logic, several operators reported increasing the price in response to lower-than-anticipated
sales, likely rendering the filled garrafones increasingly financially inaccessible.

Aside from financial inaccessibility, several operators mentioned the location of the facility as an
impediment to sales: geospatial  inaccessibility. Several operators described how being located
on the edge of town made sales difficult. One ascribed lack of sales to the distance, saying, “this
is the edge [of the community.] It isn’t far but sometimes it’s just that the people don’t want to
come, they want the water at their doorstep”103 (interview #20210327A). In all, four of the
facilities that i visited do at least occasional water delivery to meet folks’ desires for
convenience. As one operator describes, “we go to the houses to sell. Many people prefer that
we go to their house to bring them [the garrafones]. Because as they don’t have a way to get
here or carry them, they prefer it there”104 (interview #20210626A). Even though these four
facilities have found a way to deliver, most of the plants do not, citing vehicle cost as a
prohibitive barrier. Operators of facilities located in both central and outskirt locations mentioned
a desire to deliver garrafones door-to-door in the interest of geospatial accessibility and
community convenience.

This lack of transport faced by many community members was reinforced by my site visits and
interviews, most of which were conducted in outdoor spaces next to the RO facilities so the
operators could attend to any customers who arrived during our conversation. Although at some
facilities, most people arrived in pickup trucks or SUVs to purchase garrafones, at others the
majority of the customers came on foot, carrying garrafones on their shoulders or in
wheelbarrows that they pushed down the street. One operator describes several conversations
she has had with community members about the facility’s geographic inaccessibility:

Actually, just yesterday a woman said to me, “it is difficult for me to come down,” she says, “all the
way to your house,” she said, as she lives all the way at the end of the ranch, she said, “yes I
liked it very much because I went there once,” she said, “but yes I really liked it,” she said, “it has
a good flavor and everything,” she said, “but it is difficult because I have to arrive carrying the
garrafón”105 (interview #20210410A).

105 “De hecho todavía ayer una señora me dijo ‘es que a mi me dificulta bajar,’ dice, ‘hasta tu casa,’ dice,
como vive hasta el fin del rancho, dice ‘si me gustó mucho porque fui una vez ahí,’ dice ‘pero si me gusta

104 “Vamos a las casas a venderles. Mucha gente se le hace mejor que vayamos hasta su casa a
llevarselo. Porque como aún no tiene en que venir, o llevársela, pues prefiere mejor ahí.”

103 “Esta es la orilla. No es lejos pero a veces es que la gente no quiere venir, quiere el agua en la puerta
de la casa.”

102 A mi me gustaría bajarlo [el precio]. Osea que la misma gente tuviera un precio más accesible. Yo
conozco a la gente de aquí, hay gente que a veces no tienen. A mi me gustaría que fuera un poquito
menos de precio pero la poca gente que me compra pues no me permite.”
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Because of the prohibitive cost of purchasing, renting, or borrowing a vehicle, the majority of
government-funded RO facilities across northern Guanajuato are unable to provide door-to-door
water delivery service. Long distances from houses to the RO facilities, compounded with the
fact that many people do not have access to a vehicle to transport the garrafones, renders many
of the RO facilities geographically inaccessible to large portions of the communities they are
intended to serve. As mentioned in chapter three, the facilities are often located on the
community outskirts because of the politics of land donation, rendering them less geographically
accessible than if they were to be installed in the community’s center.

These anecdotes from operators and community leaders give us a clear idea that the
garrafones may be financially inaccessible for certain community members and geographically
inaccessible for others, or inaccessible in both ways for some. However, as these accounts are
second-hand, more research is necessary to understand people’s direct experiences with both
financial and geospatial inaccessibility.

Competition with “other waters”106

Because of the distrust in and inaccessibility of the RO facilities -- and perhaps for other
reasons as well -- community members often choose to consume water from a source aside
from the RO facilities. These include ancestral sources, bottled water from small private
companies sold door-to-door, and water bottled by transnational corporations, mostly sold in
shops.

In many communities with RO facilities, before the plant arrived, people consumed water from
groundwater wells, despite the contamination. However, in others, many relied on the same
water sources for human consumption as their ancestors: natural springs, small dug-out dams,
and seasonal arroyos. In four communities where i conducted interviews, people described
ongoing reliance on these ancestral sources.

However, the RO facilities can be understood to reduce community reliance on ancestral water
sources in favor of water access that is mediated through modern technology. This technification
further increases the relational distance between people and water as it flows over and through
the land. For example, in Puerto del Piñón, many people carried water from springs around the
community’s edge when the RO facility arrived (interview #20210402A). The facility operators,
Joana and Imelda, describe how the destruction of ancient water sources in the past few
decades can be understood through a traditional cosmovision (read: mixture of Indigenous and
Spanish belief systems) as the response of a water god to greedy human use:

Joana: We believe that yes, that the water is sentient...That is, in my homeland, there are stories
that the water has an owner. That it has a god, a protector. That it is protected by the god of heat.

106 In the name, i put “other waters” in quotes as a reminder that although English and Castellano both
have a tendency to separate water into discrete units, all water is connected, cycling, and in relation.

mucho,’ dice, ‘tiene muy buen sabor y todo,’ dice ‘pero se me dificulta porque tengo que llegarme con el
garrafón cargado.”
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And if you fall into a pool of water, he sucks you, he absorbs you, he makes you sick as a
punishment. So from there, the people believe that if you envy the water, if you don’t share it, the
water will go away. It hides.
Imelda: Yes! Because before, there was lots of water...there were canals that spilled over with the
amount. That was where we went to wash, to, I’d say, everything! But as always, the ejidos
arrived with animals and they basically ran the animals over the people who were washing
because it was water for their animals and nothing else. And the people needing water...now
there isn’t even a drop there107 (interview #20210410A).

Other interviewees also described religious and spiritual connections to ancestral water
sources, learned from grandparents and other elders when fetching water or playing near a
spring or shallow well as children. As people across Mexico increasingly transition to bottled
water, it remains to be seen whether these ancestral teachings about how to be in good
relationship with sentient water will be passed to future generations. However, groundwater
extractivism and the transition to bottled water as the primary source used for human
consumption can be considered another wave in the Mexican colonial assault on Indigenous
and traditional worldviews and ways of being.

Ancestral water sources are not the only reasons people do not purchase water from the RO
facility. Indeed, another source of competition, described in many communities, comes from
other bottled water providers including both small bottling businesses, mostly located in
municipal seats, and Mexican brands produced by transnational corporations including Ciel
(Coca-Cola), Bonafont (Danone), and epura (PepsiCo). Interviewees in almost every community
i visited described at least one of these two sources of competition. According to the operators,
many people prefer the convenience and brand recognition of privately-treated bottled water.

One operator describes how for many community members, the convenience of door-to-door
delivery -- with Ciel garrafones sold for $40 pesos and the private plant selling for $24 --
outweighs the lower price -- $15 pesos -- of the garrafones that she sells:

Here the problem that I have is that I don’t have a way to transport my water. That is to say, to do
home delivery. So the people, out of laziness, say “ah not me.” The car that comes in to sell here
in the community drops it off at the doorstep. They prefer to buy from that car that comes from
[the municipal seat] than to come all the way to the plant108 (interview #20210120A).

108 “Aquí el problema que yo tenga es que no tengo en que transportar mi agua. Es por decir para hacer
entrega a domicilio. Entonces la gente por flojera de que “ah no yo” el carro que entra a vender aquí a la
comunidad se las deje al pie de casa. Prefieren comprar de ese carro que entra del [municipio] que ir a
traerlas hasta la planta.”

107 Joana: “Nosotros creemos que sí, que el agua es sentida...Osea en mi tierra hay historias de que el
agua tiene dueño. De que el agua tiene un dios, un protector. Que protege por el rey de calor. Y si te
caes en un fondo de agua, te chupa, te absorbe, te da la enfermedad como un castigo. Entonces de ahí
la gente cree que el agua si tu le envidias, si tu no la compartas, el agua se va. Se esconde.”
Imelda: “Sí! porque antes aquí había muchísima agua...había unas tarjeas y se derramaban de arta. Era
ahí donde íbamos a lavar, a, digo, todo! Pero digo igual como siempre llegaron los ejidos con los
animales y casi echaron los animales encima de la gente que estaba lavando porque era agua para sus
animales nada más. Y la gente con la necesidad del agua...ahorita no hay ni una gota ahí.”
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Another operator describes how this convenience is so much more compelling to community
members during the rainy season -- where pushing a wheelbarrow through the unpaved streets
of the community is made far more difficult by mud, puddles, and flowing water -- that people
are willing to accept a slight increase over the community price of ten pesos:

Right now we have a thing that is not great for the community, for the plant. Because a person is
coming in from [the municipality], from another potabilizer in [the municipality] that brings the
garrafón to the door of the house. Unfortunately, we do not have a way to bring them to the house
and that is our competition. And further, now in the rainy season, the people cannot come for
water and others arrive and they leave it at the door of the house...and they give it at another
price: 14 or 15 pesos109 (interview #20210624A).

Faced with this competition, several operators alleged poor water quality, damaged garrafones,
and insufficient treatment processes from these businesses. One operator shared a rumor:

Actually, [the private plant] has a very bad reputation there in [the municipal seat]...And I have
asked about it in [the municipality] and they say that they don’t like that purifier because of the
water’s taste and smell, like mud. Is it 100% sure that the water is clean? I don’t think so. That
man, what he does is deliver to communities110 (interview #20210624C).

Indeed, her dislike of this company is tied to competition. She is only able to sell on Mondays
and Tuesdays because each week, on Wednesday, a man arrives to deliver garrafones to
people’s doorstep, after which those folks are no longer interested in buying from her. I include
these rumors and aspersions here not because the claims are true, but because they
emphasize that many rural operators feel threatened by small businesses based in urban areas.

Aside from these small, privately-owned water treatment and bottling companies, a third type of
bottled water is available in most rural communities. Some of the largest transnational food and
beverage corporations make bottled water available. The highest selling brands -- Ciel,
Bonafont, and epura, owned by The Coca-Cola Company, Danone Group, and PepsiCo
respectively -- have become household names throughout much of Mexico (Estrada Vivas,
2016). Joshua Greene (2014) reports that  these three corporations controlled 80% of Mexico’s
bottled water market as of 2012. The remaining fifth of the market was composed of Nestlé, Dr.
Pepper Group, and over 8,000 private water bottling companies.

In most rural communities that i visited in northern Guanajuato, small community shops offered
Coca-Cola products including Ciel. In several communities, garrafones are available from all
three of the major brands. However, they are more expensive than smaller private bottling

110 “De hecho tiene muy mala fama ahí en Ocampo...y yo he preguntado ahí mismo en Ocampo y dicen
ese purificadora no les gusta porque su sabor y su olor del agua, como a lodo. Cien porciento que este
limpio? Yo creo que no. Ese señor lo que hace es repartir en comunidades.”

109 “Ahorita tenemos un detalle que no es muy aprovechoso por la comunidad, por la planta. Porque está
entrando un gente de Ocampo, de otra potabilizadora de Ocampo que les llevan el garrafón hasta la
puerta de la casa. Nosotros desgraciadamente no tenemos en que llevarles a la casa y esa es la
competencia que tenemos. Y más ahorita en esta temporada de lluvias que la gente no puede venir por
agua y llega los otros y lo dejan en la puerta de la casa...y los da en otro precio, a 14, 15 pesos.”
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facilities and the government-financed plants, with prices reported ranging from 37 to 43 pesos
for a garrafón. This is three to four times higher than the prices charged for the same amount of
water at the government-funded RO facility. Additionally, in many communities the commercial
bottled water is rarely delivered to the doorstep, thus community members face the same
hurdles of financial and geographic inaccessibility as they do with the water from the RO plant.
However, despite these hurdles, two operators described how they frequently observed
community members purchasing these commercial brands, at least those who could afford the
steep prices. They speculated that this could be a status symbol or because of higher trust in
the water quality of the dominant brands although further research on community member
perceptions of the available water sources would be necessary to move beyond speculation.

In some communities, these three options -- ancestral water sources, small-private water
bottling operations, and water bottled by transnational corporations -- are all available and in
competition with one another as well with the RO facility. As one operator describes:

Here, it is divided: many people drink directly from the tap. Many people drink from the natural
spring that is here, called “the jar.” Many people buy from the [delivery] man, and another portion
buys from the shop111 (interview #20210624C).

Each of these water options is wrapped in its own socioecological context. Choosing any one is
a decision that is shaped by political, economic, cultural, and ecological forces and has
repercussions on these same systems.112 For the purposes of this chapter, it suffices to say that
the availability of these other sources enable community members, experiencing distrust and
inaccessibility, to not consume the water sold by the government-funded RO facilities. However,
we can also broadly consider the turn towards treated and bottled water across Mexico as a
new wave of erosion and erasure of ancestral knowledge and relationships with water.

Female operadoras, male repartidores: Gender roles in
community water treatment and delivery
In the interviews conducted for this project, i counted thirty operators across fifteen of the
region’s twenty two RO facilities. Of these thirty, twenty five – 83% – identified as women. The
remaining five identified as men.113 Noticing the frequency of women working as plant operators,
i began to wonder whether norms around gendered labor influenced who worked at RO
facilities. In the remaining interviews, i included questions about gender and reached out to folks
who had participated in interviews over Whatsapp to ask if they would share insights. Folks

113 In this section, i write about “men” and “women” in a gender binary, because everyone who i
interviewed used either “él” or “ella” pronouns. This does not preclude gender existing on a spectrum in
rural northern Guanajuato with folks identifying as transgender, genderqueer, non-binary, and many other
forms of gender that do not fit within a binary approach.

112 For examples of the political ecology of bottled water in Mexico, see Estrada Vivas, 2016;
Pacheco-Vega, 2015.

111 “Aquí está dividido: mucha gente toma directamente de la llave. Mucha gente toma del manantial que
está acá, se llama ‘la tinaja,’ mucha gente compra del señor [repartidor privado], y otra parte compra de
la tienda.”
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shared several perspectives. These include that both men and women see working in a water
treatment plant as “women’s work,” that government agencies and community leaders
encourage women to get named and trained as operators, and that machismo allows men to
dictate what jobs are appropriate for women. Although almost all female operators that i asked
about this pattern engaged with the question and offered their thoughts about the trend, several
men ignored the trend and emphasized the gender-agnostic nature of their operator selection
process. On the other hand, almost all of the water delivery drivers who i met through this study
were men. However, this is less surprising -- a trip to the job-posting board at any bus station in
the region will demonstrate the explicitly gendered hiring practices where being male is often a
prerequisite for a job as a driver. Although RO facility operators tend to be female and water
delivery drivers tend to be male, this section focuses on the operator role.

In most communities with RO facilities, the role of “water treatment facility operator” did not exist
before 2016. However, it has been incorporated into the existing patriarchal structure through
much of Mexico.114 Across the country, men are more likely to work in salaried jobs than women
and women are more likely to conduct domestic and care labor mostly without remuneration.
Amongst salaried workers, women are more likely to work part time than men (De Oliveira &
Ariza, 2000). Indeed, Verónica Montes de Oca Zavala and colleagues (2012) describe how in
Guanajuato, the man’s role in family life is often perceived as the provision of food, home, and
protection. They go on to write, “the feeling of obligation towards those duties of men determine
their decisions.”115 Thus jobs that can provide sufficient remuneration to “support a family” are
considered men’s work while lower paying jobs, part time jobs, and unpaid labor is often
classified as women’s work. However, this argument unfairly describes women as victims
without agency. Many of the female operators with whom i spoke take great pride in doing a job
that provides clean water to people. They link this to their own gender, seeing themselves -- as
women -- as caretakers of life and eager participants in communal processes. Perhaps it makes
more sense, then, to acknowledge how one of the effects of intersection of patriarchy and
capitalism assigns more (financial) value to the work primarily considered to be the domain of
men than that perceived to be the labor of women.116

To explain why most operators are women, several people articulated regionally commonplace
ideas about gender roles. These include expectations that women are caretakers of children,
health, and the home; that men are uninterested in drinking water; and that women’s work is
paid less than men’s work. One operator describes why working at an RO facility felt like
appropriate work for herself and other women, constrained by patriarchal expectations:

116 Discussion abounds in the academic literature of the intersection of patriarchy and capitalism (ie.
Beechey, 1979; Witz, 2013).

115 “El sentido de obligación hacia estos deberes de hombre es lo que determina sus decisiones”

114 I do not mean to imply that patriarchy, machismo, or gender discrimination around labor is limited to
Mexico or Mexicans. Indeed, these forces are present around the globe, including in the US (Jacobsen,
2011; Ridgeway, 2011). I focus on the Mexican context here because the data tend to be delimited by the
boundaries of nation states and the Mexican data is most relevant.
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Women...we have to stay here for the children, for the tasks at home, and if any of us work, she
has to divide her time between various jobs: house, children, independent work, i don’t know, a
business117 (interview #20210410A).

She goes on to describe how the RO facility provides good work for her as a woman because it
allows her to go home in the early afternoon to make lunch for her children and clean the house
before she has to provide dinner for her husband when he arrives home from his full time job.
Another operator, however, describes her satisfaction with her role as mother and caretaker:

The person who cares for the children is always the mom, the person who worries about the
children is the mom. That is, everything, everything is the mom. And that is something that, as a
woman, it leaves us with a great satisfaction118 (interview #20210327A).

A third operator describes why she thinks women are better suited to operating RO facilities, “it
is because women know more about cleaning and this should be clean or also because the
economic payment isn’t much. Also because in my case it is part time,”119 (interview
#20210610A) although she goes on to acknowledge that anyone could volunteer. A fourth
operator combines many of these socially constructed and reproduced expectations about
gendered behavior, describing herself and other women as more engaged in community
process, more interested in water treatment, and more attuned to health-related considerations
than men from the same community:

It is always us, the women, who go to the meetings with children in the community. And also it is
because, well, the men have no interest in consuming the water...Why? Because men, well, they
drink lots of beer, they drink lots of Coke, and they say that it isn't dangerous, that nothing will
happen. So I imagine that what one sees in the hospitals, one goes to a consultation and it is
almost all women going. Who receives talks about health? Us, women. Who receives talks about
cancer, chronic kidney disease, dietary problems among children, all of that type of things, it is
always us, the women...And yes. When the plant was installed, it was almost entirely women,
those who were at the meeting. There were four or five men but for sure they weren’t interested120

(interview #20210327A).

120 “Siempre somos las mujeres que asistimos a las reuniones con los niños en comunidad. Y también es
porque pues los hombres no tienen ningún interés en consumir el agua...Por qué? Porque los hombres
pues toman mucha cerveza, toman mucha Coca, y dicen que esto no se perjudica, que eso no pasa
nada. Entonces yo me imagino que a de ser que uno ve en los hospitales va una consulta y vamos casi
puras mujeres. Quien recibe pláticas de salud, somos las mujeres. Quien recibe pláticas de cáncer, de
insuficiencia renal, de los problemas de los niños de la alimentación, todo ese tipo de cosas siempre
somos las mujeres...Y sí. cuando puso la planta, fuimos casi puras mujeres las que estuvimos en
reunión. Fueron cuatro cinco hombres que por cierto no les interesó.”

119 “Es porq las mujeres sabemos mas de linpiesa  y  esto debe estar linpio o tanvien  porq como es poca
la paga economica. Tanbien xq en mi caso es medio tienpo.”

118 “Siempre quien cuida los hijos es mamá, quien se preocupa por los niños es mamá. Osea todo, todo
es la mamá. Y es algo que como mujer nos queda alguna satisfacción muy grande.”

117 “Las mujeres...nos tenemos que quedarnos aquí porque por los niños, por los quehaceres del hogar y
si algunas de nosotras trabaja, esta tiene que dividir su tiempo entre varios trabajos: casa, niños, trabajo
independiente, no sé, un negocio.”
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Indeed, several operators reported volunteering for the role at community meetings. And most
reported low attendance among men at these meetings. Although this may, in some cases, be
due to lack of interest, in other cases it may be intentional. Folks described meetings scheduled
during the workday both to deliberately exclude men and also because of the logistics of
government employees. However, this schedule excludes anyone working a full time job from
participation in decision-making about the RO facility and prevents them from volunteering to
work as a facility operator. One woman, a delegate for her community, described a deliberate
preference, at least amongst the trainers, for women as facility operators:

When the people came and told me that they were going to run training, they told me that
preferably women would go because, well, supposedly -- you know how they always hold up
women as the standard of hygiene, cleaner, more cautious, more, more more -- how should I say
it? -- more disciplined in cleaning. So that’s what they said to me. It is preferred that they are
women because we women know that they are cleaner than men. Those were the words they
used121 (interview #20210120A).

Whether or not the selection of women as operators is deliberate in all cases, several operators
described volunteering to be trained at community meetings held midday during the work week,
where few men were present. In the words of one current operator:

That time when they chose us, there were no men. They didn’t go. Further, they chose us in
three meetings, right? And they first chose us and then afterwards said, “do you agree that they
are [the operators]?” When they chose us, there were only women. Because we all said yes, a
man could not enter. The men didn’t go because they were working in the campo or the
factories. Now the majority go to the factories in San Felipe, San Luis Potosí, Silao. And as they
have their jobs, they can’t, because [the person from CEAG] tells us that there will be a meeting
Tuesday or Friday. Because they come from the nearby plants then afterwards go to others. And
that is why we remained all women122 (interview #20210626A).

Thus not only do community perceptions of women’s and men’s work encourage women and
restrict men from working as facility operators, but also the meetings where operators are
selected are often scheduled at times -- both deliberately and out of convenience -- when many
men are unable to attend because of preexisting gendered labor norms. The disproportionate
selection of women as operators can be understood by two perspectives in tension: it is the

122 “Esa vez que nos escogieron, no habían hombres. No fueron. Y aparte, es que nos escogieron en 3
juntas, verdad? Ya nos escogieron primera a nosotras y decían ya después, ‘¿están de acuerdo con que
ellas sean?’ Cuando nos escogieron, habíamos puras mujeres. Como todas decimos que sí, pues ya no
pudo entrar un hombre. No van hombres porque andan trabajando, andan en el campo o andan en las
fábricas. Ahorita la mayoría se van a las fábricas a San Felipe, a San Luis Potosí, a Silao. Y pues como
si ellos tienen sus trabajos, no pueden, porque nos dicen que va a ver junta el martes o que va a ver el
viernes, nos decía [la persona de la CEAG] Porque ellos vienen de las siguientes plantas y luego van a
las otras. Y por eso nos quedamos puras mujeres.”

121 “Cuando las personas vinieron y me dijeron que si van a capacitar, sí me dijeron que, de preferencia,
fueran mujeres porque pues supuestamente y ves que siempre tienen a la mujer como en los
estandartes de más higiene, más limpia, más cautelosa, más más más -- cómo te dijera? -- más
disciplinada en el tema de la limpieza. Entonces a mi si me lo dijeron así: ‘De preferencia que sean
mujeres porque las mujeres sabemos que son más limpias que los hombres,’ así con esas palabras me
lo dijeron.”
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deliberate granting of a benefit -- a wage-labor job that relies on the skills socially internalized by
many women -- to those same women in a community where wage labor for women is scarce.
However, it is simultaneously the relegation of women to part time labor with vulnerable and
uncertain pay, following a national and global trend in which women are systematically paid less
than men. Although many women volunteered for the position, we must ask: would they have
done so if they had available to them all of the choices for wage labor that men have? As if to
answer this question, one operator attributed the abundance of female operators to machismo:

As you can see all of the plants are in communities where you can see there is still lots of
machismo. That is, the men do what they say. What do you think about that? To them, it is
women’s work123 (interview #20210610A).

As if to confirm this assessment, several men living in communities with RO facilities explained
that operating a RO facility was easy work that did not require heavy lifting and was more suited
to women than men. Indeed, one man who had trained as an operator described to me that he
only considered going for training because he has a chronic injury that prevents him from doing
“men’s work” in the fields and factories.

Despite these clear socialized gendered dynamics at play in determining who becomes an
operator, several people, men and women, emphasized the egalitarian nature of operator
selection, although this perspective was more common among men. These narratives were
common and generally followed the pattern articulated by this male water committee member in
charge of operator hiring, a shrugging attribution of gendered difference to free choice:

At least here in [the community], that there is a woman operating the plant was because of an
agreement in an assembly. But there is no problem, it could have just as easily been a man, too.
In the meeting, she offered herself as a volunteer124 (interview #20210618A).

Although these narratives are common, they do not ask why women are more likely to volunteer
or be selected than men, why there tend to be more women present in community assemblies
held in the early afternoon during the work week, and what implications this configuration has
for gender equity. Some female operators feel trapped in the job, seeing it as crucial for
community wellbeing but unable to leave because if they do, no one else will step up (interview
#20210603A). However, others take pride in their work and are actively seeking ways to make a
more livable wage as operators by promoting the facility and purchasing a vehicle in which to
distribute water (interview #20210120A). Although in some cases, the RO facilities can be seen
as an imposition of a gendered labor system that relegates women to low-wage and part time
jobs while also forcing them through social expectations to care for children, home, and men,
they can also be seen as a pathway to financial independence and liberation, depending on the
operator, her approach, and the broader community context.

124 “Al menos aquí en [la comunidad] este una mujer operando la planta fue por acuerdo en una
asamblea. Pero no ahí ningún problema con que igual pudo aver sido un hombre también. En la reunión
ella se ofreció como voluntaria.”

123 “Como puedes ber todoas laz plantas son en comunidades donde te podras dar cuenta q ay mucho
machismo todabia aque los onbres asen lo q eyos disen como bes para eyos es trabajo de mujer”
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Carbon & brine: Ecological impacts of RO
Beyond the humans-only perspective inherent in the previous section’s focus on politics, culture,
social identity, and economics, the RO facilities also have implications for local, regional, and
global ecologies within which we humans are but a single species. Although the ecological
impacts of technology implementation are often waved into diminished significance as
“externalities” or “byproducts” of the primary goal – in this case treating water to potable
standards – the evaluation of any technological attempt to “solve a problem” must engage with
the socioecological issues that the technology inevitably generates. As a former director of the
CEAG puts it, RO facilities are, “a very reactionary solution. Because we are unable to resolve
the overexploitation, we implemented something that will generate more problems”125 (interview
#20210617B). This section engages with two of these ecological “problems” produced by
northern Guanajuato’s RO facilities: increasing consumption of electrical energy leading to
greenhouse gas emissions and the production of a toxin-rich brine.

Electricity for water: Emissions elsewhere
In groundwater-dependent rural communities in northern Guanajuato, electrical energy is a
necessary but often hidden component of capturing and treating water. The fact that water use
depends on energy evokes the increasingly used buzzwords “food-water-energy nexus,” a term
used to define a body of literature that engages with the linkages between human-constructed
systems that provide food, water, and electricity to human populations (See overviews: Chini et
al., 2021; Endo et al., 2017; Saundry & Ruddell, 2020). Although the nexus framing points out
the linkages between agriculture, water, and electricity in northern Guanajuato, for the purposes
of this subsection, it suffices to say that for many communities, a loss of electrical energy means
the loss of access to water in quantity and quality. Without electricity, the pumps that extract
deep groundwater can not function (quantity) nor can those that power the RO facilities (quality).
As one plant operator described:

“Well realistically, if there is no electricity, there is also no water. I don’t have a way to fill my
garrafones with water other than with electricity. Many people say, “I’d prefer water to electricity.”
But right now, at this time, electricity is more basic than water. I’ll tell you why. Because without
electricity, how could we generate water in the well?126 (interview #20210610A)

Consumption of electrical energy is necessary for RO treatment, at least in commercial
systems.127 Producing electricity generates ecological consequences nearby production sites.
These consequences are diverse and based on local ecologies and types of electricity
generation. Documented examples include the displacement of human and non-human
communities (ie. Moore et al., 2010), the generation of greenhouse gases that cause global

127 See Tshuma et al., 2020 for a laboratory-scale RO system that does not require electricity.

126 “De la luz: pues realmente, si no hay luz, tampoco no tengo agua. No tengo el modo de llenar mis
garrafones de agua por lo de la luz. Dice mucha gente, ‘yo prefiero el agua que la luz.’ Pero ahorita en
este tiempo, la luz es más básica que el agua. Te voy a decir porque. Por que sin la luz, cómo
generamos el agua en el pozo?”

125 “una solución muy reactiva. Por no poder resolver la sobreexplotación, implementamos algo que va a
generar más problemas.”
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warming (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2014), the introduction of toxic gasses
like sufates, nitrates, and particulate matter to the atmosphere (Zuk et al., 2006), and what
Huseman & Short (2012) call “a slow industrial genocide” perpetuated against Indigenous
peoples in Canada’s tar sands. Paradoxically, the turn towards hydraulic fracturing, which
Mexican officials have been attempting to enable in the northern states, has led to the
contamination of surface and groundwater (Gutiérrez Nájera, 2016; Navarro & Ramírez Villegas,
2015). These examples from around the world demand the questions: where does the electricity
that powers the RO facilities come from and how does its production affect nearby
communities?

As of 2017, the most recent year for which electrical production data was available through the
Secretaría de Energía, 81% of Mexico’s energy production directly generates greenhouse gas
emissions by burning fossil fuels (SENER, 2021). Unfortunately, i was unable to find more local
information about the specific electricity used to power the RO facilities in northern Guanajuato.
Thus, i include this section because the increased electricity consumption and the associated
ecological impacts are often left out of conversations about RO as a technology. The switch
from untreated groundwater, dammed arroyos, or natural springs to water treated with RO
represents increasing reliance on electricity that generates socioecological risks near generation
sites, which may be far from the RO facilities. Despite the spatial separation between electricity
users and production, the ecological burdens of increasing dependence on electrical energy are
very real to both the people living near the sites of fossil fuel extraction and power generation
and everyone affected by global warming. These “externalities” ought to be considered when
discussing the impacts of the widespread turn to technified water treatment including RO.

Water for water: What to do with the brine?
Not only does producing a single liter of drinking water with RO demand more electricity than
consuming untreated groundwater, it also requires more water. As mentioned in chapter four,
operators report between 15% and 50% of the water that enters a facility ends up discharged as
a brine that contains nearly all of the arsenic, fluoride, iron, and aluminum present in the inlet
water. This means that for each garrafón of water produced, between one third and an entire
additional garrafón of brine is generated.

Northern Guanajuato’s rural RO facilities have several strategies for “disposing” of the brine. I
write “disposing” in quotes to acknowledge that no method identified in the interviews and site
visits destroys the molecules of water or other chemicals. Rather, they are moved to other
places where they continue cycling through air, water, and soil. Thus, the arsenic, fluoride, iron,
and aluminum may continue to impact the health of humans, non-human beings, and land. This
section describes the diverse methods that operators use to discard the brine and the
uncertainty as to the health impacts these brine management practices.

In the first five facilities, built between 2003 and 2012, no plan was made for brine “disposal”
other than piping it onto adjacent land. People involved in two of these facilities reported how
the land nearby stopped supporting life. As one former water committee member remembers,
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“at first they discarded it on the ground and all of the plants died”128 (interview #20210608B). To
avoid this issue, one of those early facilities dug an unlined hole and piped the brine there. This
hole has been receiving brine for over a decade. Some facilities still channel their brine directly
onto the earth. The consequences of these activities have not been studied. However, a quick
brainstorm suggests that they may include concentrating arsenic and fluoride in soil, the
bioaccumulation of these toxins in the edible parts of plants, the suspension of these same
chemicals in air, and the contamination of surface water. Each of these could lead to new
pathways for arsenic and fluoride consumption by many beings. Despite this uncertainty and
risk, operators with whom i spoke did not consider their brine “disposal” practices concerning.

The newer facilities tend to be equipped with a plastic cistern at least 5,000 liters in volume
dedicated to brine collection. Depending on the facility’s sales and brine recycling practices, it
may take weeks to months to fill these tanks. Once the cisterns are full, facilities take several
courses of action. The simplest, reported by one facility, is to allow the tank to overflow onto the
ground. Most, however, use the water to wash clothes, irrigate the grass around the facility, and
water potted plants. Additionally, some facilities have made agreements to transport the brine
with community members with tanker trucks. These folks give the brine to cows, horses, sheep,
pigs, and goats to drink; use it for washing stables; and mix it with cement for construction.

All of these activities have potential consequences. Irrigation leads to the same concerns as
dumping the water straight onto the ground, as does clothes washing because most
washboards in rural households drain onto the ground. Feeding animals considered “livestock”
with arsenic and fluoride rich water could lead to negative health outcomes. Indeed, severe
chronic fluorosis has been observed in livestock consuming ten milligrams of fluoride per liter,
values that would not be unreasonable in some of the facilities’s brine streams (Livesey &
Payne, 2011). Additionally, it is known that arsenic is concentrated in the liver and kidneys of
cows that consume it. Thus if these parts of the cows are eaten, bioaccumulation of arsenic in
cattle presents another avenue for human arsenic intake (Vos et al., 1987) and that of other
bovine predators. Although the use of RO brine has been studied for mixing with cement for
construction, i was only able to find safety evaluations for experiments that used brine from
treated ocean water. As far as i could find in the literature, brine with arsenic and fluoride has
not been considered for concrete construction (Fattah et al., 2017; Luukkonen et al., 2020;
Nguyen et al., 2014). Once again, the majority of operators and committee members in these
facilities expressed confidence in the safety of their brine “disposal” practices. However, this
confidence is reflected in neither the scientific literature nor the experiences of the region’s
earliest facilities.

Additionally, several RO facilities connected their brine outlet directly to the community sewer
system. In some cases, these systems empty onto the ground, but in a designated location far
from human habitations. In others, the sewage is treated in a community-scale wastewater plant
-- not equipped to alter levels of arsenic and fluoride -- before being dumped onto the ground or
into a passing river or arroyo. The potential ecological consequences of these practices include
elevating the levels of arsenic and fluoride in surface water like arroyos, rivers, and lakes that

128 “Al principio los desechaban en la tierra y murieron todas las plantas.”
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people depend on for several uses including agricultural irrigation, feeding livestock, and human
consumption. Finally, operators at one facility mentioned an agreement with the municipal
government to send a truck to collect the facility’s brine once their cistern fills up. However, they
were unsure what the municipality would do with this brine (interview #20210410A).

Although operators, often citing claims of safety made by government-paid trainers, mostly
believe that their brine management practices are safe, employees working at the government
agencies that finance the RO facilities acknowledge the brine toxicity as an unresolved issue.
One municipal engineer told me, “we have the issue, the social part, the water that is generated,
well we really don’t know where it is going, what to do with it”129 (interview #20210615A).
Another former government official identified brine “disposal” as one of the most urgent
unanswered questions related to RO as a technology in northern Guanajuato (interview
#20210617B). The hazards of the techniques used to move the RO brine in northern
Guanajuato’s facilities remain understudied and may lead to dangerous chemical exposures for
human and non-human communities. I close this section with the words of one delegate
describing this looming risk and uncertainty: “if the people drink the water, there will be much
water discarded. So much. And we still do not know where it is going to go”130 (interview
#20210402A). Although the broader ecological implications of RO facilities are often ignored or
deemed unimportant, we can understand the proliferation of RO facilities across both northern
Guanajuato and Mexico as presenting a series of socioecological challenges that are
insufficiently addressed.

* * *
Both community members and government agencies considering RO ought to keep in mind the
socioecological implications of RO in rural northern Guanajuato, which are nothing if not uneven
over both space and time. Of these, political economic considerations include the ambiguity as
to whether the facilities belong to the community or the government, their administrative
vulnerability to inter- and intra-community conflict, and the struggles for financial self-sufficiency
faced by many facilities. Despite the proven ability of RO to separate arsenic and fluoride from
regional groundwater, in many communities these financial struggles are likely caused by a
combination of distrust, financial and geographic inaccessibility, and competition from other
water sources. The RO facilities also create a new form of gendered labor where most operator
positions, being paid part time, are filled by women. In addition to these primarily social
considerations, the facilities also increase the amount of water and electricity that is necessary
to produce garrafón of treated water compared to drinking untreated groundwater, while also
releasing a toxic brine whose disposal strategy remains uncertain. With these considerations in
mind, the next chapter takes a step back to ask how these RO facilities interact with the broader
socioecological trend of net groundwater export through agriculture.

130 “Sí la gente toma el agua va a ver mucho desecho de agua. Mucho. Y no sabemos todavía a dónde
va a ir.”

129 “Tenemos la bronca, la parte social, el agua que se genera, pues de repente no saben a dónde va,
qué hacer con ella.”
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Chapter 6  | Relationships between RO
facilities and groundwater depletion

An interdisciplinary approach, highlighting the interdependencies between politics,
power, and physiochemical and microbiological contamination of drinking water, can
further our understandings of both uneven distribution of water contamination and the
conceptualisation of inequalities (Rusca et al., 2017).

This is not simply a story of “then” versus “now.” It is about how historical processes
make the present possible (Benjamin, 2019).

* * *
As the previous chapter demonstrates, RO facilities have a diverse set of socioecological
implications that vary between communities. However, they are also related to the broader
regional context of groundwater depletion, which is primarily driven by the irrigation and export
of vegetables like broccoli and asparagus. This chapter offers two historically contextualized
understandings of the relationship between the RO facilities and groundwater depletion. First,
the facilities can be thought of as part of the longstanding trend of responding to water scarcity –
a socially produced condition – with increasingly technified infrastructure that enables intensified
exploitation of water, without addressing demand. Second, after describing the connections
between extractive capitalism, social identity, and groundwater depletion in northern
Guanajuato, i consider the role that the RO facilities play in shifting extractivist patterns. To
conceptualize this relationship, i argue that we can consider the RO facilities as attempted
“patches” on contamination that are not designed to address extractivism nor the rest of the
current or future impacts of groundwater depletion. In the final section, i ask whether the RO
facilities deflate community organizing and reinforce the extractivist status quo and argue that
the operator and committee trainings present an apolitical narrative of water contamination that
creates a class of community water leaders who believe in contamination and its effects without
understanding their political origins.

Responding to scarcity: The technoquest for “new” water
Today, communities across northern Guanajuato claim to be experiencing water scarcity. I say
“claim” not to diminish the severity of the condition but rather as a reminder that scarcity is
simultaneously social and ecological, resulting when expectations for water availability are not
met. This section describes the history of water scarcity discourse in the land today known as
central Mexico and argues that the RO facilities are one of today’s manifestations of the pattern
of addressing scarcity with increasingly technified water extraction to meet demand, rather than
attempting to adjust the demand itself.
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Today, water scarcity is often publicly attributed to drought, climate change, and other
meteorological considerations that affect water availability.131 However, scarcity is only
experienced when water demand by humans exceeds availability. Thus, water scarcity can be
seen as the socially-produced condition that occurs when demand exceeds supply, where both
demand and supply are constructed at the intersection of the social and the ecological. It is easy
to think of demand as a social construct as it is derived directly from our actions: how much we
drink, whether we irrigate an extra hectare of alfalfa, if we mop the floor less often. The social
production of supply, however, is less intuitive; after all, water comes from precipitation and
groundwater storage and riparian flows. However, most of today’s water supply passes through
human-constructed infrastructure, making it susceptible to both human politics and
meteorological changes. Further, climate events that affect water supply, like drought, are
sometimes the result of human behavior, as in the case of anthropogenic climate change or, as
is alleged by campesina communities in northern Guanajuato, the deployment of cloud dispersal
chemicals by aircraft to prevent precipitation (Tv Independencia, 2020). Finally, the way human
populations allocate and distribute diminished supply is, by definition, a political process. Thus,
social processes affect both supply of and demand for water, producing the conditions for either
abundance or scarcity. However, narratives that scarcity is caused by nature -- not humans --
are dominant and are rooted in the myth that humans are somehow separate from the rest of
nature. Indeed, these myths of “natural” scarcity have driven water-related decision making for
hundreds, if not thousands, of years. This has repeatedly led to the search for new water
sources to augment supply, with little evidence showing historical attempts to limit demand.

Although narratives of scarcity are challenging to identify before the arrival of the Spanish,
prehispanic central Mexico has a long history of hydraulic infrastructure construction. Peña
Santana & Levi (1989) describe the construction of the five-kilometer aqueduct that brought
water from a natural spring in Chapultepec to the urban center of the Mexica capital,
Tenochtitlan, a century before the first Spaniards arrived. Nezahualcóyotl, ruler of Texcoco and
self-proclaimed proud descendant of Chichimecas, consulted on the project, because of his
intimate knowledge of the older Xólotl aqueducts, dams, and ponds which were constructed
before the year 1232. They go on to describe how under the governance of Moctezuma I, in the
1460s, the Chapultepec aqueduct was modified to deliver water through underground channels
to various parts of Tenochtitlan, including directly to the houses of nobles. In the Mexica empire,
at least, the ruling elite marshalled the resources to build large hydraulic projects – including
indoor plumbing – a prehispanic example of increasing access to water through technical
hydraulic intensification.

Once the Spanish arrived, narratives of water scarcity almost immediately manifest in the
historical record. Just before the Spanish conquest in 1521, the Chapultepec aqueduct had not
been modified to increase supply in half a century. Once the Spanish took over the city,

131 From personal experience reading the news in Mexico and the US. For example, a 2021 article about
stress on Mexico City’s Cutzamala system declares that the system is in crisis because of the ongoing
drought (diminished supply) rather than considering the demand for water by Mexico City users (Méndez,
2021). A search for the term “escasez de agua” on Mexico’s major news sites reveals a similar albeit
anecdotal pattern across publishers (egs. D. Barajas, 2021; Cortez, 2021; Flores, 2021).
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however, they began planting and irrigating new crops. In less than a decade, cries of water
scarcity ran through Tenochtitlan. The early viceregal government responded with quick
technofixes including extending the aqueduct to reach more farms. However, scarcity discourse
continued unabated until the Chapultepec aqueduct was reconstructed, possibly as early as
1528, allowing for the flow of more water into the city. This first major Spanish hydraulic
infrastructure project that increased supply -- without addressing the rising demand for irrigation
water -- set a precedent for seeking out supplies that require increasingly intensive technology
to exploit instead of questioning the wisdom of the rising demand for water (Peña Santana &
Levi, 1989).

This trend has continued through colonial New Spain, albeit in fits and bursts. During the
colonial settlement of the land today called Guanajuato the two major regional economic
activities – agriculture and mining – both produced new water demands. These were driven both
by the activities themselves – water was used for irrigation, ranching, and mining – but also to
support growing urban areas of where owners, paid workers, and enslaved people lived
(Sánchez Rodríguez, 2012). Faced with this new water demand, both government
administrators and private landowners commissioned supply projects of increasing expense and
technological complexity instead of questioning the trends and logics of increasing urban
populations, expanding irrigated lands, planting more water intensive crops, and cutting down
trees. The resulting scattered arrangement of dams, reservoirs, aqueducts, diversions, and
canals rendered capitalist production -- and the racialized laborer populations that it relied upon
-- more resilient in the face of prolonged drought but also more vulnerable to flooding (Endfield
et al., 2004).

Following Mexican independence from Spain, government agencies continued to respond to
cries of “scarcity” by seeking more water through technological intensification. Consider the
example of the city of Guanajuato in which these dynamics manifest through two cycles of
scarcity discourse and mega supply projects. According to Peña Santana & Levi (1989) by
1849, the city of Guanajuato was experiencing a “great scarcity” of water, despite the
hodgepodge of hydraulic infrastructure installed over the previous three centuries. In response
to this scarcity, the state government undertook a four-year project to connect an existing dam
to the city, the construction of nine new dams, and twelve water points throughout the city,
temporarily alleviating the scarcity in many neighborhoods. However, water abundance did not
last. Peña Santana & Levi describe how thirty years later, water was, once again, considered
scarce. As usual, demand was left unaddressed as people quested for new supplies. The state
government attempted to drill a well for urban supply, but the project failed. Three years later,
the state sponsored another urban supply mega-project with a new dam and system of canals,
fountains, and water points through the city, which took eight years to complete. These larger
dams flooded land and displaced more people than previous smaller projects, including flooding
some of Guanajuato’s fertile wetlands (Torreblanca Padilla, 2008).

In the 1900s, folks questing for exploitable water shifted from increasingly intensive surface
water exploitation to groundwater drilling. Indeed, new perforation and pumping technologies
enabled questing agriculturalists to reach downwards into the ground to extract the water that
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was previously too deep to be accessible. Thus, following in the footprints of dams and
aqueducts, groundwater drilling and pumping technology can be thought of as technologies that
enabled the intensification of water extractions. Between 1940 and 1982, groundwater
extraction expanded rapidly in northern Guanajuato. Hoogesteger (2004) documents the rapid
increase in agricultural production beginning in the 1930s, following heavy federal investment,
with the irrigated acreage tripling across the larger Lerma-Chapala basin between 1926 and
1950 and more than tripling again between 1950 and 1980. In an effort to control the
proliferation of groundwater extraction, the Secretaría de Recursos Hidráulicos, taking a
carrot-stick approach, banned new wells in certain areas and created incentives for perforation
in others. Indeed, the drilling of new wells was prohibited by federal policy in various regions of
Guanajuato twice in 1958, and once again in both 1964 and 1976. Finally, new drilling was
prohibited across the entire state in 1983. As shown in figure 6.1, despite these bans, irrigators,
incentivized by the promised profits of selling cash crops like corn, sorghum, beans, and wheat,
continued drilling and the number of wells in the region grew exponentially through the 1960s
and 70s, a trend which has continued – encouraged by the neoliberal connection of Mexican
producers to US markets for broccoli, asparagus, and other vegetables – through the early
2000s (Foster et al., 2004; Hoogesteger, 2004; Hoogesteger & Wester, 2017; Servicio de
Información Agroalimentaria y Pesquera, 2019).

If we consider aqueducts to be a technology that enabled the Mexica to capture and reroute
water from a natural spring, we can understand the technologies that were implemented in the
following centuries – dams, canals, sluice gates, pipes, water points, valves, wells, tanks, and
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pumps, to name a few – as enabling the further intensification of water use. Often implemented
at times of scarcity and political conflict, these technologies allowed decision makers to increase
water supply – in many cases diffusing conflict – without addressing the status quo of water
demand, a complex political, economic, and cultural task. However, this intensification of water
supply provision typically entailed moving more water longer distances, leading to increased
socioecological disruption and risk.

RO facilities – and the deep community groundwater wells whose water they treat – are part of
this pattern. As described in chapter two, when groundwater depletion for irrigated agriculture
began to draw down the aquifer, ancestral water sources like springs, rivers, and dams began to
go dry. This led folks to claim “scarcity” and, in some cases, to demand technologies to access
harder-to-reach water (interviews #20210327A & #20210610B). Instead of considering how
basin-wide demand – mainly to irrigate export crops – was depleting the region’s water,
government agencies followed in the well-trod footsteps of supply augmentation by boring deep
groundwater wells for domestic supply (interviews #20210615A & #20210618A). Today, the
majority of northern Guanajuato’s rural communities have access to a nearby deep groundwater
well designed to extract and supply water for household and community use.

When it became evident, through the academic studies described in chapter two and
subsequent government testing, that much of this extracted groundwater contained elevated
levels of arsenic and fluoride, state officials felt they had no options other than throwing money
and technified infrastructure – RO facilities – at the problem (interview #20210617B). Thus, the
RO facilities can be thought of as a part of the most recent manifestation of the quest for new
supply. Together with deep well drilling and pumping, RO enables the use of contaminated –
and declining – groundwater for human consumption, a supply augmentation strategy that does
nothing to modulate water demand.132 Indeed, there is no reason to believe that water use will
slow, or that northern Guanajuato won’t find itself with dry wells and insufficient supply to meet
demand – thus scarcity – in the coming decades. And of course, if the wells go dry, the RO
facilities will have no water to treat.

Extractive capitalism & social identity
Groundwater wells and RO facilities can be understood, as described in the previous section, as
the technified infrastructure that enables the enclosure of ever harder-to-access water in
response to perceived scarcity, without addressing demand. This section explores that demand
and how it is primarily produced by export-oriented capitalist activities. As of August, 2020, 86%
of the groundwater concessioned across the region’s seven municipalities was destined for
agricultural use, by itself enough to draw down the water table without even counting domestic,
municipal, or industrial use. Although water used in households typically stays within the
hydrologic basin, much of the water used for agriculture is exported as broccoli, cauliflower,
asparagus, lettuce, onions, tomatoes, and strawberries. This exported water is controlled by a

132 Much has been written about policy techniques that simultaneously modulate demand while
augmenting or shifting supply. These have been called “soft path” approaches in contrast to “hard path”
techniques that increase supply but ignore demand (egs. Gleick, 2002, 2003; Wutich et al., 2014).
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small number of people who profit from it. Although groundwater concessions have been
granted to nearly 2,000 individuals, corporations, ejidos, and irrigation districts, the amounts are
not evenly distributed. The twenty rights holders with the largest concessions – the top 1% –
control nearly 10% of the region’s concessioned groundwater. The top 10% control 35% of the
water and the top 25% of rights holders – just under 500 individuals, ejidos, and both for-profit
and nonprofit corporations – have been granted nearly two thirds of the groundwater (data from
CONAGUA, 2020, calculations by the author). That this small number of people has been able
to enclose, extract, and profit from the export of the region’s groundwater – and that these
practices have embodied risks for people, disproportionately women and children living in rural
areas, through arsenic and fluoride exposure – parallels patterns seen throughout Mexican
history. In this section i describe the intersection between extractive capitalism and social
identity before chronicling their history in northern Guanajuato and how the benefits and harms
of extractivism have been unevenly distributed based on socialized difference.

Following a Marxist analysis and paraphrasing Zimbalist & Sherman’s (1984) definition, we can
understand capitalism as a political-economic system in which the means of production are
controlled by a small class of private individuals – capitalists – who accumulate profit through
the exploitation of land and labor (Marx, 1981). A prerequisite for capitalist production around
the world has been the enclosure of land by private owners, often displacing those who lived
there, in a process theorized as “primitive accumulation” (Glassman, 2006). This understanding
leads quickly to a class-based analysis predicated on the worker-owner binary. However, as
many have argued, this framing fails to explicitly address two crucial questions: which land and
whose labor are exploited for capitalist production?133

To address both the current and historic relationships between capitalist production and land in
northern Guanajuato, i find the concept of “extractivism” helpful. Although Marx formulated his
ideas about capital in the mid-1800s, “extractivism” is a fairly new concept, appearing first in
books in the 1980s and gaining increasing prominence in both the English and Spanish
language literatures over the past decade.134 Defined by Acosta (2011) as “those activities which
remove large quantities of natural resources that are not processed (or processed only to a
limited degree), especially for export,” the language of extractivism is an explicit reminder that
capitalist production is predicated on fundamental changes to land and the shifting of land from
one place to another.135 To describe this process, Whyte (2017; 2018) borrows the word
“terraforming” from science fiction. In both sci-fi and science, it is used to describe the deliberate
reshaping of a planetary surface to be “Earth-like” and fit for habitation by terrestrial life, often

135 Although this definition has been contested and expanded in recent work (egs. Gago & Mezzadra,
2017; Tetreault et al., 2021), it is sufficient to consider groundwater extractions in northern Guanajuato
today.

134 Data from Google Books Ngram Viewer, https://books.google.com/ngrams/, accessed 22/Dec/2021.

133 I don’t want to imply that these considerations are not present in Marx’s work. Indeed, they are.
However, because so much has been written about capitalism and because the (primarily white, male,
able-bodied, Christian, etc.) labor movement in the US has so forcefully emphasized a class-conscious
analysis to the exclusion of other identities, it bears being explicit about both the ecological aspects of
capitalism and how various forms of social difference – here i emphasize race, gender, and age – has
both been shaped by capitalist incentives and continues to influence how capitalism is practiced today.
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justified with an explicitly colonial intention: interplanetary colonization (Fogg, 1993). Whyte’s
intervention reminds us that terraforming is not only interplanetary. Indeed, capitalists and
colonizers have been forcibly reshaping Indigenous lands for over five hundred years and use
terraforming as a tactic of control, profit, and violence. Instead of rendering a planet fit for
human habitation, this terraforming has been conducted to make certain parts of Earth more
habitable for particular groups of people than for others. Whyte argues that terraforming goes
beyond just the molding of land – it also fundamentally reshapes the intertwined relationships
between humans and more-than-human ecologies.

To consider whose labor has been exploited by whom for capitalist production in northern
Guanajuato (or anywhere) – without relying on the often-true but overly-simplistic class analysis
of dominating owner and exploited worker – requires considering many forms of socialized
difference. Scholars have advocated for this approach in several ways. Robinson (1983) penned
the term “racial capitalism” to explicitly describe the ways in which racialization, racial
discrimination, and capitalist primitive accumulation coevolved out of feudalism in Europe before
being exported to European colonies. Racial discrimination was and continues to be used to
justify the exploitation of a racialized workforce – sometimes paid, sometimes enslaved – in the
interest of capitalist accumulation. To this analysis, bell hooks’ (1984) formulation of “white
supremacist capitalist patriarchy” reminds us that racial capitalism is often enabled by and
reproduces gender-based discrimination.136

In northern Guanajuato, extractive capitalism can be seen in two major activities over the past
half millennium: mining and agriculture. The extraction, refining, and export of silver began as a
capitalist industry with the first Spanish silver strike in Guanajuato in 1552, with much of the
silver exported to European markets. Since then, people have been extracting metals and
minerals in northern Guanajuato, although the impact of mining on both land and society has
come, as Boyer (2012) argues, in cycles of alternating intensification and relaxation. Aside from
the terraforming of mines and mining tunnels that today criss-cross the city of Guanajuato, silver
processing also produced large-scale environmental change through the release of copper and
mercury as well as mass deforestation (Brading & Cross, 1972; Guerrero, 2017).
Studnicki-Gizbert & Schecter (2010) estimate that for Guanajuato’s silver industry alone, 56
thousand square kilometers of trees were cut between the 16th and 19th centuries, just shy of
twice the entire surface area of today’s state of Guanajuato (INEGI, 2020). Additionally, as
described in the previous section, the onset and intensification of mining increased water
demand for both the silver extraction process itself and to support growing populations of folks

136 To complicate the causal narratives that either (1) capitalism drives people to create and enforce social
difference or (2) socially produced differences create the political and cultural landscape on which
capitalism is possible, we can instead understand these forces as being in reciprocal relationship with one
another over time. Indeed, they constantly reproduce one another although their manifestations change in
space. In writing about intertwined oppressions faced by Black women in the United States, Patricia Hill
Collins (2000) describes these mutually reinforcing systems as a “matrix of domination,” emphasizing the
relationships between the forces of oppression. Further, a matrix of domination is not limited to the axes
of power highlighted in this text – class, race, gender, age, and rurality – but also extends to include
sexuality, religion, wealth, ability, education, language, accent, body shape, fertility and others (Wong,
2012). As Crenshaw (1989) describes, these oppressions intersect, creating particular experiences and
access to power (or lack thereof) for people who hold multiple oppressed identities.
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working in mining and mining-adjacent industries, reshaping the hydrosocial landscape through
several waves of water supply projects.

Along with the reconfiguration of the more-than-human landscape, the extraction and export of
silver was also predicated on the colonial molding of the social geography. To enable the import
of laborers and the export of silver, the Spanish colonial administration first “pacified” (read:
destroyed) anti-mining resistance from the Guachichil, Zacateco, Pame, Guamar, and other
nomadic and semi-nomadic Indigenous peoples who resisted the silver roads that divided their
lands and disrupted their lifeways. The Spanish campaign of “pacification” included thirty years
of attempted genocide followed by twenty more years of gifts, settlement, and Christianization
spanning the second half of the 1500s (Powell, 1952). This was enabled by the Spanish colonial
double standard for Indigenous peoples which protected settled peoples who practiced
plantation agriculture while persecuting those whose lifeways emphasized hunting and
gathering. Over the ensuing two hundred years, silver extraction and export – principally for the
enrichment of the Spanish crown and a few, mostly white, individuals – relied on the
enslavement of people kidnapped from Africa and their descendants (Valdés, 1987). Following
Mexican independence and the end of legal slavery in Mexico, mining continued, mostly relying
on the labor of mestizo men (Lomnitz, 2010). These trends continue today137 with the attempt by
a (white-owned and directed) Canadian company to create an open pit mine in northern
Guanajuato with the intention of refining and exporting gold (Argonaut comprará la unidad
minera Cerro del Gallo de Guanajuato, 2017).

In parallel with mining, these patterns of extractive capitalism intersecting with produced social
difference have also manifested through plantation agriculture and ranching. When the Spanish
arrived, they clear-cut mesquite groves and dammed rivers to secure land and water for planted
agriculture (Sánchez Rodríguez, 2012). They also introduced cattle, horses, sheep, and goats
who munched their way through grasslands, swamps, forests, and Indigenous cropland alike
(Moreno García, 1989). As Sánchez Rodríguez (2012) shows, the cajas de agua used for
irrigation, together with the introduction of grazing animals, led to fundamental changes to the
land, another case of colonial terraforming. Much of this ranching and agriculture was
conducted on haciendas and other forms of colonially-enclosed land with the products sold for
profit. Just as with mining, the forced settlement of nomadic Indigenous peoples cleared the way
for the widespread implementation of plantation agriculture. However, in contrast to the present
day, agriculture has not always been an export-focused activity in Guanajuato; most of
Guanajuato’s agricultural products – corn, beans, wheat, meat, and dairy – have primarily been
destined for domestic distribution, at least within Nueva España and, later, Mexico.

Although the products were not for export, the extraction of land for agriculture -- and the
corresponding attempted destruction of nomadic Indigenous relations to that land -- were
capitalist projects from the start. According to von Wobeser (1989), although Indigenous

137 The presence of mostly white and male owned extractive corporations from the “Global North” or the
“West” in much of Latin America, Africa, and Asia has been labeled “neoextractivism,” “neocolonialism,”
and/or “neo-imperialism” to demonstrate the continuity from past to present while differentiating between
the specific nuances of the times (eg. Acosta, 2011).
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peoples quickly adopted small livestock like sheep, goats, chickens, and pigs when these
animals arrived with the settlers, Indigenous peoples primarily incorporated them into existing
non-commercial systems of production. Many Spanish ranchers, however, had large herds of
cattle and grew bulk grains, both of which they maintained for commercial purposes.

Today, extractive capitalism and social difference are helpful analytical lenses with which to
understand the role of groundwater depletion and contamination in northern Guanajuato.
Northern Guanajuato’s four administrative aquifers are declining with hotspots of depletion
falling by nearly six meters per year (Knappett et al., 2018). According to federal data, 27%
more water is concessioned across northern Guanajuato’s four CONAGUA-recognized aquifers
than is recharged in an average year. Of these concessions, 86% are destined for agricultural
use, with about two thirds of these water rights held by fewer than 500 people and institutions
(data from CONAGUA, 2020, calculations by the author). Although Guanajuato retains robust
domestic production, many of the agricultural goods produced in the region are destined for
export, primarily to the US, taking advantage of the region’s year-round growing season,
geographic proximity to US markets, and comparatively cheap water, electricity, and labor
(Hoogesteger, 2004; Servicio de Información Agroalimentaria y Pesquera, 2019). Guanajuato’s
intensive agriculture is a capitalist project that depends on the extraction and export of the
region’s water – and its people’s labor and health – to sustain profits for a tiny fraction of the
population.

As described in the first chapter, the effects of this extractive capitalism through the agricultural
depletion of northern Guanajuato’s groundwater – namely exposure to toxic levels of arsenic
and fluoride in drinking water – are unevenly distributed based on social difference. Women and
children living in rural areas are disproportionately impacted because of ongoing norms and
systems that put them most at risk of exposure. Although deep groundwater extraction began in
the 1940s with the arrival of drilling and pumping technologies (Hoogesteger, 2004), the
patterns of exploiting land and the labor of (racialized, gendered) people in the interest of profits
for a small group began centuries earlier and continue to manifest today.138

138 In Mexico, with its nationalistic narrative of racial homogeneity through mestizaje that continues to be
white supremecist – erasing in public discourse the lived experiences of Mexicans with ancestors from
Africa, Asia, and the Middle East and attacking the lifeways of Indigenous communities (Aguilar Gil, 2018;
Moreno Figueroa, 2010; Moreno Figueroa & Saldívar Tanaka, 2016) – living in a rural location renders
one disproportionately exposed to arsenic and fluoride contamination in drinking water. Thus we might
ask, what is the connection between race and rurality? Although most of the people living in rural northern
Guanajuato pass as mestiza – and many regularly reinforce ideas of colorist superiority with nicknames
like “güero/a” and “negro/a” – we need to look beyond mestizaje today to see how past racialization,
capitalism, and social othering has led to the current geographic configuration of social groups and the
corresponding disparate vulnerability to health risks. Through recent history in central Mexico, rurality has
been linked to, but not synonymous with, agrarian identities like campesinidad, and racialized/ethnic – or,
as Aguilar Gil (2021) would argue, linguistic – ones like indigeneity, as many people living on ejidos today
were those rendered landless during the Porfirian period of hacienda expansion. And in the period of
explicit Spanish colonialism, a rigid racial caste hierarchy structured who lived where and did what work.
Thus, the histories of race, lifeways, and space are intertwined in central Mexico such that rurality is not a
simple statement of where – as quantitative geospatial INEGI borders would have us believe – but rather
a complex history of power, wealth, racialization, language, migration, and culture. Today in northern
Guanajuato, Hoogesteger and Rivara (2021) demonstrate that rural identity has shifted such that most
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As seen from this section, the human health impacts of groundwater contamination that the RO
facilities were designed to address -- and their sociospatial distribution -- can be understood as
effects of the intersection of extractive capitalism with racism and patriarchy. Although
government agencies attempted to curtail groundwater extraction through the final decades of
the 1900s, their efforts were largely unsuccessful (Hoogesteger & Wester, 2017). Following
these failures, all three levels of government turned to RO facilities to “potabilize” water from
contaminated rural wells. Thus, it bears asking: how do the RO facilities, including their
implementation strategy, relate to the broader trend of groundwater extraction? I discuss this
question in the following two sections: first, i describe how RO can be thought of as a patch,
ameliorating one of the impacts of rampant groundwater extraction – contaminated drinking
water – for some people without mitigating the other impacts or addressing the causes of the
extraction, while producing the socioecological impacts described in the previous chapter.
Second, i outline two ways in which the installation of the RO facilities may reduce
anti-extractivist organizing: by offering a technofix to people’s most immediate health concerns
and by training a generation of community water leaders with apolitical and ahistorical narratives
of groundwater contamination.

Bicycling through the mesquites: RO as a “forever” patch
on contamination
In everyday discourse, especially in my experience in engineering education, technology is
often presented as a “solution” that will completely resolve a problem, rendering it a relic of the
past. These technofixes are often described as helping us along the road to “progress” or
“development.”139 As the rest of this chapter has made clear, RO has not “solved” the fact that
arsenic and fluoride are present at dangerous levels in drinking water across northern
Guanajuato. Indeed, RO is only available in a few communities and its adoption has been

139 As an engineer and technology designer, i have contributed to the perpetuation of this narrative. I’m
not proud of it. For example, i once participated in applying for a technology design award whose
application inquired, “what problem are you solving for your customer/user?” In answering this question,
we used the language of “problems” and “solutions.” Our answer began, “[the technology] provides its
users an affordable, convenient, long-term, and easily adaptable solution to water contamination in a
broad array of contexts not typically addressed by low-cost, development-oriented water filters.” Our
discourse reaffirmed the myth that technology “solves” problems, asserting that a water filter would
“solve” water contamination, without considering the complex socioecological tapestry of technology
uptake including trust, context, culture, and toxic waste. Our response also failed to interrogate the
systemic and/or structural causes of the water contamination we were purporting to address in the first
place, an apolitical and ahistorical approach common to many technosavior narratives.

rural households are increasingly drawn into capitalist consumer webs and rely on a combination of
farming, local wage labor, migration, and remittances for survival, rather than and idealized practice of
total subsistence agriculture (For more on the intersections between rurality, campesinidad, and
indigeneity through Mexican history, see: Boyer, 2003; Rosemblatt, 2018). To go further, we ought to ask:
what decision-making processes and systems led to the creation of a geography of hydraulic
infrastructure that renders urban communities more resilient when faced with declining groundwater and
contamination than rural ones? Do those processes remain in place? What is required to change who is
represented in decision-making?
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uneven and dependent on complex social factors. Additionally, its use produces a series of
additional socioecological risks – described in the previous chapter – as do many technologies
that purport to “solve” a problem.140 Instead of using the uncompromising finality of “solution”
language, i argue for thinking of RO as an attempted “patch,” on contamination, that cannot
address groundwater depletion, its other symptoms, or the forces and logics that drive it and
that is vulnerable to ongoing extractivism.

To explain the idea of a “patch,” i’d like to share an anecdote that serves as a prescient
metaphor. Several years ago, whilce bicycling to work, i had to cross the nearby river. To do so, i
would ride down a meandering cobblestone road in the opposite direction from work, which took
me to a bridge across the river. I would cross the bridge, turn back towards town, and finish the
ride. One day, a friend mentioned that during the dry season, the river was low enough that i
could bike across without taking the bridge. This shortcut consisted of a dirt track that crossed
the riverbed before passing through a grove of mesquite trees, shaving ten minutes off of the
ride. On the first day that i took the shortcut, confidently cruising over the bed of spiny mesquite
branches and seed pods, i arrived at work with a flat tire. I naively chalked it up to bad luck,
patched the inner tube, and took the shortcut again. A few days later, i had another flat. With
another patch i was back pedalling down the dirt track through the mesquites. I took the shortcut
for nearly a month and repaired a total of six inner tubes before i realized that patches were not
going to fix my problem; i needed a way to avoid flat tires in the first place.

Northern Guanajuato’s agricultural economy and growing industrialization – and the
groundwater extraction that makes them possible – can be thought of as a path through the
mesquites. Although my decision to take that path produced a single problem – frequent flat
tires – groundwater extraction produces several issues including altered surface water flows,
well collapse, species disappearance from the region, and water contamination. Each of these
problems can be “patched,” although addressing these widespread social issues is far more
complex and variable than vulcanizing a bicycle inner tube. Over the past decades, new
groundwater wells, water-bearing taker trucks, rainwater harvesting, and RO facilities have all
been implemented in an attempt at metaphorical patching. As shown through the rest of this
chapter, the results have been uneven. However, even in the simpler case of the bicycle, the
issue with a patch is that it does not – at least not alone – lead to a change in course.

140 For example, consider the oft-cited example of the PlayPump, a hand pump designed as a
merry-go-round that would pull up groundwater in southern African as children spun it in circles, “playing,”
designed to “solve” the problem of women laboring to hand pump water. Primarily financed by western
philanthropists and the US government, many of the PlayPumps were a disaster from the moment they
were installed. In some cases they were implemented without informing the people who would have to
use them, let alone getting their consent. When children didn’t enjoy playing on them, women ended up
turning them by hand, which one described as much more challenging than the older hand pumps. When
the pumps inevitably broke, spare parts were hard to find and few people had the technical knowledge to
fix them, leaving the wells inoperable (UNICEF, 2007). Additionally, in some cases, the impacts of
technology use only manifest after large-scale acceptance or long-term use. Consider, for example, all
technologies that burn fossil fuels to create mechanical energy: cars, trains, generators, etc. and the
infrastructure necessary to use them. Although they are often touted as the harbingers of “progress”, they
have collectively created a pattern of global warming by emitting carbon dioxide and other greenhouse
gasses.
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Indeed, to avoid nearly daily flat tires while riding through the mesquites, i had several options: i
could purchase a technofix – like tubeless, self-sealing tires or a pickup truck – that would be
expensive, require the extraction of rubber or metals to build, and possibly emit greenhouse
gasses, but would allow me to power across, dominating the spine-covered path. I could sweep
the path clear of mesquite branches, but each time the wind gusted, more spines would fall. I
could cut down the mesquite trees which would save the bike’s inner tubes but have many other
socioecological repercussions. These approaches all share the assumption that i need to
continue riding along the shortcut, minimizing my commute duration. However, i could also
return to the longer road, which would prevent exposing the bicycle to spines in the first place.

Perhaps this is where the analogy breaks down. I had experience riding along the cobbled
street, knew it was safe, and going back to it was barely an inconvenience. When considering
how the trajectory of Guanajuato’s economy could shift to reduce groundwater extraction, we
have neither the luxury of recent experience nor the simplicity of a single decision-maker.
Indeed, for the past half century, the state’s groundwater has been in decline due to agricultural
extractions while these same agricultural producers offer jobs to folks living nearby, creating a
web of relations and institutions that encourage groundwater extraction. These include a
powerful agricultural lobby, a class of people in rural communities who depend on agricultural
wage labor to support their families, and elected officials who have run campaigns based on
promises of job creation but see no options to generate employment opportunities other than by
supporting extractive industry (Hoogesteger & Massink, 2021; Hoogesteger & Wester, 2017;
and personal conversations). This web of actors and incentives renders it challenging to
collectively change course to a path that does not rely on mass exports of regional groundwater.

As if to highlight the challenge of changing course, state and municipal governments today
continue to support new projects that promote “economic development,” even if they extract
groundwater. This is the case with San Miguel de Allende’s “Acuaférico,” where the municipality
has invested over 100 million pesos to drill six wells intended to support the city’s rapid urban
sprawl. (Observatorio Ciudadano San Miguel de Allende, 2021; Presidencia Municipal de San
Miguel de Allende, 2021). Similar extractivist practices can be seen throughout the region.
These include the transnational corporation Argonaut Gold Inc. securing groundwater rights in
its government-supported attempt to open a gold mine in Dolores Hidalgo (Argonaut comprará
la unidad minera Cerro del Gallo de Guanajuato, 2017; García López, 2020) and the
development of areas zoned to host industries that extract and pollute water. For example, the
first corporation to open its doors in the industrial corridor connecting Dolores Hidalgo to San
Luis de la Paz is a water-intensive ceramics factory that secured groundwater pumping rights
before beginning to operate (CONAGUA, 2020; Edición, 2018; Gobierno del Estado de
Guanajuato, 2018b). Further, the agricultural sector, which holds 86% of the northern
Guanajuato’s groundwater rights, has reported steady financial growth since 2008 with no signs
of slowing (Castillo & Gómez, 2020; COFOCE, 2020).

Thinking towards the future, the state government has signaled its intention to continue
supporting the export of water, land, and labor. Although the state’s development plan for 2040,
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published in 2018, briefly mentions the need to “diminish aquifer over-exploitation,”141 it gives no
suggestions for how to do so aside from increasing irrigation efficiency and technification
(Márquez Márquez, 2018) which have been repeatedly proven to fail to reduce overall water
consumption142 (Grafton et al., 2018). Indeed, the list of main upcoming projects in the
“environment and territory” section of the development plan -- the only section in which water is
meaningfully discussed -- gives a sense of the state government’s priorities. The list includes
thirty specific transportation projects -- building and “modernizing” highways, construction of a
facility for loading air freight, and railroad development -- and a single bullet point that vaguely
states “ecosystem protection,” with no additional details. These are projects designed to
facilitate and accelerate the commodification and export of the region’s land, water, and labor
and increase health risks.

Given the state’s current pro-industry and pro-agriculture stances and the challenges faced by
CONAGUA’s attempts to regulate groundwater use – described in chapter two – the government
of Guanajuato is unlikely to take on groundwater extractivism without significant political
upheaval. This acceptance and support of ongoing extractions amounts to a metaphorical
commitment to continue bicycling through the mesquites knowing that we will have to deal with
frequent flat tires. Except instead of flat tires, people are losing years of life and they are not
typically those profiting from the extractions. Because of this strategy, the region will likely
continue to experience the hazardous impacts of this extractivism including water contamination
and scarcity.

Thus the RO facilities, in northern Guanajuato, are designed to last for a long time. As one
delegate describes, “the plant could last forever because they change the parts and it is as good
as new. They can last as long as we can maintain them”143 (interview #20210402A). Indeed,
every operator and community leader who i asked shared the same belief -- that the RO
facilities are designed to last “forever,” anticipating ongoing or worsening contamination. This
strategy is a far cry from conceptualizing RO as a short-term patch, necessary to prevent rising
rates of illness in the coming decades while regulations on agricultural irrigation are enforced.
To the contrary, the fact that operators and committee members were told, in CEAG-sponsored
training sessions, that the RO facilities could last “forever” belies the widely held belief that they
will likely be necessary for the foreseeable future.

This “forever” plan for the RO facilities, however, is flawed. If groundwater levels continue to
decline – and all signs point to extraction continuing apace or accelerating unless there is
significant change to regional agricultural practice – wells will continue to collapse and go dry.

143 “La planta puede durar todo el tiempo porque se le van cambiando cosas y va quedando como nueva.
Esas pueden durar todo el tiempo que podamos mantenerlo.”

142 To counter the claim that more efficient irrigation conserves water, Ward and Pulido-Velasquez (2008)
use economic tools to demonstrate that irrigation efficiency increases overall water use in many regions.
They argue that “achieving real water savings requires designing institutional, technical, and accounting
measures that accurately track and economically reward reduced water depletions.” Even these
economic measures and rewards are nowhere to be found in Guanajuato’s plan for 2040, not to mention
more systemic change.

141 “Disminuir la sobreexplotación de los acuíferos.”
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Drilling deeper to reach groundwater may become prohibitively expensive, where it remains
possible. If a community’s single well ceases to be able to extract, what water with the RO
facility treat? Because RO facility installation in Guanajuato is not coupled with broader action to
reduce groundwater extraction, we can understand the RO facilities as technologies that can
protect some people from the short-term harms of chronic arsenic and fluoride consumption but
will not shield anyone from the consequences of ongoing groundwater decline including
collapsed wells, decreasing groundwater yields, and ongoing changes to the ecological system.
While RO facilities may serve as a crucial life-protecting patch for some people today, their
implementation is not a change of direction from the extractivist status quo.

Meeting needs & apolitical education: Do RO facilities
prevent anti-extractivist action?
Because it seems unlikely, at this political moment, that government or private enterprise will
shift away from unsustainable patterns of groundwater extraction, this section turns to civil
society. “Civil society,” however, is hard to define and far from monolithic. Although many
community-based groups and formal non-profit organizations oppose continued groundwater
extraction for export, others support it, mainly as a source of employment and economic
stability. However, the most recent challenges to extractivist industry have come from civil
society, sometimes working through administrative channels. For example, encouraged by two
years of community organizing, press conferences, and public protests, president Andrés
Manuel López Obrador spoke out against Argonaut Gold’s proposed open-pit gold mine in
Dolores Hidalgo (Jiménez Mayagoitia, 2021). Less than two weeks later, the federal Secretaría
de Medio Ambiente y Recursos Naturales rejected Argonaut Gold’s proposal to extract both
gold and water citing inconsistencies in the company’s environmental impact assessment
(García, 2021).

Because at least some challenges to the extractivist status quo come from civil society, it bears
asking: how might the RO facilities affect anti-extractivist civil society action? In this subsection, i
offer two responses. The first – that RO facilities diffuse organizing momentum by addressing
people’s most immediate needs – is purely speculative despite its grounding in historical
precedent. The second – that the RO facility training sessions promote apolitical and ahistorical
understandings of water contamination, preventing community water leaders from connecting
agricultural groundwater depletion and contamination – is documented empirically through
interviews with operators and committee members.

First, to speculate: it is possible that one impact of a new RO facility could be that organized
community members, perceiving their safe water needs to be met, cease to organize against
groundwater extractivism. The historical precedent for technological gifts diffusing organizing
comes from the Spanish strategy of “pacification,” where, in the late 1500s, the colonial
government gave houses, churches, and food to Indigenous groups, including Guachichil,
Zacateco, Pame, Guamar, and Jonaz peoples, who were organizing in resistance to the colonial
silver trade. This strategy of gifts – combined with Christianization and following several
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decades of genocidal warfare – was sufficient to break the anti-extractivist resistance (Powell,
1952).

Although the RO facilities may produce an impact similar to that of colonial “pacificiation,” i do
not wish to imply that this result is deliberate today. Powell (1952) documents the explicit
colonial intentionality that drove the Spanish’s “pacification” processes in the late 1500s.
However, i have not found this same intention in conversations with government officials in
Guanajuato today nor in reading government documents. Rather, most state and municipal
officials who participated in interviews described feeling unable to meaningfully address
extractivism because most of the relevant regulatory powers are the domain of the CONAGUA.
Several went on to explain that RO is the best available technical tool to treat water
contaminated with arsenic and fluoride. However, as so many scholars and activists remind us,
an unintentionally harmful act still causes harm, thus it bears separating impact from intent (eg.
Utt, 2013). Even if the RO facilities were not installed with the intent of “pacifying”
anti-extractivist organizing, they may still -- given their implementation strategy -- have that
impact. And that impact merits examination.

Despite the possibility that government-funded RO facilities could diffuse anti-extractivist
organizing, it remains to be seen whether that is, in fact, occurring. In five of the communities
that have received RO facilities, community leaders described multi-year organizing efforts for
safe water before receiving the RO facility (interviews #20210120A, #20210327A, #20210402A,
#20210610B, & #20210618A). The CEAG’s strategy for choosing communities for RO facilities,
described in chapter three, enables the agency to allocate funds for water treatment projects not
only based on contamination data but also in response to political pressure. Municipal officials
described using this approach to select several communities with longstanding organizing
processes around water quality who denounced government actions. In at least two of these
communities, including San Juan de la Plata, the municipality’s efforts were rejected by a large
portion of the community who argued instead for rainwater harvesting, which they claim would
simultaneously decrease dependence on diminishing groundwater and on government
intervention (interviews #20210327A & #20210615A). Preliminary evidence suggests that the
implementation of RO has not extinguished all organizing in active communities -- in three of the
five communities, organizing processes continue, with most of the folks involved in community
activism refusing to consume water from the RO facilities (interviews #20210120A,
#20210402A, & #20210610).

The second aspect of RO facility implementation that may prevent rural community action
against the extractivist status quo is the lack of political education provided to community water
leaders. Understanding the linkages between extractivism and poisoned drinking water is a
prerequisite for people, concerned about water quality, to organize against extractivism. The
connection can be distilled into two key points: first, that the contamination is emerging because
of declining groundwater levels and second, that the groundwater is declining primarily because
of agricultural extractions. To assess whether people understand these two points, i asked
everyone who i interviewed if they could describe why there were dangerous substances in the
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water. If they identified groundwater decline as a cause, i followed up by asking why the
groundwater table was dropping.

Almost all government employees identified agricultural irrigation as the primary sector whose
water use has led to the emergence of arsenic and fluoride, although with different amounts of
reticence. One even requested that i turn off the audio recorder before he would engage with
the question (interview #20210615A). Community water leaders -- delegates, committee
members, and operators -- on the other hand, had a much more varied understanding of the
origins of water contamination. Few identified that the contaminants were naturally occurring.
Indeed, when asked about the origins of the contaminants, operators named biological
contamination and runoff from industrial facilities and greenhouses more often than geogenic
arsenic and fluoride. Further, when asked about the causes of groundwater decline, none
named agriculture as the driving sector, mostly blaming other communities or individual
community members. Consider one narrative of causality articulated by an operator:

We, as conscientious people, believe me that I, I waste water, but I do reuse it. I take a shower
but underneath I have my basin where I collect it. I water my grass, I water my plants, I mop my
patio. Whereas there are lots of people who unfortunately -- with big hoses -- wash their cars.
With big hoses!...It’s okay. I won’t say that it’s bad. But you imagine that that person is not aware
that their son will have that problem in ten years. Their son will die of thirst144 (interview
#20210610A).

This narrative pits neighbors against one another, situates the cause of groundwater depletion
in community wells, and absolves the agricultural sector from accountability by not including it at
all. It is indicative of narratives that i heard from several operators who had attended
state-sponsored training sessions. Not a single one of these operators mentioned agriculture
when we discussed the causes of declining groundwater.

This uncertainty is not surprising, given that notes from one trainer suggest that these
educational sessions only spent a cursory amount of time “explaining the importance and
necessity of potibilizing and purifying the water for human consumption,”145 before diving into the
functioning of the facility itself, with no time dedicated to discussing the origins of the
contamination (site #20210615B). The fact that a government-funded educational campaign
about water quality fails to teach its students -- future community leaders on water -- that their
groundwater has been primarily rendered toxic by agricultural extractions restricts political
action. Thus, the particular way in which water leaders are trained acts to form a generation of
community water leaders that consider water contamination to be both apolitical and ahistorical,
disconnected from past and present actions of extractive enterprise and government agencies.

145 “EXPLICANDO LA IMPORTANCIA Y LA NECESIDAD DE POTABILIZAR Y PURIFICAR EL AGUA
PARA CONSUMO HUMANO”

144 “Nosotros mismos como personas concientes, creeme que yo, yo desperdicio el agua pero le doy otro
reuso. Yo me baño en mi regadera, pero abajo tengo mi tina donde la paro, riego mi pasto, riego mis
yerbas, trapeo mi patio. Cuando hay mucha gente que desgraciadamente hasta manguerasos lavan su
caro, hasta manguerasos...está bien. Yo no digo que está mal. Pero te imaginas que esá persona no se
concientiza de que si hijo de aquí a 10 años va a tener ese problema. Su hijo va a morir de sed.”
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These apolitical narratives of water contamination protect the extractivist status quo by
precluding anti-extractivist organizing in communities with RO facilities. If community members
cannot identify that contamination is caused by fifty years of barely-regulated agricultural
groundwater pumping, why would they organize against it? Not only do the RO facilities
alleviate the pressure of a lack of safe water driving communities to organize, their
implementation also trains community leaders to believe that the contamination is an isolated
issue, separate from extractivism, that can be solved by technology, ignoring ongoing and new
extractive projects, declining groundwater levels, and emerging contaminants.

* * *

The RO facilities can be thought of, together with deep well technology, as part of a long
historical trend of responding to scarcity – a socially produced phenomenon – with increasingly
technologically intensive supply augmentation projects that do not address the demand for
water. Additionally, in considering their relationship to the extractive capitalism that continues to
produce groundwater decline, each RO facility can be thought of as a small potential patch on
the human health effects of groundwater contamination. However, these patches do not address
groundwater over-extraction. Further, the facilities may diffuse anti-extractivist organizing efforts
and the training sessions educate a generation of community water leaders who are led to act
based on apolitical and ahistorical narratives about groundwater contamination.
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Conclusion  | A pluralistic approach to
water justice
This project, which emerged through collaborations between myself and members of both the
NGO Caminos de Agua and the collective la Hermandad de la Cuenca de la Independencia,
began as an empirical study into the realities of government-funded RO water treatment
facilities in rural communities. However, evaluating RO as a “solution” to water contamination
requires interrogating the problem that proponents of RO purport to “solve.” Indeed, if the
problem is stated as: rural community water, destined for human consumption, has levels of
arsenic and fluoride above federal norms, then RO is a compelling technofix, having been
demonstrated to effectively separate both contaminants under specific operational conditions.

However, other problem definitions may lead to different perspectives. Northern Guanajuato can
be understood as a site of environmental injustice, where some people are more exposed to
environmental contamination – and its associated health effects –  than others based on age,
gender, and racialized status. In this case, women and children in rural areas are
disproportionately exposed to the arsenic and fluoride in drinking water and underrepresented in
government processes. Further, an environmental justice analysis encourages consideration of
more-than-human life. Indeed, the same reductions in surface and groundwater that affect
people are leading to declines in species of native fish and trees and reshaping the landscape
through altered surface water flows. Thus defining the problem as environmental injustice
broadens possible responses to include increasing representation of affected communities in
decision-making processes, the redistribution or dilution of power, rights of nature, and an
ecological approach to health and contamination, to name a few.

Further, as seen in the final chapter, considering today’s environmental injustice along a longer
timeline demonstrates how groundwater extractivism is today’s manifestation of a set of
capitalist and colonial logics that include racialized discrimination and patriarchy, that have been
present, active, and reproducing themselves in the land today called Guanajuato since at least
the arrival of the Spanish in the early 1500s, if not earlier. Extractivism has manifested itself on
that land in the form of mineral mining, livestock grazing, and plantation agriculture, each of
which – implemented to serve a system of global capital and socialized difference -- enrich a
few while enacting violence on the land and early death on people racialized and gendered into
less-than categories without their consent. If we consider RO facilities as an attempt to “solve”
or even shift these patterns, it would be a woeful failure. At best, RO can be considered a patch,
designed to address groundwater contamination, one of the many resulting impacts of these
intertwined systems, for some people. And even so, if groundwater depletion is not addressed,
RO facility operators may soon find themselves without a source of water to treat as water levels
continue to decline and wells go dry.

Framing “the problem” as colonial capitalist extractivism – which has been intertwined with
racism and patriarchy for its entire existence – adds political, cultural, social, economic, and
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historical dimensions to understanding today’s reality. Indeed, although RO facilities seem
worthy of consideration if “the problem” is defined as arsenic and fluoride in groundwater,
highlighting ongoing systems of oppression makes it clear that RO facilities – although they may
help reduce rates of chronic disease like cancer and kidney failure in the coming decades – do
nothing to diminish the large-scale export of the region’s water. Further, the RO facilities
implemented today across rural northern Guanajuato may actively work to perpetuate and
protect extractive enterprise by diffusing anti-extractivist organizing and by training a generation
of community water leaders with apolitical and ahistorical narratives of water contamination.

Although CEAG officials describe RO as the only rational and scientifically logical approach to
the narrow administrative problem of community water contamination, political pressure and
funding availability also encouraged state officials to turn to RO. Indeed, political organizing led
to an academic study evaluating the region’s groundwater which identified widespread fluoride
contamination. These results prompted further organizing among municipal officials, community
groups, and academics who collectively pressured the state government to action. Seeking a
path forward, the CEAG drew on funding for technified water treatment in rural communities that
had already been earmarked by the CONAGUA. This intersection of political organizing,
academic studies, and federal financial support for high-tech rural water infrastructure caused
the CEAG to install the first RO facilities.

Beyond its technical ability to remove arsenic and fluoride from water if operated and
maintained correctly, RO has several socioecological implications which should give
government functionaries and community members pause. These include that, in some cases in
northern Guanajuato, they financially stress community resources, spark conflict, produce
human and ecological health risks, are financially and geographically inaccessible, reinforce
gendered norms of labor, increase electricity and groundwater consumption, produce a toxic
brine, and force communities to switch to a commodified system of drinking water provision.
Indeed, technofixes often apply a rapid band-aid to one politically salient symptom of a systemic
problem that allows the unchallenged perpetuation of the status quo. Which, in this case, is the
continuation of rapid groundwater depletion in the interest of capital accumulation, which
requires and reproduces racism and patriarchy. .

As water injustice can be understood to have emerged from these systemic forces of
oppression, we must ask how water justice might manifest in northern Guanajuato. I do not
have the answer. Further, as someone who will not directly experience the effects of shifts in
northern Guanajuato’s water governance in my own body -- i do not live in the region -- i would
hesitate to opine without in-depth consultation with collaborators and kin who do.

Instead, i close by identifying a tension in the practice of imagining futures and advocate for
plurality in approaches. Narratives of a more just sociohydrological future in northern
Guanajuato are often predicated on a single technology be it physical or ideological: rainwater
harvesting, aquifer recharge, the human right to water, non-governmental water management,
and groundwater treatment have all been spotlighted as “the solution,” some by both
government agencies and civil society. However, the issue is multiscalar in both time and space
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and its definition requires precision because the way a problem is defined dictates and restricts
the responses or “solutions” that may be proposed. As stated above, today, people are exposed
to dangerous levels of contaminants. However, other hydrosocial crises abound, related to
groundwater depletion: groundwater levels are declining rapidly. Groundwater is becoming more
challenging to access and extract. Existing groundwater wells are going dry and collapsing.
Contamination disproportionately affects women and children in rural areas. Surface water
depletion is leading to the loss of native animal and plant species. Rates of diabetes and kidney
disease are rising across the region. Migration, encouraged by a lack of work opportunities,
separates families across distance and militarized borders. Traditional lifeways are being eroded
by the corporate takeover of ejido-land, the introduction of genetically modified cash crops, and
the incentives of formal education and wage labor. The list could go on.

These downstream symptoms of colonial capitalist extractivism, racism, patriarchy and other
systems of oppression have impacts at different geographic and temporal scales, and require
corresponding actions. For example, so that people are not exposed to arsenic and fluoride in
drinking water, action is urgently required because the symptoms of that exposure are already
evident. Response actions -- not “solutions” -- could include the implementation of RO,
rainwater harvesting, or any number of other water treatment or collection technologies, each of
which produces unique ecological risks and vulnerabilities. Thus each should be considered
only for short periods as a treatment -- in the public health sense -- for an elevated likelihood of
premature death faced by particular populations.

However, to continue with the public health metaphor, if RO and other technofixes can be
thought of as “treatment,” how might “prevention” manifest? To prevent wells from collapsing,
contamination from emerging, and land from experiencing rapid human-caused change,
groundwater depletion must be halted and reversed. To do so, however, likely requires actions
that span the entire aquifer or state, because with Guanajuato’s approximately twenty thousand
wells, reversing groundwater decline requires collective action. Indeed, curtailing groundwater
extractivism -- a goal which government agencies have failed to achieve despite over half a
century of attempts -- may require changes to policy and law; cultural norms and relationships to
water and land, ecological education; religion; technology; language; governance; and art, to
name a few.

Rather than support a single technology or approach, then, i argue for a coupled or pluralistic
approach, where actions are taken simultaneously at several scales to achieve different
interwoven aims. Even at a particular scale or with a specific problem definition, it may be most
effective to try several approaches at once, to see how the socioecological effects ripple out and
combine with one another.

Even though the government-sponsored RO facilities that currently operate in rural northern
Guanajuato likely enable the extractivist status quo, RO could play a role in moving towards a
more equitable water future when implemented as a stop-gap fix that prevents a looming public
health crisis while more systemic shifts are in process. They could be part of a coupled,
multiscalar approach with initiatives that simultaneously oppose colonial capitalist extractivism,
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racism, and patriarchy while protecting people, communities, and their lifeways. I write this not
as a guide for top-down “solutions” -- indeed, environmental injustice is often caused by a
systematic lack of representation of affected communities in decision making spaces -- but
rather as food for thought for affected communities and their allies. What creative approaches
can be taken simultaneously, at various scales, to move from a world in which people
disproportionately have drinking water poisoned based on age, gender, or racialized status and
in which capitalist extraction of water threaten native species, lifeways, and racialized and
gendered bodies to one in which -- to paraphrase environmental justice activist Mike Ewall146 --
no beings have poison in their water at all?

146 Quoted by Gilio-Whitaker (2019), Mike Ewall distinguishes between “environmental equity” and
“environmental justice,” saying that a turn from the former to the latter, “represents the fundamental
difference between the concepts of ‘poison people equally,’ and ‘stop poisoning people, period!’
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Appendix  | Preliminary outlines of
educational materials

¿Cómo saber si es segura una planta tratadora de
ósmosis inversa?

Que las pruebas de sólidos disueltos totales (SDT) se toman sin falta cada semana.
Que la última prueba de SDT sale debajo de 20 ppm o una reducción de al menos 95%.
Que las pruebas bacteriológicas se toman sin falta cada semana.
Que en la última prueba bacteriológica no se detectó ningún e. Coli, tal como coliforme
total y fecal.
Que hay procesos diarios de desinfección del equipo con un desinfectante adecuado.
Que los garrafones se lavan con jabón y/o desinfectante y se enjuagan antes de
llenarse.
Que la persona encargada de la operación de la planta pone guantes y una cubreboca
para operar el equipo y llenar los garrafones tal como cubrir la cabeza con una red o
gorra.

Ideas claves para compartir con cualquier actor que esté
considerando la implementación de una planta tratador
utilizando la ósmosis inversa

Contexto
● El arsénico y el fluoruro ocurren naturalmente en el subsuelo y están saliendo en el

agua del pozo por la extracción sistemática del agua subterránea y la caída de los
mantos acuíferos

● A través de los últimos 50 años, los mantos acuíferos han experimentado un
abatimiento de alrededor de un metro al año, llegando a casi 6 metros al año en zonas
con altas concentraciones de pozos y actividades extractivas;

● Entre 80% y 90% del agua “subterránea” concesionada para la extracción está
destinada para usos agrícolas, generando una caída;

● Aún sin considerar en lo absoluto todos los usos de agua “no agrícolas” como el
suministro urbano y rural, industrial, etc.sólo el uso agrícola seguiría abatiendo los
acuíferos;

● Este extractivismo del agua subterránea es para la venta de hortalizas en mercados
capitalistas internacionales y domesticos y sigue un patrón que ya tiene siglos de
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extractivismo y explotación de tierra, agua, labor y vida -- más que nada de tierras
nombradas “vacías” y cuerpos racializados nombrados “incivilizados;”

● Los gobiernos -- en la mayoría de los casos el gobierno federal -- ha intentado limitar
este extractivismo de agua y vida sin ningún éxito,

● La sociedad civil ha logrado parar nuevos proyectos extractivistas pero tampoco ha
logrado parar el abatimiento de los acuíferos ni su contaminación.

Implementación
● Un proceso de instalar una planta puede comenzar de 2 maneras:

○ una instancia de gobierno puede decidir instalar una planta y solicitar el acuerdo
de la comunidad;

○ una comunidad puede solicitar una planta por parte de una instancia de
gobierno;

● Los gobiernos (una combinación del municipal, estatal y federal) pagan por la
construcción y las actividades de implementación con la comunidad;

● Antes de comenzar la construcción, se tiene que dar el título del terreno al municipio,
● Se forma un comité comunitario que se encarga de la administración de la instalación
● Se seleccionan operadores de la comunidad.
● Se capacitan a lxs integrantes del comité y lxs operadores por la Comisión Estatal de

Agua en contaminación del agua y cómo operar la planta
● Una empresa privada construye la planta. A veces contratan mano de obra comunitaria

y a veces no lo hacen;
● El papel del/la operador/a puede ser entre tiempo parcial y tiempo completo, podría ser

remunerado con un sueldo fijo o un pago por garrafón vendido;
● El modelo financiero es un pago por garrafón, determinado por la asamblea comunitaria.

En 2021, los precios en diversas comunidades oscilaban entre $8 y $25 pesos por
garrafón.

Diseño: Cómo funciona técnicamente el proceso de tratamiento del agua
● La ósmosis inversa separa contaminantes disueltos del agua (como el arsénico,

fluoruro, hierro y aluminio, entre otros). Los contaminantes salen con una parte del agua
como “desecho” y el resto del agua sale “purificada.”

● Del agua que entra a la planta, entre 15% y 50% se desecha. Quiere decir que para
cada litro de agua tratada, sale entre ⅓ y un litro de agua desechado, con altas
concentraciones de contaminantes. Este desecho podría ser un desecho peligroso hay
que averiguar que se hará con ello;

● Las plantas tienen varios pasos de tratamiento que apoyan la ósmosis inversa:
○ Incluyen pre-tratamiento como cloración, arena, carbón, suavización y filtros de

sedimentos, y
○ tratamiento después del OI como filtros de sedimentos, luz ultravioleta y ozono;

● Todavía no se sabe si el consumo cotidiano del agua desmineralizada afecta a la salud
del organismo humano.
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Operación y monitoreo cotidiana
● Las instalaciones pueden aportar garrafones con agua tratada hasta la puerta de la

casa, pero la comunidad sería responsable del el costo;
● En la mayoría de los casos, lxs usuarixs están encargadxs del transporte de los

garrafones llenos;
● Lxs operadorxs se encargan de prender y apagar el equipo de tratamiento, monitorearlo

para averiguar que esté funcionando, mantener la instalación y lavar y llenar garrafones;
● Hay monitoreo regular por parte de lxs operadorxs y por parte de los gobiernos:

○ Monitoreo de lxs operadorxs: medición de cloro, medición de ozono, medición de
dureza, medición de sólidos disueltos totales (SDT);

○ Monitoreo de los gobiernos: medición exhaustiva: metales, minerales,
hidrocarburos, biológicos, etc.(debe ser cada 6 meses).

Mantenimiento
● La Comisión Estatal del Agua proporciona a lxs operadores las recomendaciones de la

frecuencia de cambios del equipo;
● También a veces se tienen que cambiar los filtros de acuerdo a los resultados del

monitoreo regular;
● Es la responsabilidad del comité de la planta llevar a cabo y financiar todo el

mantenimiento. Hay algunas contratistas que están dispuestas a apoyar este proceso,
compartiendo conocimiento técnico y consiguiendo equipos especializados.

Consideraciones socioambientales
● La planta está administrada por el comité comunitario según a acuerdos comunitarios

que se firman como ley. El municipio se queda con el título del terreno;
● Muchas plantas pierden dinero hasta que logran que una cantidad suficiente de lxs

integrantes de la comunidad compran los garrafones. En algunas comunidades esto ha
durado años, en otras, después de años, todavía no han logrado la sostenibilidad
financiera;

● Por eso, varias comunidades han batallado para conservar operadores;
● El agua vendida en las plantas podría estar peligrosa en dos maneras:

○ Si la planta funciona bien, todavía está claro si hay daños de consumir el agua
desmineralizada (esto también aplica al agua pluvial cosechada),

○ Si hay alguna falla en la operación de la planta y el agua se contamina con
contaminantes químicos o biológicos;

● Muchas comunidades han experimentado desconfianza en las instalaciones;
● Algunas se quedan lejos de las casas y, por eso, son inaccesibles;
● Otras han puesto precios inasequibles;
● Otras se encuentran compitiendo en contra de envasadoras privadas de agua o las

marcas transnacionales (Ciel, Bonafont, epura, etcétera);
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● Un cambio de acceso al agua de fuentes tradicionales al agua embotellada arriesga las
relaciones con el agua y el conocimiento ancestral sobre nuestra conexión al agua y
todo lo que es el llamado “medio ambiente;”

● En la mayoría de los casos (80%) son mujeres las que operan las plantas;
● Las plantas tratadores de ósmosis inversa producen un desecho que podría ser

peligroso a los seres humanos, los demás animales, y todxs lxs seres que dependen de
la tierra para la sobrevivencia;

● Aumenta el consumo de agua y energía eléctrica por cada litro de agua bebido;
● Capacitan un grupo de líderes comunitarixs en el tema del agua sin la reflexión sobre

una narrativa política o histórica de las causas de la contaminación o el abatimiento del
agua subterránea;

● Se instalan con la creencia que durarán para siempre y, por lo tanto, con la idea que
serán necesarias para siempre.
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